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chase ; but they gladly exchanged the notes

of the horn and eager barking. of* dogs for

A Weekly Religious Newspaper
For

the Family.

No, 89 Washington

OrPFICES,

"| the more
clashing
followed
ended in
Kings.

8t., Dover, N. H,,

No. 30 Vesey 8t., New

York City.

LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &oc., should be sent. All communications
designed for publication should be addressed to the

Terms’

$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly in ad-

vance, $2.50.

:

REMITTA

procured, send the money in a
registered
er A are obliged rid id Pi. letters
80.
JL
are forwarded until an explicit order is re
by the Publisher for their discontinuance, and
S41 payment of all arrearages is made, as required
ber is Rartioularly requested to note the
label for the expiration of his subseripforward what is due for the ensuing year,

the
to

with or without further reminder from this office,

1. Any person who takes a Paper regularly from the
post-o
whether directed
name or another’s
or whether he has subseribéd or not—is responsible
for the payment,
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay all
es, or the publisher may contin.
ue to sead it until phyment is made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
oflice or not.
.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and perio-licals from the post office, or
removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
23 When Agents receive premiums, no pégeentaxe on moneys sent for the Star is allowed iN adon,
We send

no books

out

to be

sold

sion, or otherwise, with the privilege

on

of

Slowly;
J

80, 1870.

Surely.

———

;

I’ve watched, and watched, and seen how slowly
Great trnths emancipate the mind ;
Even sunbeams, though so bright and holy,
A tardy course through darkness find.
And yet I feel and know securely
That light will foree its onward way;
And out of night bring morning surely,—
Morn, brightening into perfect day.

As from the acorn lingering ages

..’

Are needful for the oak to grow,—
Wisdom’s unread, unopened pages,
Will be revealed, though late and slow.

Be not impatient! God-protected,
All is impelled—and all directed

AM

able

ning of the present centary, Frankfart
continued to be the capital of the German
Confederation. Here the Emperors were
chosen, and here with great pomp and
ceremony they were crowned. At the dissolution of the empire,in 1806, it, with other
cities and provinces, was made over as a
Grand-Duchy to Carl von Dalberg.
The Congressof Vienna, 1814, declared
it a free city, and in this name it gloried un-

Evansville

Seminary,

-

Wis.

——

A lengthy communication respecting this
institution has been sent us, giving an in-

teresting and detailed account of the experiences of our brethren there in the efforts to meet the conditions on which the
proprietors of that School property proposed to put it under the permanent control of the Free Baptists. We give the
main facts, instead of publishing the full
.

sense,

the

institution has

terms of the charter gave them no right of

ownership.

MAIN.

Just when the Old Free City
> ed, historians
are not

to the begin-

been, for several years, under the direction
of the Methodists of that state, though the

Correspondence.

FRANKFURT

Bull of Charles

1V, 1356, and, from this date

In’ a certain

‘By God’s eternal, changeless will.

European

ed the city new privileges, which a historian of those times says,‘‘ was the first
streak of morning light, which broke upon
its dark night.”
This Freiheitsbrief was
the harbinger of that new day which was

details:

Unhasting, but unresting still,
\

Louis
the German grant-

checkered history, 1866, when fate again
spread her dark wings over the now time:
honored city, and in -a single day, the
strength, the glory, and the prestige of
Frankfurt were swept away.
Upon no other city has Prussia laid so
heavily her iron hand ; no other has she so
mercilessly condemned to eat the bitter
bread of humiliation.
N.F.
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tory of Frankfurt.

his-

til that most disastrous cf all years in its

commis-

returning

them

WEDNESDAY,

ed a fortunate change in thepolitical

ushered in by the Golden

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.

89

In the palace of the former kings lived
deputied rulers, who oppressed the people
with heavy taxes and unjust laws. The
general breaking up of all established gov-

if possible. When neither of which resulted from the crusades, produc-

these can be
Joltar, All

EachS
date on
tion,

moved from Frankfurt, and a long night
settled down upon the infant city.

‘ernments and the struggle after freedom,

mustbe made in money orders,

bank cheeks, or drafts,

welcome blast of the trampet and
of arms. The bloody wars which
the death of Louie
i
909,
the establishment-of
the Saxon
The seat of Government was re-

was

found-

to say,

forthe

date lies buried in the uncertainties of the

The school has not prospered

to the satisfaction either of the Trustaes or
of the subscribers to the stock. Funds

have been recently added under the influ-

ence of the distinct statement that it was
early centuries, and he who searches among not a Methodist school, and the subscribers
the early records will find little to repay decidedly objected to any change in the
him before he reaches the reign of Charle- charter such as would put the property unmagne. At the close of the VIII. and be- der the control of that denomination. The
ginning of the IX. century, we find the city stockholders then, with great unanimity,
coming int) importance and assuming its voted to put the property into the hands of
present name,
the Free Baptists, provided they would raise
Cities owe their existence to natural $10,000 of additional funds for the school.
causes, and are not the result of caprice or At its last session, the Wisconsin Y,M.
chance ; and that the Main here widens its pledged that sum, and at once undertook
bed and spreads out its waters,
until,
certain seasons, they become fordable,

at
is

the work of raising it. The patronage of
the school ' increased and the prospects
grew bright. But when an application
was recently made for an amendment of the

sufficient reason why in those early times,
when bridges were rare, the . site should
have been thought eligible far the planting charter, securing to the Free Baptists what
of a town. It received its name from the stockholders had voted, the old manCharlemagne, and an old legend runs agers made earnest but fruitless efforts to
thus:
prevent the consummation of the work.
That bold warrior with his trusty Franks But the amendment was granted without a
was returning from a_ hard fought battle dissenting vote in the Legislature, so that,
with the Saxons; the unvanquished foe was as soon asthe $10,000 are secured, the enclose behind him when he reached the tire property will come into the absolute
Main ; a thick fog hung over the river and possession of the Free Baptists.
That
he could not find the ford; and fearing no money is likely to be raised without much
less the ¢¢ yellow waters” of the rapid river delay.
The whole course of procedure,
than the pikes of his pursuing enemy, he both on the part of the stockholders and
kneeled upon his spear, with his face to- of the Free Baptists, appears to have been
ward the river, and prayed; when, lo! the
mists parted, and he saw a white deer lead-

ing her young

safely through the shallow

waters.

quickly

He

followed

with his

whole army, the mists closed again behind
him and cut off all fear of pursuit. Some

say he went immediately

into camp

and

straightforward

and

manly,

The Free Baptists

of Wisconsin

Evansville Seminary,—a

certain it is that his son,

are confident they

the

Pidus,

chose Frankfurt as one of his favorite residences. He built a palace on the right
bank of the Main, a small chapel of which
still remains, and here,
bled the Imperial Diet.

in 822, he

assem-

The reign of the Carlovingian Kings lasted more than a hundred
ny,

and

it may

years

truthfully be

in

Germa-

called

the

¢ golden age” in the early history of Frankfart. Daring this period the church was

the

at-

have

manifestly a fine opportunity to serve their
own best interests and aid the general wel-

spent the entire winter in laying out the
city, building a wall and establishing laws ;
Louis

and

tempt to defeat the result seems to have
had very little consistency or justice, as it
has met with no success.

fare atthe same time, by rallying about the

thing which we

will hasten to do, both

by putting their money

and their sympa-

time to
for the
a home
_also in

commercial

time, was obliged
accommodation of
within its walls.
the situation of

intercourse,

' “which favored its growth.

The climate

; ings do not weaken their church prayer
meetings, and remember
that whenever
they do, there is wrong somewhere to he
This Institution of learning is well locatremedied.
ed, in the pleasant and thriving village of
Pittsfield, easy of access by rail, from all
Events of the Week.
parts of the state. The building is 110 by
sn
60ft., three stories high, of brick, built in
A MUNICIPAL QUARREL.
modern style, with much care and regard
Two aspirants to the Mayoralty of Richto beauty, convenience and permanence. mond have created quite an amount of
The entire building is devoted to educa- trouble in that city. The municipal officers
tional purposes, a part remaining unfinish- appointed by miilitary authority refused to
ed for the present, from want of funds.
surrender possession to their successors
The school now numbers 118 scholars, elected by ballot.
The new Mayor, Mr.
the largest since it opened, afew years Ellison, proceeded to enroll a police force,
since. Under the management of its ex- and entered at once upon the discharge of
cellent teachers, order is sustained without his duties; a collision naturally occurred
friction, and commendable progress made. between the two forces, and two men were
An air of neatness, cheerfulness and patient killed and
several
wounded. General
industry marks every department of labor. Canby interfered to preserve order, and
Both teachers and pupils are not only earn- the question went to the Courts. Mayor
estin scholarship, respectful and manly in Ellison is declared legally elected, and is
conduct, but deeply interested in the moral proceeding undisturbed in the discharge of
and religious character of the Institu- ‘his duties.
tion.
1
THE SUPREME COURT.
The pastor of the church is one of our best:
The Bench of the Supreme Court is now
ministers, and ardently devoted to the work full, the Hon. J. P. Bradlay, of New
of a faithful Christian training.
A good Jersey, having been confirmed last Tuesday
religious interest is now enjoyed in the by a vote of 47 to 8. There is general
church, and among the students, some of satisfaction at the confirmation, but it has
the latter having of late embraced the Sav- furnished a notable instance of the princiiour, while others are evidently anxious ples on which office is bestowed. Recentto enjoy the same blessing.
ly, when Judge Iloar was up for confirmThe establishment of this Institution has ation, certiin Northern Senators were so
cost its friends much anxiety and labor. sensitive on the question of geoghrapical
Large sacrifices have been made, and must position that his name was rejected. The
continue for some years to come, to place whole animus of their opposition is now
its temporalities beyond embarrassment,and apparent. It was no
question of congive its educational facilties the largest de- science, nor the result of desiring to give
velopment.
each section its due, but simply the ventRev. C. H. Smith, late cf Vermont,is now ing of personal spite against the official
the appointed agent to raise funds for the who has done more than any other one to
Seminary. The debt onthe school build- oppose the nefarious schemes of office
ing, a few monthssince, was $28,000.
This jobbers and trading politicians.
has been reduced since,about
one half, reck-

ture places the Institute in a much more
hopeful position. The remaining $14,000
must be raised within two years,
o meet
certain conditions of security for the fourteen already pledged. Toraise this sum,
Bro. Smith is actively and earnestly engag-

defatigable officer, and the whiskey ring is
jubilant over his departure, while
the
friends of law and equity regard the matter
as a national calamity. On several ocea-

ed, with the best prospects of success, pro-

pending against them, and his recent act,
in the light of such'a previous record, can

vided the brethren of the churches, and the

friends of the school, especially in the eastern part of the state, fully co-operate with
him.

Let

the

brethren without

reserve,

pledge themselves to the cause presented
by the agent, and they may soon rejoice in
the freedom of the school from all financial embarrassment.

We cannot as a Christian people,

afford

to lose the mental and moral power which
the Institute will develop and bring into
the churches, state and country. Patient

and persistent labor will, in due time, ac-

complish the work. Impatient and discouraging words must be withheld; faith
and hope take their place, pledges of aid
volunteered, with much prayer to God for
assistance, and the work is done.
Many

names might be given, of those who have
from slender

means

made generous

tributions, and borne’ onerous and

con-

difficuls

burdens without complaint.

Our visit of a few days to Pittsfield and
the Institute,
wisdom

has given

in location,

the assurance

of vigor

gence in management,

and

of

intelli-

excellence

as a

place for education, that money donated by
individuals or the state is well donated,
that its ultimate success and extensive usefulness are beyond a doubt.
J. S. BURGESS.

The Office of Churches.
A Question is asked by one of our exchanges which covers important ideas :
‘ When will the chureh learn that ¢ societies, are only inventionsto do by proxy
that which ought to be done by itself in
its corporate capacity ?” It is too often the
case,

when

any

any benevolent

good

or

project

is

started,

Chsistian work propos-

ed, that a new organization is called into
existenceto meet (in stereotyped phrase)
‘the felt want,” rather than allow or expect the church to act. It is pertinent to
ask, What are our churches for,

these very

if not for

purposes, or are they for the

sole benefit of the members P Many ‘associ-

“but that some societies are necessary, but

speak in its be-

churches

in the

place.

A

more

quiet

town of its size can mot be found anywhere, No billiard or drinking saloon is
allowed ; consequently

the tone of society

is healthy and elevated.

A

fine graded

ations are doing the very work that belongs
to the church to do, and these outside ef:
and vitality taken out of the churth.

We

have

hint,

and

te it.

Not

seen this evil of which

think it well to call

we

attention

it is not wise to relieve the Christian church
of its peculiar
responsibilities; it is not
wise to ignore the fact that each church is
a complete organization for Christian and

benevolent work, aad that its officers and

school building has just been erected, thus
affording good educational privileges to all
classes of people. We hope that our Free

whole of Germany,

bers, Have: we not an organization just
fitted for this work, and should we not first
and men would not know my sin, yetI make the best. possible use of it before
should be ashamed to sin, because of its es- starting néw enterprises? Let our young
sential baseness,
men see to it that their Association meet-

swept down from .the

ors and their courtiers beguiled the tedium
of peace, was the wild hunt and the

daring

hardly be accounted for.

He left behind a

letter stating that his books would not balance, but that the discrepancies arose from
troubles in the fourth district two years ago,
and for which he was not responsible.

Having failed to make

up the deficiencies

from the proceeds of recent seizures, he
apparently lacked courage to make the
proper explanations, and seeks to avoid
the consequences of discovery in a dis:
graceful flight.
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT.

The President sent

a message

to Con-

gress last Wednesday

on

the

American commerce.

He

says it is ana-

decline of

million dollars yearly for ocean freight,
which American citizens should
the citizens of other countries.
direct money

subsidy

is

less

share with
He saysa
likely to be

abused than indirect aid, but recommends
the passage of two bills reported by the
special committee on the subject.
Congress is giving attention to the matter, and
itis likely to receive a part of the notic
that it deserves.
:
PRINCE

BONAPARTE

ON TRIAL.

The trial of Prince Pierre Bonaparte for
the murder of Victoir Noir in January last,
began at Tours on the 21st. He is arraign-

of voluntary homicide.

Henri Rochefort, Paschal

dwell

the

Shanars,

Grousset and the

a

great

tribe

THE IRISH QUESTION.

Legislation seems to accomplish

but lit-

tle for Ireland. Mr. Gladstone has devoted much of his time and talent to the consideration of Irish abuses, but the inhabitants are no less satisfied than before the
question was agitated. Agrarian outrages
continue, and the Bill recently introduced

one hand, nor are the efforts at conciliation
received with any degree of confidence on

the other. Mutual distrust and suspicion
prevail, and the question is likely to become still more complicated.

The March No. of the Miss Mag. takes the average of the last two years’ contributions to the
prominent Foreign Missionary societies in our

of

country, and the membership

of the churches

heathen state as having scarcely any idea of God,

$1,08 a member; American Board, $1,03; Reform
ed, 93; Episcopal, 31 1-2; Methodist, 23 1-2; Bap~

average individual gifts:

fearing only the powers that work in the sky,
air and earth close arotind them ; their only rethe loud drumming

and rude feasts that ever ac-

—OP E—

these debased Shanars. Mr. Thomas speaks of
10,000 converted Shanars under his care. The
preachers

the

Board,

Washington Correspondence.

companied the dances. But the most remarkable success of the gospel in India has been among

native

Presbyterian

tist, 19 4-5.

creations the wild dances of devil-priests with

WASHINGTON, D. C., Mar. 23, 1870.
LINGERING REBELLION.
:

|

among them number over 500,

The

spirit

of rebellion seems

to be in a some-

and the nominal Christians are estimated at
100,000, all separated from heathenism, formed
into congregations for Christian worship, and

what eruptive condition just now. In Tennessée, and in North Carolina, the governors re-

their

states civil law can not be enforced, and they

names

all on the

these native
gold,

rolls.

Christians contributed

spectively

In 1836,

$20,000

work among the Teloogoos, to which sev-

have

been made

stronger sense of the inadequacy of the laws inforceat the present time to meet the exigencies

in our Mission

ofthe case.

seems that during the “week of prayer” in 1869,
the Baptist missionaries atthe Ongole and Nellore stations, made it an earnest subject of prayer, that the Lord would add, during the year,

1,000 to the Teloogoo
Says

are

The apostles

were

believed

mission, 500 to each sta-

successful

and

doubted

so

the

world trembled before the fishermen of Galilee,
or rather before the Spirit which
through

them.”

After

found an av-

a month

or

so, a

mighty spirit of revival rested upon the north
portion of the field, and believers were multiplied. * Oct. 7, Mr. Timpany of Nellore wrote:

“I

presume

about 300 have

been

ment to the Georgia bill, which proposes that,
whenever troops are sent by the President into
any of the lately rebellious states, upon the request of the governor or legislature of such
states, to suppress insurrection in any county or

baptized,

to come.

They will come, they must come, they can not
help it.
Ere this letter reaches the Rooms,
many more will have been waked from the dead
by the voice of God, and baptized.”
Just one
month later, Nov. 7, another scene was witnessed, which Mrs. Clough describes as far surpassing anything she ever expected to see in
India,
although
she was looking for great

Of 240 that were present at chapel serv-

that day, 108 had come from near and
from far, from all distances from 10 to 150 miles
on foot, bringing their rice upon their shoulders, to profess their faith in Jesus and ask for
baptism.
Nearly the whole day was spent in

examination,

and

in the evening

74 were bap-

tized. Since Jan. 1st, 249 have heen added to
the Ongole church.”
Mr. Clough says: “Before
the first of Jan. next, we expect 251 more will
come in the same way, to make
up the 500

asked for ten and a half months ago, during the

week of prayer.”
Mr.

Van

Meter,

BURMAH,
missionary

to the

Karens,

writes from Bassein, Oct. 16,1869.
He speaks
of a recent visit to a church just formed, making the nineteenth
Puro church in Bassein.
He says: “Almost every month’we have reports
of new worshipers from various parts of the
field. During no one year have more been re-

ported of those who have forsaken their heathen
At

CHINA.
Though the Chinese government tolerates all
sects, yet Confucianism, says the Church Miss.
Reg., may be calléd the established religion of
China.
Confucius was a great sage who lived
in China about 500 years before Christ, and
about a century before the time of Malachi.
His real name was Cung-foo-toe, Confucius being its Latinized form.
It is said that he has exercised by his writings a greater infl€fence on
succeeding ages and on greater masses of men
than any other philosopher or sage that ever

;

the

officer

commanding

the

ceed to levy upon and collect from the inhabitants
of such county or district, a sufficient sum of
money to pay the expenses of transporling the

troops thither,

and shall subsist

-inhabitants while there.
Mr. Trumbull said the

them upon the

proposition

was

so

“monstrous” that he would content himself with
calling for the yeas and nays.
But Mr. Drake
assured Mr. Trumbull that his proposition could
not be squelched by an adjective; and Senators
Thayer, Sherman, Carpenter and Hamlin haying declared that in their opinion something
must be done, and that although the proposi-

tion of Mr. Drake

was objectionable.in some re-

spects, yet, if a little time were afforded for reflection something acceptable could be matured,
the Senate adjourned without action upon the

amendment, and it is still pending.
that
ted
the
the
not

The

these outrages upon loyal men
because the men of property
perpetrators, and until they are
consequences of so doing the
cease.

THE GEORGIA

fact is,

are commitcountenance
made to feel
outrages will

BILL.

The Georgia bill promises to hang fire for
some time yet in the Senate.
The fact is, many

Senators are in doubt how to act.

It is a ‘“‘good

deal of a muddle,” as Senator Sherman expressed
it. This confusion has arisen from the action of
Congress itself. Senator Schurz very forcibly

other day that in reconstructing’

The expurgation of her Constitution.
3d. The
exclusion of disqualified persons from office.

The first two of these requirements were met by
the legislature in 1868. The third was not, and
Congress, therefore, in December last, required
the re-assembling of the legislature and the meeting of the third condition, but did not require a
new performance of the first two,—thereby, as
he argued, recognizing the original performance
of those two conditions as valid, and, as a necessary consequence, validated the legislature that
This, on the face of it, seems
performed them.
But thére was one
logical and straightforward.

provision of the act of last December that is at

!

There are nearly 2,000 temples throughout the
country erected to the memory of Confucius, and
upon his altars innumerable offerings are daily
presented of fruits, sweetmeats, tea and“incense.
Upwards of 60,000 victims, chiefly pigs and rabbits,are annually sacrificedto his memory. Every
one on first going to school, hows and prostrates
himself before a picture hung on the walls of the

In June next, on the island of Honolulu,

therein,

Georgia, Congress had required three things.
1st. The adoption of the 14th amendment. 2d.

Pantanau I baptized six,”

lived.

district

troops, upon his arrival, shall proclaim martial
law in such county or district, and shall pro-

argued the

have

The Ku Klux

duced into the Senate, on Friday last, an amend-

hardly a third of what we asked, but Ishall not
give up expecting the thousand until the last day
of the year. There is a sound of abundance of
rain. Yesterday I had a letter from Bro. Clough
who baptized 13 last Sabbath, saying: “We are

prayiag night and day for the rest

district they find

them.

by the troops, they can only hand him over to
the local civil authorities; and these being more
or less in sympathy with him, the chances are
that he escapes punishment for
his crimes.
There is a strong and growing feeling here that
this is a mere mockeryto the suffering loyalists of the South, and no proper discharge of the
duty of the nation to protect themin life and
property.
To secure this end Mr. Drake intro-

Spirit of the
did not save.
And

a disturbed

in arms to oppose

disperse on the approach of the troops. If the
perpetrator of an outrage is known and arrested

because they had
not.

The difficultyis this: When troops

into

Klans assemble by night to commit their deeds
of outrage ; or,if they gather in the daytime, they

one of the missionaries: “The num-

to-day all the apostles had,—the
Lord, the Holy Spirit ? Miracles

sent

body

ber looked large. I am afraid our faith did not
getround it.” But he reasoned: “Have we not

enue

of their

In Virginia and Georgia matters
‘are in a more
or less disturbed state. This condition of affairs has impressed Congress with a new and

PRESIDENCY.

columns, continues with increasing interest. - It

geen,

thatin certain parts

have called on the President for military aid.

eral references

tion.

declare

in

for religious purposes.
MADRAS

The

mission

war with all this. This is the provision that required the legislature, when sdssembled by the
proclamation of Gov. Bullock, and qualified, to
proceed to reorganize by the choice of proper
officers in the House and in the Senate.
This
requirementepan be explained only upon the
theory that the proceedings of the legislature
Compare
had been illegal from the beginning.
this with the argument of Schurz, and ‘the
'muddle” becomes apparent. How ‘‘the muddle” will end I can not tell, but S2nators opposed to the Bingham amendment seem to feel

confident that it will be defeated.
THE MISSISSIPPI SENAT OR, &C.,
The Senate are engaged

at

present

in

consid-

ering the credentials of Gen. Ames, and his right
to a seat in the Senate. The Judiciary committee
hag reported against his right, on the ground of

is to

passionate statement of the case in writing, be held the semi-centennial anniversary of the
while Several other witnesses were severely establishment of missions on this group of islands.
reprimanded for contempt of court. The: A eonvention of all the missions in the islands of
trial proceeds slowly,but it is probable that the Pacific is invited for the occasion, and all the
week.

and one in

contributing, and estimates the following ‘as

tained, and he was forced to send in an im-

a verdict will be reached during the present

18
Sieh

devil-worshipers. Dr. Mullens, Secretary of the
London Miss. Soc., described them in their

brother and wife of the deceased are among |
the witnesses. The evidence thus far adduced is of a contradictory nature, and pub- school-room, and incense is burnt before his
lic opinion is first acquitting and then con- shrine by the scholars, morning ‘and evening.
demning the Prince. Rochefort is brought Effigies of his 72 disciples are suspended in confrom prison to testify and appears calm and spicueus places in his temples. Every imporcollected, but the other witnesses for the tant district, by command of government, possesses a temple to Confucius,” where itlolatrous
plaintiffs are passionate, and denounce the cereminies
are constantly performed by all the
Prince in the bitterest terms. -— The testimo- scholars, magistrates and aspirants of office
ny of Grousset would not be received on ac- throughout the empire.
2
count of the abusive language which it conSANDWICH ISLANDS.

L
po

There are also five stations in India

INDIA.
India, within 150 miles of cape

In southern
Comorin,

No.

+

| Australia.

——

tional humiliation for this country to be rites and relatives, and of those who
compelled to pay from twenty to thirty" pledged themselves to hecome Christians.

Baptist friends will bear all these things in
mind in fixing upon a location. No better ‘or missionary purposes are proposed in | wrongs, and Engand professes to be earnplace can be found than (if Evansville, cities and villages, should not the first’
estly laboring for that end, but the causes
Wis.”
!
i
question be, at least among church mem- of dissatisfaction
are not removed on the
If I were sure God would pardon me,

SY

non-residence.

Nevertheless, the

General

him.

self is confident of a majority of the Senate jn his
favor.—A large public meeting holden here last

night to express sympathy with

ists in

their demand

for

southern

loyal-

protection, was

ad-

dressed by Gov. Bullock. Gov. Scott of S. C.,
missionary packets in the South Sea will be emHorace Maynard of Tenn,, Simeon Beard, the
ployed in bringing together the native delegates
and the foreign missionaries.
During these fifty: chairman of the colored delegation from Georgia,
The general tone of the speeches
years of missionary labor, the gospel has given "mud others.
to these islands a civil government, educational “was an earnest demand for effective protection.
-—
institutions,a growing commerce already reckon-

ed by millions of dollarz,
crowded churches,

Sabbath

a Christian

schools

literature in

POLYGAMY IN UTAH.

and
six

different languages, with weekly and monthly
newspapers.
LOYALTY ISLANDS.
These island have a population of 7,000, and so

complete has been the success of missionary

la-

members should keepin mind its true ob- in Parliamentto force the Irish into tran- bor among them, that, it is said, there are rot
ject.. If our churches would look after the | Aquillity, meets with little success. The half a dozen persons of the whole number who
moral and religious condition of their im-' Irish Chief Secretary reports more than are not regular attendants of the house of God.
:
NEW HEBRIDES,
mediate localities, as is their duly, there eighteen hundred such outrages within two
Just 30 years ago a mission was planted in this
would be less need of many of the associa- years; murders are frequent,and the amount
group of islands, on which has been expended
tions which now in their practical work- of poverty and wretchedness that attends $40,000, Stations have been formed on six of the
ings “really enfeeble the churches with the present management of affairs in the islands, on one of which the entire population is
which they technically are connected. Island is lamentable in the extreme. The nominally Christian, and the people are making
:
When new organizations for benevolent Irish call loudly for a redress of t holy | 800d progress in civilization.

was mild, the winters were short, and the
surrounding country productive ; while the
navigable Maia made intercourse with the
outer world easy, and elected Frankfurt
from its beginning to be & commercial city.
Doubtless
those
were
rude
times.
The great forests, which
covered
the
Taunus mountains to the very walls of the
city, and the pastime with which Emper-

Mission Field.

sions he has refused large bribes from the
whiskey ringif he would withdraw suits (things.
ices on

ed on the charge

its desirableness as a location for the school,

we let our correspondbnt
half. He says:

DEFALCATION.

oning the State grant of $10,000 Istly| Collector Bailey of the thirty-second New
made, and payable in ten years,at 6 per York district has absconded, and no traces
cent. This appropriation
. by our Legisla- of him can be found. He has been an in-

forts are in many cases so much active labor

with

to enlarge itself
those who sought
There was much
the inland town

Central Institute.

thies into the school, and by sending their
sons and daughters there to be educated
and quickened. The next session of the
Wis. Y. M. isto be held at that place, and
will furnish a good opportunity for a visit
of inspection and a gift of generosity. Of

“Evansville is“one_.of the best places in
other cities opened and such liberal terms the state for a school.’ Its people are highThere are five
offered to immigrants, that the city, from ‘ly moral and religions.

established,

Maine

Zine

”

‘vol. XLV.
THE

on NOR
>

LONDON~INDIA.
More

than

1,300

ministers

are

.
preaching

in

Londod. What are the 800 missionaries and ordained natives for the 200,000,000 of India’
HERMANNSBURG MISSIONS.
The mission work commenced by pastor Harms

Polygamy in Utah is before the House just now.
The House seems to be'%uite in earnest to grapple with this evil. An attempt was made to lay
the subject on the table, but it was negatived.
Mr. Hooper, delegate from Utah, defended’ the
system, as taught by Moses, approved by God,

and an institution

from

which sprang the Sav-

four of men, Jesus Christ. The votes to lay or
the table were very largely Democratic, but were
explained by
Mr. Cox as not meaning an approval of polygamy, but were given from a
belief
that persecution always fails of its object.
+

MISCELLANEOUS.

The investigation into the sale of cadetships
has about reached an end. The failure to ex-

pel Butler of Tenn.,is a virtual end to the

pro-

ceedings. If the House is not to expel
of endin
members it will of course
be more to its cred

not to expose its soiled

The southern opposition

liven to the

to the

public ghze..

confirmation

of

Judge Bradley. was finally withdrawn, and he
was confirmed
by a large majority. This morning he was sworn into office. Judge Strong having also {alien his seat a few days since, the Su
reme
Bench is now full. The New
Hampsh
elegation in Congress are to be serenaded by the

of Washingto n to-night, in honor of
has been'greatly enlarged. The number of sta- - Republicans
the recent Republican triumph in that State, and
tions in Africa is said to be 37. During the pre- they will no doubt respond in fitting terms of
vious year, 200 persons
ok #iv fib

on

have

received

baptism.

congratulation.

Har

Wh

|

@ommunications.
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warm, snug

fold, with

the

trusses

bursting through the rack,

when

of hay

the ten-

der lambs are huddled together in a cold
pen, through which the sleet and .rain

driven? But few of the churches of

~ Our Line of Advance.
ns

have paid sufficient

—

are

Christ

attention to this sub- ‘every lieutenant and colonel is at his post

His style md
is striking ; his style of
expression is still more so. He talks not a

ed through

a response.

and gets

He is sometimes extravagant,

“»." not always respecting a delicate and cultivated taste, and now and

‘then approathes

what is known

and seems

as slang,

es-

pecially on good terms with Young. Ameriica.

But he always writes witha purposeand
speaks with power.

He

has

something to

say that, though less original than it at first
seems to be, is worth

attending

to.

Ie re-

cently delivered a discourse before the
Pennsylvania Sabbath School i
Association, which we find reported in the
Christian Intelligencer, and which is worth
reproducing. We copy the main portions

below, and commend

the thoughts

to the

sun every day, a world fall of it, not crowdglass

between

stained

light, like

small

windows,

or

and cobwebbed,—plenty

of

that which puts blue’ into the

gentian and gold on the cowslip, and
spots the pansy and covers the sea with
emerald,and sends up the mists of the valley
into whirling columns of glory sky-tall,and
pulls back the bars of heaven at

until the brightness

of that

3

:

1 Sam. 20: 40.

Jonathan, with his boy, went out to the
field to inform David of his danger in using

the shooting of arrows asa

The

signal.

information .once given, Jonathan has no
more use for the arrows, and so gives them

into charge of the boyto take back to the
“And Jonathan gave his artillery
city.
:
:
unto his lad.”
Well, my friends, the time will soon come

when we shall have done with all our
earthly weapons, and’ we shall hand them
over to the children. They will take our
pulpits, our stores, our shops, our legislative halls, our presidential chairs, and to do
battle for the eternal God, Jonathan will

have given all his artillery to the lads.
To prepare these little ones for the sharp
re

onset, the Sabbath school

The

toils.

war

into which they go is to be no holiday tournament, no knight errant measure of lances, in which gay rider on white palfrey-goes
prancing in, and then prancing ont, but
bayonets crossing bayonets, till, snapped
off, the foemen strike with the breech of the
guns. When a regiment fresh from home

goes nto fight, their uniform is new and
bright,and they step methodically and obey
all orders; but when

the

becomes

contest

the day,

exciting, and an hour is to decide
. the troops

rush

comes of their

careless

on,

uniform,

what

of

be-

seizing any-

and

‘thing with which they can do most damage

fresh, clear air, such as comes
the sea, or down

panting off

hillside,

sweep-

ing up the aroma of whole acres of red clover-top. Let the seats be easy for a child to
sit upon, neither at perilous hight, nor
without backs
to lean upon.
It is a fact
almost universally discarded in schoolrooms,

as though

it were

imposssible_ of

proof; that children in all ages have backs.
Repeat not the “murder of 1g inmisente)
Do not compel the little ones to penance,or
in this age of the world introduce a protestant inquisition. Let the floor be spotless.
Dirt is always infidel and blasphemous.
Broom and mop have a religious mission.
Let the walls be illuminated with maps and

pictures and

texts of Scripture.

clildren get inte

and women,
dren.

has so much

to do

with

men

it has more

to do

with

chil-

B%

regardless of
Drag none of your slow, dull, dead
everything but the victory, they will strike ‘tunes over an assembly of children.
These
with anything they can get hold of.
quick feet will not keep step with a dead
- Now, the Sabbath school is our West march. Let the music be buoyant and quick,
Point, where we propose to drill God's like a battle strain,and no older voices lintroops. The Government of Heaven hath ger,and hold the song back,and hang on beWe have hun- hind, coming in different trains long after
chartered this institution.
dreds of thousands of cadets wearing our they are due. Let hours be set apart for
badge. We have already graduated enough the study of sacred song, and let it ever and
good soldiers to man fortresses of light in anon come gushing up through all the Sabevery kingdom under the sun. . With one bath lessons, clear and bright. and sparkfield-piece they have broken down the walls ling with the joy of heaven.
A Sabbath
of China; and; under the command ofthe school is loving and efficient just in progreat Captain, the one-starred flag of Beth- portion as it can sing. Children will not
lehem is being rushed upon the battle- be dull and inattentive and restless if you
ments of Japan, and all the foundations of will once in a while rouse them up with,
darkness quake under the thunderous ar- ‘‘Homeward Bound,” or “Shining Shore,”
tillery of Jonathan's lad. . Who are bearing or “Rest for the Weary,” “Let the Sabheavily on the pry that is to upset the bath school bell ring.” A school that is
world’s abominations? Those who went dumb will be deaf. Enough children's
forth twenty years ago from the Sabbath hymns have been written and enough chilWho are dren’s tunes composed to surround. the
classes of England and America.
those before whom Buddhism and Mahom- world with saered harmony. Professors
etanism blanch and cower ? Our boys! Who Hastings and Mason and Bradbury have
are hoisting higher than the standards on projected their lives into millions of the
which are British lion and Russian bear, the rising generations by the composition and
Lamb of God who taketh away the sins of publication of tunes that
I suppose will
the world? Our boys !
linger in the ears of our converted youth
Byt the Sabbath school work is just be- long after, around the throne of God, they
gun. Inevery department improvements have begun the march of everlasting
ages.
are to be made.
We have much of the I would not wonder if, in the day of doom,
time been hewing away with dull axes and it should
be found that he who composed a
shooting with crooked arrows.
We are to living Sabbath school tune would be greatadvance! But advance is ‘ambush, defeat, er
than he who established an empire or
and ruin, unless along the right road and
conquered a kingdom. I rejoice that from
in proper array.
to-hand fight with sin, and

Fredericksburg,

Our army

but

advanced at

alas, for

This institute before whom 1

the day!

speak

is only

a scouting party which are to sweep around

- and reconneiter, and examine

tell us what it is best to do.
To might 1 shall point out

the way, and

what I think

- ought to be our line of advance.

1. It will be through improved Sabbath
school architecture.
.
Manyof the rooms devoted to this work,
if they were alittle improved, would make
excellent cattle-pens.
It is very difficult
when a child sits on a hard seat, with his
feet six inches from the floer, and a chill
turning its lips blue, to make it believe that

veligious ways are ways of pleasantness.
When a church in this day is to be rear-

ed, building committees are appointed, who

‘visit cities and consult renowned architects,

thousands of convocations of children in

this land and

from all Christendom

these

bymas of praise are rising Sabbath by Sabbath, and God will gather them all up
from the North and the South and the East
and ithe West, and mingle them in
one
magnificent

chortts,

which, at the

&

:

his throne, shall beat like the
many waters.

Again,

our

of advance

sound

of

will

be

pious people utterly and forever unfit to be

teachers of the young.

sary.

Industry is neces-

Sai

There has been no railroad track

are

people always

Again,our line of Sabbath school advance

before the artillery of Jonathan's lads shall
go

down

the

last

wickedness,

and

the

desert crimson into roses, and Lebanon
toss her cedar-tops in the way of the conquering Redeemer. Oh! that we might see
all these little feet on the upward road, and
hear their voices sounding along the line

the
of the carpenter's hammer, | wind that calls out the flowers. While hail
and felt the last touch of the painter's glances off, the soft lichens eat through

the rock.
Be punctual.

:
= Washington said to his

. have the old sheep in a wintry

day toa

attendance, and who always laid the blame
on his watch: “Sir, you must either get
3

eye of God, those who are polluted

To the

wounds,

and

Dr. Scott,

John

Watson take

substantially

My influence

may be slight, but.I wish to

enter my

the same view.

solemn protest against all laws

and precepts that tead-to annul the most
holy and beneficent law of God.
S. C. KIMBALL.

other,

a

I am safe in assuming that you who are
teaching, or you who propose to teach,
have some positivity of character ; that you

are

not

one

of

the

mere

who,

goodish

seeing what

sort,

I will asor

is desirable,

counts not himself to have attained,
but
does this one thing,—presses forward.
To

youl want to tell asecret.

not fill a bottle
fountain

pump

and

be

with the cork in.

ever

so abundant,

You can

Let the

and

be plied with ever so much

persistence,

itis

all in vain.

the

vigor

Do you

know what I mean? The philosopher puts
it in this wise: “Curiosity is the parent of

knowledge.”
Your first tad then, is
to awaken a desire to know.
Itis-whata

few

about

years ago,

we

80 much,

ing up tind.”

used

under

A large

among Sanday school

to hear lectured

the phrase,

‘“wak-

part of the failure

teachers comes from

the neglect of this principle. They know
something to teach—they actually say ex-

cellent things and do excellent things; but
their pupils do not care a fig for the wares

they are asked to buy. Now, my friend,
you may go on in this way till you teach
your class to death. . You may pour your
stream of knowledge upon them till you
drown them, or till they ran away, and

never get a drop of it
their mouths are shut,

few

words,

very few,

true and honest leader.

into them, because

L

will show

A

writer in

journal

The devil is the

like the other natives of the island.

Opinion, & London

of the passsge above named.
It is worthy
of eonsideration : .
We read in the 11th verse of that chapter
that Jehovah cast down great (abanim)
stones from heaven upon them. The word
the

term

used

to

indicate

the

it.

absence

of further

In

But the -

missionaries who had come there to live had
taken her int) their family. There she h
learned something about God, and she trieq.
to prayto him: She had put on American’
clothes, and at the time of which I speak,
she was helping the missionary to turn the
Gospel of Mark into the language of the:
islanders. Atlast they came to's passage :.
which said something about believing n

gives the fullowing interpretation

is

Christ.

- She stopped a moment, seeming to

be thinking very hard about something, and.

then looked up into her teacher's

fice and

said : “Missionary, what is it to believe in
Jesus?" He had tried to explain it to her
before, and now tried again. At last she
seemed to understand it, and to receive it
into her heart as if it were meant for her.

explanation, there.

But just as she was beginning to feel glad

would bave existed as much difficulty of
sclution as now Jexists in reference to the
sun and moon having stood still. We
should probably have concluded that not

that Jesus had forgiven

orly

father and mother? Why did you not come
to tell us this before?
Her father and
mother had died before the missionarycame,
without ever hearibg of Jesus or the way of

did

the

sun

and

moon

stand

and

slain, effected

stil],

salvation.

the

sun. and

tur

moon,

=

othe

felt,” said the mission-

for thousands and

millions of heathen

fa-

thers and mothers,and boys and girls too,are

passing away every year without so much
as knowing that Jesus died to save them.”

er companion.

are led to

insurgents; and that in a short time they
will have full possession of the rich and

after the divorce law was

surfeited with honor and pleasure.
‘Now,
boys, suppose you enlisted.” Then paint

Licentious

men

a course of life which is worse than polygamy.

In France,
passed,

more

pernicious effect upon the morals of the
nation can not be doubted. It is apparent
in

our own country that, in those states
where

Respectable writers on morals are substantially united on this: subject.
Dr,

Hickok,

in his excellent ‘work

on

Mora}

Science, says: «An attempt to attain éman-

cipation for woman from the hard lot of an

ill-assorted marriage, by an easy dissolu-

only in view of personal inconveniences
and special hardships, overlooking the pub-

lovely island, will be rolling in wealth, and

the other picture.

The weary days before

leaving New York; leaving home; some
mean vessel with no accommodations ; the

terrible

.sea-sickness and

the” island guarded by
every port; the landing
on some desolate part
friends to greet them,

learn

how

far

Never Dries Up.
they wéfe
avgilabla’ o¥ this remarkable
obeasion.
Amll
he said;—Shemesh (sun)
on Gibeon rest. and yercach’ (moon) on
I was staying at a village near the segthe valley of Ajalon. This command refers coast, where the people
had to bring all
not to the bodies or orbs of either the spn their water from a well. At all hours of
or moon, but (shemesh), to the rays of one, the day, but chiefly before breakfast and
and (yereach) to the beams of the other; before tea-time, little feet, often unshod,
whereas the bodies or orbs of each are but very active, might be seen passing
represented by the words cheres (the sun) along a narrow lane, with every kind of
lebanah (the moon,) as in the book of pitcher, kettle, and can, to a fresh-water
Judges and Isaiah, in which latter book welk,
:
:
the body of the sun isalso called chmh.
“Is this well ever dry?” I inquired.
It will be seen that the speaker addressed
“Dry!
Yes, sir, very often, in hot
‘himself t) the light given to the sun and weather.”
moon, by which we find that the shemesh
‘And if it dries up?”
did (dom) remain, and that beams of the
“Why, then we go to the spring higher
yereach did (gnamod) éontinue. For the up—the best water of all.”
shemesh, or ligat, did (gnamoed) continue
‘‘But if the spring higher up fails ?”
in the (chalzi hashamaim)division of the
“Why, sir, that spring never dries up—
heavens,—i.¢ , the horizon,—the
natural never.
It is always the same, summer
and obvious division of the two hemis- and winter.”
pheres, and hasted not to (labo) enter (not
I went to see this fountain which “never
yared, to go down) into the other hemis- dries up.”
The water was clear and
phere (cyomtamim) ke a perfected or fin- sparkling, running down from a high hill,
ished day, as usual. Had ‘‘the sun stood and passing through a gravelly bank, not
in the mid:t of heaven,” the expression with a torrent leap ard roar, but with the
would have been ‘‘mslmagnaleh
es,” the orb of the sun overhead

he cheror near

steady

flow

and

soft

murmur

of fullness

meridian, as in Judges.

ard freedom. It flowed down to the wayThe moon rising,’ side. It was within reach of every child's

as it might

of sunset, would

at

the

time

(gnamod) continue all night on the Vale
of Ajalon. The condition of the air of this
dav, accompanied with extraordinary vapor, stands foremost as the most remarkable in meteorological
history,—**hailstones and meteors of fire;” lamps of ice, .
which killed more of the armies of the five
kings than fe)l by the sword; and the extraordinary atmosphere
‘ing and reflecting the

and vapor refractshemesh, or sun's

desolation around them, nothing to eat,
but

little to wear,—weary,

sickly

of believers. Overburdened, speechless, he
arose and pointed to his poor sin-sick heart.

After prayer, while hers were chattin
aroun him, one came to him, and putting
a brother's arm around” his neck, knelt,
weeping and praying, at his side. It was
the effectual, fervent prayer.
The poor
man arose a new creature.
The stains
were washed away,
The chains were
broken,
Afew days later, he wrote a
most fouching letter to a friend in Annapolis

home-sickness ; pointing hint to Jesus, as the only

Spanish cannons. at
in
some dark:night
of the island ; no
nothing but rock y |

pitcher.

Some children

were there, filling

their different vessels to the brim. It was
enough for every empty vessel. The small
birds came down thither to drink. The
ewes and lambs had trodden down a little
path to its brink. The thirsty beasts of
urden, along the dusty road, knew the
way—as I could see by their tracks—to the
spring that ‘never dries up.”
It reminded

me

of the

water of life and

salvatign flowing from the ‘Rock of Ages,”
add brdught Within the reach of all men by
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Every other

sick, alone in a hot,

source

of deliverancefrom the thralldom of the cup.
Then he turned to a brother-in law in owa,
addicted to the same habits as his own,
This “brother-in-law thus wrote him the

day after the receipt of his letter:

to be

trae than false,

better

to

be

brave

than to be a coward. Blessed beyond all
earthly blessedness is ‘the man who, in the
tempestuous

darkness

of

the

soul,

has

dared to hold fast. these venerable landmarks, Thrice blessed is he who,—when
all is drear and cheerless within and without, when his teachers terrify him, and his
friends shrink from him,—has obstinately
clung

to moral good.

cause his Bight

day.—Rev,

Thrice blessed, be-

shall pass into clear, bright:

K'. W. Robertson,

°

Shut Thy Door.

‘I re-

gard my habits as settled .and fixed for
e I never expect to be any better, and
hope to be no worse. 1 have made reso-

I feel all that I know and all that: I
soldiers watching them on every hand.
teach will do nothing for my soul if I
Fill out the
gpend my time, as some people do, in busipictures,
Their captain de- lutions so’ often to abandon
m besettin £ | ness or company.
serts them j they are left to sickness,
My soul starves to
starvasins,
only
to
break
them
immediately,
that
tion,
“capture ‘and death,
‘Now, what I have concluded to let my habits take their death in the best company, and God is
would. you think of such a ca:
often lost in prayers and ordinances. ‘Ennf
If yo
course, and must abide the consequences,
can succeed in
getting apgui
to Belp howevek serious they may be.” That letter ter into thy closet,” said He, and ‘shut thy
make up the pletures,
your scheme is ovis Qnickly followed by another, written door.” Some words in Scripture are very
working well. "If you oh get their
indig- the fo lowing day, It told‘ ‘of awaking in the emphatical. “Shut thy door” means much;
nation well aroused against the
it means, shut out, not only nonsense, but
rasoa
captain, Jone point is well-nigh gaine lly solemn hour of ni ght, with the accumulated business ; not only the company abroad, but
d.
weight
of
over
forty
years
of
sin
prossing the company at home; it means, let thy
hen briefly draw back anot er pictu
re upon his conscience ; of seeing himself a
of an honest, loyal captain recru
poor soul have a little: rest and refreshiting in corruption and hélplessness,
of waking his ment, and God hive Spyortuniny to speak
the days of our rebellion. He does
wife and of : their unitin
not
) g in prayer until
cover up the difficulties; he tells them all, they
both found relief in the belief that to thee in a*still, small voice, or He will’
speak to thee in thunder,— Cecil,

and

dreary

bo

place,

with

trained

®

agencies,—

The advocates of divorce admit that the
You see the point, do.you? Oh, yes! I rays, long after his disappearance, —togethBible allows it only in case of incontinence hear you ask, “How can I open their er with the partial footsteps of the storm,
or something equivalent. But there is no mouths? How can I get the cork out?” must have formed a striking manifestation brook may grow dry in the days of trial
equivalent to the offense named, as it re- That's the rab, I confess. It is just here of the signal favor of Jehovah on behalf and adversity, but this heavenly spring
that the teacher ‘‘shines out.” Anybody of His people. = Although the materials of nevér ceases to flow. “I will give unto
gards marriage. The Bible suggests noth- can teach
those who wan
to t
learn. The this planet aolne were used as the means, him that is athirst of the fountain of the
ing of the kind, but excludes the possibil- genius for teaching
shows itself in teaching without disorganizing or interrupting the water of life freely.”—(Rev. 21: 6.)
ity of it. Our Saviour was treating of this those who donot want to learn;in beget- uniform and primitive order and appointvery subject, and when asked if a man ting«a desire to know, where such a desire ment of other celestial bodies, the fact
Clinging Fast.
could put away his wife for every cause, ‘did not exist. Do not mistake ; this thing still remains a miracle; and well might
the compiler, who appears to have been
that you are
replied that no cause but fornication could up as impossiblsoe, strongly disposed to give born long after the events of the book
this teaching those who
justify divorce. Who shall dare to add to have no desire to learn,
Itis an awful moment when the soul
is just the most im- of Joshua, eclare, ‘‘ There was no day
his words and teach men that they may put portant work we have to do. Were it not like it, either before or after; for Jehovah begins to find that the props on which it .
has blindly rested so long, are, many of
or this, our service might almost be dis- fought for Israel.”
away their wives for other causes? Itis
them, rotten, and. begins to suspect them
‘pensed
with.
Those
whose
minds are open
urged that the wife is often called to enall ; when it begins to feel the nothingness
to receive truth, who are all athirst for it,
dure evils too great to be borne. That she will find it somewhe
of many of the traditionary opinions which
re and some way, if
Fallen Men in Washington.
have been received with implicit confiis sometimes called to suffer mueh is ad- they do net get it from you or me.
3
—
dence, and in that horrible insecurity beLet me, then, close this article with a
‘mitted; but are we authorized to disobey
1 havein mind the case of a man who gins also to doubt whether there be anythe law of
to escape temporary suffer- few practical Suggestions, first, however, came here from Annapolis, the most mis- thing
to believe at all. It is an awful
confessi
ng
that
Iam
not
able
to give you erable and wretched
ing ? It i€ plain to be seen that the late diof beings; almost hour,—let him who has
sed through it
a prescription which will do all you ma;
insane from three days and ni hts of con- say how awful,—when this life has lost its
vorce laws have increased instead of di- wish, or which may be
desirable. All
stant
dissipation.
Tormented
se
his
con.
meaning, and seems shriveled into a span;
minishing our social evils. The evils com- can do is to give a few hints. It is under- science,
tempted
to commit
suicide, when the grave appears to be the end of
plained of may be removed more perfectly stood, of course, that I now speak only of ashamed of the disgrace brought upon
his all ; human goodness nothing but a name,
than by divorce. The inspired apostle is inattentive, uninterested classes,—those ‘‘dear.wife and prattling boy,”disheartened and the i above this universe a dead exwhose
minds
have
not been awakened to in- because of past failures, something moved
wiser than modern legislators. If a wife
quiry and desire for the kind of truth youn him to seek his Heavenly Father for de- pause, black with the void from which God
imself has disappeared. In that fearful
can not safelyy abide with her husband, let wish to communicate.
With thoroughly
| the law provide for the separation, thus se- interested minds, a method of instruction liverance. © He yielded to that monition; loneliness of spirit, when those who should
and shattered, bruised, disgraced, dishonor- have been his friends and counselors only
curing the wife’s innocence, safety, support can scarcely be so bad that they will not ed, an
outcast from
he prayed, frown upon his misgivings, and profanely
improve
under
it, if the teacher really has as he expressed it, ashumanity,
and honor, with the possibility of a happy
online dying pray. bid him stifle doubts, which for aught he
anything to communicate.
reunion. - This is better for all conHe prayed all night.
It was Saturday. knows may arise from the fountain of truth
uppose, then,
wish to interest a He prayed until church time the next mora- itself; to extinguish, as a glare from hell,
cerned, husband, wife, children and com- class of unruly; youdon’t-ca
re-for-a
ing, and then
staggered in his weakness to that which for aught he knows may be
munity. It may seem a hardship to the boys, of eight or ten years of age. nything
Sup- the niedrest-church, eager to catch at any- licht from heaven, and everything seems
innocent wife, because it ties her for life to pose your lesson Is Luke 9:57—62.
Do thing which the gospel had for his comfort.
wrapped in hideous tnceitonty, I know
‘an unworthy husband, but the error con- your boys know something sbout milita
The préacher spoke of God's pity. *Per- but
one way in which a man may come
matters,
about
recruitin
g? Begin by tell- haps God. pities me; Jesus pities me.”
sisted in the marriage ; and if she were free
forth from his agony scathless; it is by
ing them about Cuba, and the insurrection
t opened the fountain of tears. He went holding fast to those things which are cerfrom her husband, her matrimonial pros- there. Imagine a fillibustering captain tryto the church in the evening, and heard of tain stil , —the grand, simple landmarks of
pects would not be very flattering. Itis ing to raise a company to go with him to Jesus’ sacrifice for sin.
“Could this sac. morality,
In the darkest hour through
just like every attempt to escape from evil Caba. He tells those whom he solicits that rifice avail for him?” He went
which
from
a
that
human
soul can pass, whatever
they
will
not have any fighting to do ; that meeting
by disobeying the law of God; the evil is
to the rooms of the Y.M. C, A. else is doubtful this at least is certain. If
the Spaniards are cowards; that Spain It was the
hour of prayer. Just as he en- there be no God,no future states, yet evan
Besides, the effect on the com- would
enhanced.
rather be rid of Cuba than
that tered, opportunity was given for any who then, it is better to be generous than selfish,
munity is most pernicious, The example the insurrectionists have almost not;
gained the wished, to signify a desire<for the rayers better to be chaste
than licentious, better
‘and facility of divorce tempt persons
day now ; that those

of a
who go with him will
festless and uneasy disposition to imagine not only have a most delightful cruise, but
that they would be happier with some oth- will be welcomed by the almost victorious

-

out more missionaries, as fast as they could ;

by Divine in-

Ps. 18: 12.

now

“Then

ary,‘ as the tears rolled down my cheeks,
that if I could orly speak to the Christians
and the Sabbath schools of my native land,
I would t-11 them to make haste and send

terposition,—+-a meteorologics] and miraculous display, such as that described in
the text, * Hailsy
and coals of fire.”
We may

her sins and was her

Savior,a very sad thought eame to her,and
she looked up into her teacher's face again
and said:
“Missionary, where are my

but that Jehovah had occasioned at that
moment a viel-nt disruption of some near
planet, so that its fragments might descend
upon the armies cf the five kisgs. But fortunately to ease our speculations and ‘to
relieve us from any such manifestly gross
conclusions, they are again alluded to by
the writer as being stones of Yoarad) ice,
by which the enemies of Israel were dis-

comfitted

'

ture, as all the heathen children around her

10: 12.

Public

—

were ; wearing almost no clothes, and likely
to grow up a corrupt and vicious woman,

i

JOSHUA,

—

ielands of the Micronesia, a young giil was
sitting at the feet of a missionary. _ A little
time before that she was a wild, rude crea-

The Miracle of Joshua.

the

Sp

to save

A few years ago, inone of thebéautiful

rascally captain. Which will you enlist under, boys ?— Prof. Edward Olney.

abanim

How to Awaken Inquiry.

sufficient

g family-altar,

A Home Question.

When this work is done, and the boys are

| common stone as we understand

Selections.

of God was

them ; and of the

all for the love they bear their country.
He tells them the glorious history of the
past, and incites them by the love and pride
with which they contemplate the deeds of
our forefathers.
:
:

equal-

Wesley and Richard

the grace

it

may be death, are before them. But he "which the only child heard her father prayat
appeals to them to undertake and suffer it for the first’ time."—Advance.

abandoned wretch?

loathsome,

ly impure;
es.

woman,

tion of the nuptial bond, must augment the
on were paid to the construction of the secretary, who was frequently late in his general evil, If the state grant divorces

en's room in a church ; for what right

which custom-

and that

the name, except that the one
the other unlicensed, by man.

sume that you are a live Christian: man

:

fatigue,

that Jesus,in seeking followers to volunteer, is like the latter captain. He is the

to know that yeu are a fool.

not to marry*ghother man.

is brave; that tertible

sickness,

No difference exists between

prostitution.

doomed to ineficiency and inferiority.
teacher, to be good for anything, mustA
have something of vigor,—something of
robustness, of character. How can one of
the ‘yes, ma'm" sort—one of the ‘‘milkand-water” kind—one of those who have
of triumph. It must be! It must be! I no convictions, no purposes of their own
fling this garland of youthful beauty and impress others? How can one who does
not know
what he thinks, or
joy to the feet of Jesus.
Thou saidst, whether he certainly
thinks anything, lead other
“Suffer them to come,” and now we press minds?
;
Spy
them into thy arms, our sons and daughI will assume that you have also ‘the
ters, and the suffering little ones of the Soaplimentary gift, or grace, of adapta.
ility.
:
street. Here ‘they are.
Take them, O
I will assume that you are earnest and
blessed One! They wait thy kiss. They courteous; that you are confident
that you
ask thy salvation. The prayer of Jacob can -do something, yet humble enough to
for his sons shall be my prayer while Ilive, know that you can do nothing ; that you are
and my prayer when I die,—*“The angel zealous, with a fiery zeal, yet temperate
and
that you thirst for knowlwhich redeemed me from all evil bless the edge, prudent;
and know that you do know some
lads.”
things, and yet you have learned enough
(3

Divorce.

battles,

will be thrown, by laws made in open opposition to the laws of God, into a general

in each of these modes, are alike and

divorces are most easily obtained, morals
pilgrim traveled. As muth depends upon are worst, The divorce laws have filled
the way truth is presented as upon the the land with adulterers and adul(eresses,
truth itself. The best food may be spoiled who, the Bible says, shall not enter the
kingdom of God.
%
in the cooking. Be gentle. Kindness is

It is not the
the structure has received: blasts from the north, but the gentle south

and sh,
hoard the last ring of the ma.
bru
sos trowel. kL | would that the same at-

bréaks, and yet there
behind the times.

and the wave

built over the-road on which John Bunyan’s

and feel a world of responsibility resting" the greatest of lion tamers,

upon them

the leaf unfolds,

He says the enemy

thoroughly aroused to the meanness of the
one course and the dignity and honor of the

and

buds

community

period, -the whole

moderate

burst,

the

Within a

dreadful beyond conception.

be

arily bears
is: licensed,

time

than 20,000 divorces were
intelligent and skillful inThere are thousands of good, registered within a year and a half. Its

through more
struction.

line

foot of

progress of divorce, though

differen in different countries, will, in all,

this prostitution

the right

Bring

infinite fidget, are an intolerable nuisance.

dent that the

At just

The subject of Divorce is attracting much
flowersand crown the desks, and hang
them in wreaths all over the walls. There attention. Our legislatures and courts are
is no sacrilege in heliotrope or branch of inclined to facilitate the separation of marpine. Make it the brightest room on earth, xied people when either party desires it.
if you would entice the children inand prof- Secular newspapers make light of divorce
cases, the religious papers and the pulpit
it them.
are generally silent, or acquiescent, and
Again, our line of Sabbath school adthe Christian doctrine of marriage seems
vancewill be through an improved hymnolto be almost ignored.
Our Lord says,
ogy.
Matt. 19: 9: “Whosoever shall put away his
We know how much music has to do
wife, except it be. for fornication, and shall
with the worship of grown people.
Choirs marry another,
committeth adultery; and
sometimes follow the minister's discourse,
whoso marrieth her which is put away,
and give it ten-fold power, and sometimes doth commit adultery.”
And Matt. 19:6:
destroy all good impression.
Choirs that
“What therefore (God hath joined togethlounge, and sleep, and write notes during
er, let not man put asunder.” The apostle
the _
and yawn, and get up, and sit
Paul reaffirms the same thing, denying the
down,and
wriggle and shufile the feet, and
right of divorce, and commanding the
rattle notetbooks and seem struck through
woman who can not live with her husband
But if musi¢

the battle, it will be hot and fierce, # hand-

fromthe

but

will be re-

' Pres. Dwight says: “It is clearly evi-

The return of the queerest cometis calcu-

land strikes

in damp basements under the church,

the few
Pg

lated.

must be through more thorough public
!
through and through the ,cloud-racks, drip- recognition.
ping down the battlements in sapphire, and
Let institutes and conventions and annipurple, and orange,'and flaming fire. Giye versaries be multiplied till the people are
us plenty of light and no darkness, for God. compelled to understand. They think a
is light, and in him there is no darkness at Sunday school a nice thing to have. It
all. If a photographist takes the lightest gives parents an opportunity for a quiet
room in the building to make his pictures, nap on Sabbath afternoors to have the
shall we not have a bright room where children out of the house.
But this stuthe Sun of Righteousness is to impress the’ pendous’ truth is not realized, that this inimage of the eternal God op the human
stitution takes hold of all the religious,
soul? Let there be deep night in mountain commercial, - agricultural, manufacturing
cavern, and down in the coalshafts, and in and political interests of this land.
It is a
the holds of ships, but let it fly from the giant tbitaises up before me with its two
school-room as quick as you can batter a hands holding the character of this nation
hole into the wall, or throw back the shut- for all time to come.
OJesus! if for thee
ters. God said at the beginning, and it this co ing generation can be marshaled,

to the foe. Now, in our day, we have gone
into this holy war, chiefly anxious: about
our uniform, and determined to do every
We have
thing in the genteelest way.
fought the powers of darkness in most approved style, very careful of the proprieties.

But by the time that our

punctual
With in-

comes you can tell just the minute the sun
will rise, and just the minute it will set.

nightfall,

special attention
of the large and growing
company of laborers who find a sphereof
servicein the Sabbath school.
That istoday one of the most important of our
spheres of effort, and there is great need of
thrilled over the universe, ‘Let there be
intelligence and just ideas.
light; and there was light.”
Then, again,
Mr. Talmage gives the title copied above
let such buildings be well ventilated.
Not
to his discourse, and chooses«for his text
the bottled-up air of other Sundays, kept
:
the following :
over from week to week, as though: like
*¢ And Jonathan gave his artillery unto his lad.”
wine it improved by age, or such as lingers

w

army can not march and do battle unless

finite promptness and regularity the world
moves. Hundreds of years before the day

unless he produces an impression

i et

The

and beautiful, such as God pours out of his

Heis’

- ing to hit somebody, and not ‘at all content

re

based.”

then by a substitute,

what is especially known as a live minister.

is one of the

little for the sake of immediate effect,mean-

aid

or if prevented,

of marriage,

lieved at the expense of the many, and
teacher should be at the-head of her class; both man and woman become morally de-

as well as the commander.. A
teacher makes a punctual class,

Talmage

marked men of the Brooklyn pulpit.

oan

lic end

ject.
Inthe first place, let us have plenty
oflight in all such buildings, light clear

Rev. T. De Witt

Ee

another watch, or I get another secretary.”
Regular to the moment a Sabbath school

fu

o8

3

-

.

©

30, 1870.
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The Religion of Progress.

Song.

——
ly Ee.

. Our hope is in God, our safety in prayer, in consecration and work, in a higher,
He saw them standing by the great white throne; larger type of practical Christianity, ina
He heard their raptures rolled!
rander style of . godliness and virtue,
Christ was the Sun of that new firmament,
ere are those among us who would
And there was no more night’
.
trip from our Redeemer's bleeding brow
While through the Golden City harping went
not only his diadem of glory a8 Sovereign
The glorious all in white.
i
of the soul and of the world, but his crown
These, out of their great tribulation, came
of thorns as Saviour of the lost. Thereare
To bow before the Throne!
those, too, and some of them among the
flame,
the
from
These lifted up their foreheads
most gifeed in the land, who woul t reduce
And by His name were known !
Christianity to a myth, and so strike le
Some on the rack role living witnesses,
"And many fell afield ;
| sun from our moral heavens, leavin
othBut Christ did greet His Martyrs with a kiss,
ing but a pagan philosophy, with
all it3
And all their hurts were healed.
uncertainties, .to guide us as we sweep
darkling t) eternity. Nay, there are those
These had to wrestle with wild waves of strife,
who woold dethrone the Eternal God and
Long ere they reached that shore
Hear what the Saint in solemn dread was shown
Through Heaven’s own Gatesof Gold;

Where they at last have won the crowns of life
They wear forevermore ;
J

There do they

drink of Lite’s all-healing Stream,

And quench

hollow,

They sowed on Earth as tears.

Help us, 0 Lord, to reach that Better Land,
r from grief and sia,
vi
And join that blessed band, all harp in hand,
vou jafe with Christ shut in. ig|
it
poor the songs

While the white

we sing! at most,

raise.

tear

Lh

.

:
—@erald Massey.

affections flow the issues of
necessary, then, that we should

ing from all evil associations, and checking our thoughts that would run riot, while
we ever seek
that divine grace and help
which alone caw keep us. We are naturally inclined to let our lives drift, Work
with the hands; work with the brain ; workin battling against ¢lamorous desires that
lead sinward; this we shrink from. Without effort we ‘shall be defeated on every
side. We must work or be stricken with
: Joven.
Without exercise the brain sinks
n to imbecility of action. Without struggle ‘we fill into the sloughs of temptation

distasteful

and

harmony

Train

and

why?

And

man

was

nothing

more than to fit him foxthe brief

made for eternity, and we have sought fof
he occupies

in time.

2 VIG
PRGESNYSI

a person a madimitators. Men
seem determined to die rich at all hazards.
Least of all risks do they count the chance
of losing the soul in the struggle, at any
moment at all. And yet the only riches
we can hug to our bosom with joy, in our
dying hour, are the riches of grace through

Let

soul and spirit.

1s, then,

by disseminating the Bible, from the first
begin to train man for eternity, and that
of itself will adapt man to the duties and
enjoyments of this earthly state.

The Whole Heart for Jesus.

;

Red

Sea of consecration

ull.

*

Not

and self-denial, to

Be

urged to

and stood looking through it for a long
‘‘I wonder

this means,” said the boy to him| what
self. “I can scarcely discover anything.
~+But, stop. Now I remember what I had
Some say, when thus appealed to: ‘I before forgotten. My father proceeds in a
He winks with his eyes,
see so many faults in those who profess to different manner.
shuts them altogether.
be Christians.” Others: “I am not good and sometimes
enough to begin to follow Christ.” Others: That'sit. How stupid I was. Now I know
«I am not satisfied that I need anything better.” Thus talking to himself and still
more than good resolutions and moral standing before the telescope, he put his
conduct to fit me forheaven.” Others: ¢ I hands first beforeone and then before both
Justas
must wait the Lord’s time; when he sees eyes. And what did he seethen?
fit, he will call me into his kingdom.” much as you would see if, in order to beOthers :" I am not sure that, with my temp- come well acquainted with the Bible, you
tations and position in the world, I can should first take away your understanding.
become pious at all.” And still others will

shake off his yoke, and submit
to Jesus as

themselves

am

not

ready

yet;

there

is

a

time for all things, and after I have enjoyed the world a little more, I may be
brought to a religious life.”
Sometimes some such excuse becomes
so plausible, that he who employs it thinks
it to be a sufficient reason why he should
remain impenitent. And often those who
have become in some degree penitent

thus

obtain what seem satisfactory arguments
for absenting themselves from the helpful
ordinances to which real believers are
invited.

very. Superior quality,
exdellerice is equal to
per of: its class. All
tended for publication

§-—

‘If one has a good written sermon, why
should not other people hearit as well as
his own?

Besides other

—

This burlesque

statement

very much exaggerated

benefits, a week’s

work in making another sermon is saved.
If a man is a moderate preacher, but an
excellent pastor, he keeps his people contented by judicious exchanges, by which
they hear the ablest men in the neigh-

expectations of most parishes, after all:
Wanted,A pastor. He must be irreproach-

married, but without children; young, but
with great experience; learned, but not

hear of an

dressing,etc.

“Christ

F.

was

her allowance

an

aged

woman living on

from the parish.

Silent Conflict.
—

opening

by ad-

She was

induced to attend cottage meetings held
in ther neighborhood, and thankfully received the visits of the missionaries.
During one of these visits the agent
asked :
“How old are you, Mrs, F.P”
“I am seventy-nine,sir; and until the last
four or five months, I have for many years

poetry, for

painting,

in ‘my heart; ‘which ‘makes everything
sweet. and pleasant to me: Ycan read my
Bible; and when I have but a orust of
bread, I can feel thankful to God for his
goodness to, me.”
“For the kingdom of God is not meat
and

drink,

but righteousness,

and joy in the Holy Ghost,”

and peace,

for

theme

history,

all

for

the agencies whose united _ tribute constitute fame ; but there are victories won by

lieve and cure, when

to the conquerors than any that can be
achieved in war. Of these silent successes
without help save from above. The conflict is sometimes waged in the still watch-

es of the night, and the struggle is often
Honor to every conquerer in such
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of $150. for the best original manuscript for a Sabbath School Question
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Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient.
It is far the bes
Cathartic-remedy i discovered, and at oncerelieves

ditions:
1. It must contain matter sufficient
to make not less than:144 pages of a

tion that it can never fail to accomplish

book whose full pages shall contain 34
lines of 35 letters each ; or, pages like
those of «Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year.”
2. It must be adapted to the use of
adult classes in our Sabbath Schools
and to follow in regular gradation the
book above referred to.
8. It must treat in a clear and systematic manner of Christian Doctrine,

Development and Duty.
He

also

offers

to pay the sum

of

$100. for the best original manuscript
for a Sabbath School Question Book
that shall meet the following conditions, viz. :

1. It must contain not less than 108

and not more than 120 pages, each of
whose full pages shall contain 32 lines
of 85 letters each; or, pages like
those of the ¢ Story of Jesus.”

40 entirely new
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Alfred, Mo,”
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Ade

and invigorates all the vital functions
ing injury to any of them.

has long attended its use in
is now offered

book referred to in the first condition
above.
8. It must

present

in

a clear

and

concise manner the Life and Teachings
of

Christ or other

characters. - Those

prominent

-Bible

of the former are

And generally, each book manuscript must have 52 lessons and be in
the possession of the undersigned on
or before the first day of April, 1870.
Manuscripts not adjudged * best,”
but having sufficient merit
and adaptation to our wants will be bought ata
fair price.
| - The

committee

of award

are Rev.

without

caus-

The most complete success

many

(0 the general:

localities; and it

public withethe convie-

all'that is

claimed for it. It produces little or no pain; leaves
the organs free from irritation, and never over taxes
or excites the nervous systém.
In all digea: es of the
skin, blood, stomach, bowels, liver, kidneys,~~of children, and in many difficulties peculiar to women, it
drings prompt relief and certain cure.
The best phybeians recommend and prescribe it; and no person
siho once uses this, will voluntarily return to the use
w any other cathartic.

ofSent by mail, on receipt of price and postage.

Box, $0 25
.
.
.
Postage, 6 cents,
15 Boxes, 1.00
,
.
.
'
.
se
8.
a
.
‘
;
.
“
dad
It is sold 14 all dealers io drugs and medicines,
“EH
TURNER & CO., Proprietors,
120 Tremont Street, Boston,
Mass.” [i

{

J J dl Gar ENS
Foil
b 7
24th edition of this popular work, which has met. with so
much favor in the past, is now ready. It hasbeen re-writand on fine paper,
ten and improved, printed with new
illustrated with a beautiful Lithograph, and many other fine
engravings from nature. It contains full description and
the culture of over 1500 leading varieties of Flowers and
Vegetables; also descriptive list of the novelties of the
ent season: to which is added a collection of 200 choice
French Hybrid Gladiolus. This work, we feel confident,
will compare favorably with any similar one.
,
From Levi Bartlett, Warner, N. H.
. “I have received a copy of your superbly gotten up Amateur Cultivator's Guide. I think it far ahead of anything
of the kind ever before issued from the American Press.”
Sent to any address upon receipt of 25 cents for paper
cover, and 50 cents for tastefully bound in cloth.

WASHBURN

&

CO.,

Muss.

Boston,

4teowd

and to follow in regular gradation the

To Avbverrisers.
The rates of
advertising in the Moraing Star will
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
on application to Mr. Gro. B. Coss,
at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make contracts for advertising, and transact any

business

belonging to the advertising

department.

THE REGISTER.
‘The Register for 1870 is universally
admitted to be far superior to any heretofore issued, It needs only to be seen
and examinedto be appreciated.
A very large part of this edition has

G. T. Day, Rev. J. A. LowgLL and L. been sold Those desiring it, will,
therefore, do well to send in their or
R. BURLINGAME.
Dover,

L. R. BURLINGAME.

HE N., Dec. 15, 1869,

a

a

OAKLEY, MASON & CO,

|

Rooms.

Technology.

preferred.

WNNKL7p 2

|

Institute

2. It must be especially adapted to
children from 10 to 15 years of age,

A Hand-Book for the Sunday School Concert,
and a guide for the Children’s Preacher,
BY REV. H, CLAY TRUMBULL,

thamabliorii Lhuns a, i

$30 per week and expenses, or allow a large
Shiniteion,
Sel our new No naerial inventions,

n

the destinies of the universe.

$7,650.

READ THIS!

LL PA¥

endless chain eomposnE the
undying,—the
life of God=-the golden thread entwining

Fordham,

N.Y.

Board, 13,00,

of this Institution will open
12
CH

AGENTS!

thought |
The ever-present, unborn, undecaying, an

eternity.

esteem in which

SEMINARY,

. Evansville, Wis., Feb, 17, 1870,

thers, man grows old
and dies ; but time writes no wrinkles on

fade,

are per-

Missionary Secretary of Am. 8. 8. Unlonfor New England

For furtherparticulars, address the Principal,
/
Rev, G.8, BRADLEY,

The flowers

Dr. Tobias

They

Smo

EVANSVILLE

Eternity.

so great that

charge, and for the last three years has used no othSold by Druggists and Storeer medicine for them.

al owed to continue, resultin ob-

Sold by all druggists,

a warfare!

or no pa; ror
eCoughs
Colds, Coughs,

would not use them until he was told of what they
were composed, since which time he is never without
them. He has over twenty running horses in his

FOR

itis held for the cure of diseases of the throat and
lungs. It possesses special virtue in the cure of sevére colds, so common at this season. NO other remedy equals it for all such cases, It Joly acts Juke
ampshire
agi: as thousands in Vermont and New
tou
« WM,JOSLYN & SONS, Barton, Vt., Proprietors,
GEO. 0. Goodwin & CO.,and BURR & PERRY,
Boston, General Agents,

‘The battles in which they
we never hear.
are obtained are fought in solitude, and

fearful.

REMEDY

tence, and has won for itself the high

are

POWDERS

gans, and increase the miik of cows. Try them, and
you will never be without them. Col. Philo P. Bush,

STUDIES

Soaps, Gauging Fruit,

- The subscriber offers to pay the sum

of Horses and Cattle

factly safe and innocent; no need of stopping’ the
They increase the appetite,
working of your animals.
give a fine coat, cleanse the stomach and urinary or-

stinate disease of the lungs, which baffles the aid of
human skill,
WEEKS’ MAGIC COMPOUND has boen submitted
ears of its exis.
to the severest tests in the twelve

men over themselves, more truly honorable

looked upon mine as a hard lot.”
Y 5 v itnot so hard,
Mrs. F., as it used to
:
“It is not hard now, sir, for I have Christ

a

is

for

OHIO.

OBERLIN,

of the “Jerome Park Race Course,”

and

gramme of Courses apply to PROF, SAMUEL KNEE.

LAND,

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, -

has been

WEAKNESS,

a good English education, Algebra to Quadratics,and
Plane Geometry.
Courses :—Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering; Chemistry; Architecture; and
Science and Literature.
For Catalogue and Pro-

Address,

has continued to manufacture them.

FEMALE

ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS MONDAY, June6.and
THURSDAY, September 20. Requisites:—Age,16 years;

For full particulars send for circular.

death the demand

FOR

49eowbm

| Mass

begins May 11, 1870.

warranted superior to any others;
thie cure of Distemper, Worms, Bots,
Bound, Colds, &c., in Horses, and

es, Butter, Cheese

the Toilet, and many Miscellaneous Receipts. For
sale by all Booksellers. Sent by mail {ree on receipt
of price,

Grocers and Druggists treble their sales with Shem
eowom:

Sold by G. C. Goodwin & Co., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Mass., and by all Druggists. Price, 81 per

TERM

CONDITION

the

Dr. J. G,. Holland (Timothy
Titcomb), Spring:
field, “They are the standard in all this vicinity.”
Julius
Sayer, Newport,R. I.,the well known deal:
er in luxuries. ‘‘I have trebled my sales with them

bottle.

and Composition.

DERBY

of de-

with

BELCHER, Randolph, Mase.

Piano Forte, Cultivation of ‘the Voice, Organ, Har

OBIAS’

begins

stamp, I will send you my circular which will give
testimonials. Manufactured and sold by MRS. LINUS

Loss of Milk, Black-Tongue, Horn Distemper, &¢., in
Cattle. These “Powders” were formerly pu up oy
his
since
Simpson I. Tobias, son of Dr. Tobias, an

Unveiled,

SPEEDY

cele-

BRANCHES TAUGHT.

To Owners

volume

This wonderful medicine, made from an Indian rectipe, is entirely vegetabls, and is a certain cure with
out supporters. By enclosing a three cent postage

all of

educated at the

3m?2

The

CURE

patronage from all parts of the country.

SUMMER

livery.

COLTON’S SELECT FLAVORS.
DELICIOUS, strictly PU
of the Choicest Fruits,

COLLEGE.

to obtain a thorough education in all departments of
Music is being sustained by a constantly increasing

mony

ron a single one.
5 at the office

first number in April. « Orders are solicited.
is
:
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Mrile.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

The claim of this Institution to first rank as a place

CougHS, Corps,
Croup, WHOOPING
- COUGH,
HOARSENESE, AND ALL DISEASES OF THE
THROAT AND LUNGS.
A neglected cold and consequent cough, which the
timely use of some proper and safe remedy might re-

G—

A triumph in the field

Removed in Old Age.
Mrs.

A SAFE AND

5 at greatly reduced rates 3 |.
k
ding Lantern, and. are
, Folding, and Johmnson’s Dome

the present corps having been

Price

of Dysine, Antidotes for Poison, Cookery for
Physician,@ardening,Houee Plants,
'|'the Sick, Fam ily

and Shades.

None but first-class Teachers are employed;

1 Vol, 12mo,

"Containing receipts for Cooking all kinds of Meats,
Fowl; Fish, and making Gravies, Soups, Sauces,

5 He

p have proved so py

and French Lamps

OBERLIN

ventional ; neither old nor commonplace: a

advantageous

LAURA TROWBRIDGE.

AID.

, Cakes, Pastry, Puddings,Custards, Preserves,

CONSERVATORY. OF MUSIC.

dull; eloquent in prayer, without being
colloquial or stilted ; reverential,but not con-

with the children, but always dignified ; be
a careful writer, a good extempore speaker,
and an assiduous and diligent pastor.
Such a person, to whom salary is less an
object than a ‘field of usefulness,” may

5

H

eh

| th eA

[PS§ are sold by dealers generall 4
Li
PATENT
1
go
them where the merchants have not
but to Introduce
them, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE.
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue or 3 cts. for
descriptive Circular.
¢
1VES’ PATENT LAMP CO.,
26t12
87 Barclay St., &42 Park Place, New York.

ablein his dress, without being an exquisite ;

borhood.

The

4

the

the

HOUSEKEEPER’S

AE

a house in the Sitls we are
¢ with its approplete
its r
r place, thus doi

:

not a
of

30 cents

16 country should be asitho-

Eo

is

EXCELSIOR COOK ~BOOK

ents each,—payablesin. all casos in and,

vanee.

Paper.

;
: free,
Address, ROCK RIVER PAPER CO., Chicago,
or B. BE. HALE, 22 & 24 Frankfort Street, N. Y,

Ten copies or more sentto, on address, 20 yg
od

4410

This is a hard, compact paper, like an ordinary book cover, and 1s saturated with tar
and used on the outside of frame buildings,
under the clapboards, , also under shin es
tis”
and floors, to keep out damp and cold.
§ also used on the inside,not saturated, instead
of Plastering, and makes a warm and cheap
wall. Tt costs only from $8 to $30 (according to size) to cover houses on the outside.
Samples and descriptive circulars sent

should besent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, Ni H.
conte onl

brated Conservatory at Leipzig, Germany.

advertisement

AGENT WANTED IN EVERY TOWN,

Establishment,

and its mechanical
that of any other pacommunications in
should be addréssed

TurMs.—Single copy,

SHEPPARD,

uilding

to ‘ Tue MyrrLE,” Dover, N. H.
.All orders and remittances for the paper

brilliant preacher, but not sensational ; know
every one, but have no favorites; settle
all disputes, engage in none; be familiar

Ministerial Exchanges.
wn

Wanted,

AN

ay School scholars, was
for the u
improved about the
s
and much
enlarged
on paper of a
printed
is
Tt
first of ‘Mymil.

dts: fori Qliurclies; Halls

Seeds.

BY

Descriptive Catalogue of varieties mailed free to all
:
cants.
;

the |

by

published

Printing

SALE

' 20 FULTON ST., NEW YORK.

kindy of Saw Mill

) Iron
upri
Machinery, (both eircular and
and Brass Castings, Gasometers'and
(chatoSep. 13,9)
Gas
.
151

This semismonthly,

their Lord:

reply: “I

JAMES

The Myrtle.

the preacher who wins
an d. draws, ‘rather
than him who narcotikes
¥ or repels. §

time, but could not see much.

2p

: every description, Mill Work, 2

the

with messages from God to man—from

A boy who offen saw. his father, an astronomer, examine the stars, wanted, to
He went to the telescope
know them also.

How many excuses does Satan suggest
to retain his captives, and how readily do

praying, and the Holy Ghost
4

ST
oF.
ol oF 44 OR O9.N
8 525)

and Flower
FOR

Engines,
hn

Iron Planers,M

T

—-—

AFET
*
IVES

Carden

Oo NARY

AND

Stem
Portable
Shafting, Turning

Cortlandt §t., New

+40

rt
4 ee

when

;

:

3. 1, WEST, General Agent,York.

tf12

The Young A stronomer.

and use them

STATI

’

ISAAC BARKLEY.”

Ws.

Excuses.

they adopt

7

fo!

ny

‘He is the best—the most powerful preacher—who tells the most truth in the best manner.
We hear little or nothing of theoratorical displa; made by Christ.or his aposles, but we eel the effects to-day,throughout Christendom of the truths he uttered
and the works he performed. We want live,
healthy, vigorous men in the pulpit,~men

:

——

I nd

t thet!

igh

should

schools.

FRESH AND GENUINE

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

Powerful Preachers.

the goodly Canaan «f righteousness. of
readom and eternal joy.—Rev. Dr. Turn:

I believe I receive it now,

gays, you have it.

satisfaction.

faet, it i

Source of light and life to the sin-sick soul.
then,” this is our text, ‘Speak unto the We do not want cgld, clammy natures that
children of Israel, that they go forward.” freeze our blood and make us torpid; but
Not back to Egypt, to the beggarly ele- we want the joyous and hopeful to enliven | [&
ments of the world, to bondage, to infideli- and encourage us,—we want to be elevated, |
ty and irreligion, but forward, through the and not dragged down in Spit. We want |

I don't ask, expecting an answer at some
while I am

in

po

A@= Send for Circelar,

now different feom what it formerly was.
but

h

og

to Sunday

Patent Expansion Ferules:
. for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

Freewill

—
Ge
Another purpose
sometimes is served.
A
Spanish
artist
was
once employed to
I
knew
a
hyper-orthodox
old-school
man
————
in the West, who wished to retain his rep- paint a “Last Supper.” It was his obI have given God my undivided heart, utation for soundness in theology among ject to throw all the sublimity of his art
believing that he does accept it, and be- his ministerial brethren, but whose people into the figure and countenance of the Lord
lieving that ‘the bloodof Christ cleans- were apt to recalcitrate under the high Jesus; but’ he put on the table in the foreeth from all sin.” Like a stone which the doctrines,
:
ound some chased cups, the workmanbuilder takes and puts on the foundation,
There was an old minister without a De of which was exceedingly beautiful.
go do I lie on Christ's blood and God's
arish,—a sort of clucking hen, going When his friends came to see the picture
romises ; giving God my soul and body, a rom nest to nest, ayis
no eggs, and on the easel, every one said, ‘‘ What beauving sacrifice, and covenanting with him, never hatching any. Him
Dr. P. used to tifal cups™ “Ah!” said he, ‘I have made
never to doubt more; my language is,— employ to do the dangerous preaching for a mistake; these cups divert the eyes of the
sink or swim—Ilost.or saved—I will be- his parish.
of the spectator from the Lord, to whom I
:
lieve; I will sooner die than doubt? This
over and preach for me wished to direct the attention of the obcome
S.,
“Mr.
decision of mind, attended with
a refusal to
week. Bring that meaty sermon server.” And he forthwith took up his
regard frames and feelings
as any eriterion next
on God's Sovereignty Displayed brush and blotted them from the canvas,
you,
with
of my state—but belie
he does save in Reprobation.
You've never preached it that the strength and vigor of the chief obme, whether filled or emptied—raised up or for my people.”
ject might be prominently seen and obcast down; leaving
the quantity of comIt was done.
The church blazed with served. Thus all Christians should feel
fort to God's wisdom, knowing Iam not excitement, but it made no difference.
to. be Christ's exaltation;
their great study
saved by feeling but by faith. It is holiq
The pastor had not done it, .Mr. S. was and whatever is calculated to hinder man
ness I want and have—not ecstasy. A not settled, and could not be reached. It from beholding him in all the glory of his
solid peace in my birthright; with that I made no difference what they ‘said about person and work, should be removed out of
am content. If God gives me more, I am him, nor how they felt. In this manner the way! * “God forbid that I seould glory,
thankful. If not, I am content, knowing exchanges are safety valves. Dangerous gave in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ.”
that the trial of my faith is more precious work is done without risk. Fortunately
than uncertain eestacies. I never look at
great majority of ministers held docmy imperfections and short comings with- the
trines
which they dare to reach, so there
out’ be oviee that his blood does, that is little use for
this sort of exchange nowmoment, wash them away. My prayer is a-days.—H. W. Beecher.

other time,

you gives perfect

h

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT

lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow's
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded

‘we must make our

Jesus Christ, which

vernment,

a society, something more than an animal
living for a day, namely, the child of God
and the heir of immortality. “Speak,

a re-

falled.
space

body,

have miserably

Because

8

pp

From these pri-

ces we make

Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu-

H.C. SANDUSKY ‘& Co.:~The (Empire)’ Mill I

In another column, tee

| list, and retail prices.

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;

before the dark hour comes.

matter alone, nor
external
institutions
alone, but soul, genius, inspiration, religion, the higher: and grander powers which
make man, whether as an individual or as

as follows:

we

All things must con-

art, scicnce,

his powers,

We Frenchmen have seen the fruitlessness of a century's philosophical speculation, and of merely political constitutions,
in rectifying our social state. We have
exhausted our wits, and expended mighty
energies, to fit men for the duties and enjoyments of time,

freedom.

of nature around him, can only be secured
by a free, symmetrical devel pment of all

cent occasion at a Bible Society meeting in
.Paris, assume a grave (importance. His
were

great controlling forces

irksome

on

a country, and who, by-

OF
MANUFACTURERS
Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

|: ;

NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869.

bought of

of their class.

SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H,

Jory B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.

We should count such

religion—all' matarial and spiritual agencies blending and working together fora
common end. For the progress of man, as

Aman and thinker like M. Guizot, seldom. opens his lips without expressing a
noble thonght, and whatever he may say
carries an influence with it that affects
powerfully those who hear.
Occupying
the eminent position he does among French

concluding remarks

:

England.

ers, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books

Machine Company,
AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,

I run it about 100

can be

Tn addition to. the publications of ofh-

SWaMSCOT,.

;

revolutions, and ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels
of corn per hour, Yours, &c.,
THOS. H. BATE.”
d Feed ew, Empire) Mill is
“The
Union Grist
all that you represent it. It wi 1 grind with eage 6 to
8 bushels of corn
pgr hour. It also makes excellent
sider it a boon to farmers, and
Graham flour, I
ble when once tested, There is
it' will be indispen
but one opinion--it is a success.

had

was left to his fate.

let it be indelibly fixed in our
that there can be no true progress

cur—industry,

only by un-

uttered

the brink of

of religion, of

for Eternity.

the sentiments

our

postpone the day of their

home,

order and

— i—

thinkers,

which he

.
:
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 18¢9.
J. DaWEST—Sir: IL worked my No. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill;) with two horees. at 160
revolutions, and I think T gronnd abeut 15 bushels of
corn per hour, I then ground corn and dats mixed
and it ground that somewhat fasters 1 am perfectly
satisfled with it. Yours &e.,
R. M. PALMER.”
{| “MONROE, N.X., May 10, 1869,
bold. D. WEST— Sir: I have used my No.3 Empire

there?” shouted
the ship is
the youth.
*¢ Don’t you rn
fast goin to pieces P”
he ship may,” said the man ; ¢ IT have
lived a poor wretch all my life and Iam determined to die rich.”
His remonstrances were answered only
by another flourish of the hatchet, and he

the

ceasing effort, through discipline gained by
constant watchfulness and prayer.—Advance.

«C11

aide

to evoke

up

with

bought elsewhere in New

Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been ex.

you doing

¢« Whatare

except under

soul is brought under control

and made

burn

hand,

about him.

in this or in any other lad,

strike upon the heart producing only disThe

a

while,
minds

tasks must be passed through. In our
hearts are hidden desires and affections
which may be brought into such harmony
that: the praise of them may be sweeter
than all the music of the spheres. Without
effort the influences of the world will
cord.

churches,

in his

Sanday

schools at aglow rates as they

State Agricultural
Fairs of New York, Virginia and |

Mill tomy entire.satisfaction.

Wholesale

. We will furnish Librarietto

-°

hibited

broken open several of the casks, the contents of which he was now hegping up

and-by, will give us a better connt-y and a
better home, in heaven.
In the mean-

any man will be

drilling

muliitade

church,

my disciple, let him take up his cross and
deny himself and follow me.”
Any one may. sit. at. a piano. and drum
the keys, but nothing save discord is produced and every
note grates harshly upon
the ear. In order to become master of the
instrument, so that harmonious combinations of sound shall break upon the ear and
thrill the soul, there is need of diligent

study;

hatchet

of New York,

This mill is WROUGHT IRON—not CAST JRON—
and is case:hardened so as to run for years withopt
injury, It works with less ower than any other,and
the
First Premium at the
less expense. It has taken the

ness of him who yet gives us a Bible, a man, but he has too many

Or

Christ says: “If

godless

¢tarnal fate.
:
;
But blegsed be God, to-day, and let
yuniehiving resound through the year and
through all the years, for the infinits good-

keep the heart with all diligefce, refrain-

and sin.

our

consecration and sport upon

The heart is the key position of our lives.
Satan seldom attacks men on the side of
reason and argument, but brings all ‘his enginery at work to carry the heart, knowing
well
that if he can get the life disorganized and broken down at that
point the
victory is gained. From the action of the
desires and
life. How

down

dollars. In

the hope of saving some of them, a number
of barrels were brought on deck, but the
vessel went to pieces so fust that the only
hope for life was in taking at once to. the
boats. The last boat was aboutto push off,
when a young midshipman went back to
see if any one was still on board. To his
surprise, there sat a man on deck with a

Bibles, and wrench from the heart the last
hope
of the dying; while the great, foolish,

Keeping the Heart,
——

meanwhile

.

And Scld by Agents everywhere.

off the coastof Brazil, and had on board a

all, There are others, again, in great
numbers, who would destroy our Sabbaths,

harpers on that Heavenly coast

Hymn everlasting
?

the

y

—br Bo

Spanish

At

BY

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company:

The British ship Britannia was wrecked

and hopeless, becoming colder and colder,
doomed to the death which will entomb us

All star-like now the precious jewels gleam

e and

our heart

MANUFACTURED

decay.

large consignment of

EMPIRE

CORN & FEED MILL

Rich for a Moment.

universe upon which we stand, meager and

their thirst of years;

Some selfish Prayer vo] raise,

come no footsteps of

leave only this poor shell of the material

;

T==

its beauties, but time shrouds tkem for the
grave; its honors are but the sunshine of
they are but the
an hour; its palaces,
gilded sepulchre ; ‘its pleasures, they are
but bursting bubbles. Not 50 in the untried
bourne. In the dwelling of the Almighty,
can

ders at once, as we wish to finish
sale of it as soon as possible,
.

A)

the

|

EN

a

THE

a

100

Ee Blorning Star.
WEDNESDAY,
GEORGE

MARCH

T. DAY,

GEORGE H. BALL,

30, 1870.

{ Eirons.

:

&@ All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher.

——

‘Several questions, which correspondents
“desire to have answered, have been lying
for some time upon our desk.
They
should perhaps have been disposed of before. now,

but

editors

are

course ‘so plainly inconsistent and unbroth- plaint in the future, however often they
erly. The church is set to be ‘the pillar apply and however liberally they may
and ground of the truth,” and so it may not chase.
We are constantly issuing
fellowship radical error. - Its power is books of our own, as well as drawing
measured by its character, and so it has no a large circle of other publishers.
But many of our churches, pastors
right to suffer one of its members unjustly
to impeach and compromise that character brethren are so situated that economy,

not beyond the

temptation to wait for: the ‘convenient
season,” and the results of their waiting

do ndt materially differ from those appear-

———

Discontent is the “first fruit” of gracious
influence. Defects seen, prompt to a betnot

knowing

our poverty, naked-

ness, guilt and misery, we are complacent
and satisfied. This is death. When the
eyes are opened, we begin to feel our
wretchedness and cry for help. A

tian life is marked by hungep/and fullness,
discontent and” fanting aftp#
higher en-

dowments,

finding

fault

w

the present

and pressing for ward to perfedtion,keen perception of defects and higher views of the

may
purnew
from
and

con-

quests as rapidly as the men of the world?

urgently comniend the publishing and bookselling House of Messrs. D. Lothrop and

sermons of orthodox pulpits,

and

most fervid

shake

exhortations and trustful prayers of the
conference room; and their discipline
would at once take on stern features. That
is one mischievous extreme. The other

appearsin those who will stand quietly by

and see all that is really vital in the gos-

an added reason for trading at the ‘point or

points where the main objects can be most

surely gained?

The spring business is about opening.

Pastors and superintendents

are making

arrangements for filling the empty shelves,

or for putting new books in place of the
old.

Tothe

question, Of whom

shall we

be devoted to education and religion,among

the vast population which is crowding into those states and territories. Jay Cooke
& Co. turn rivers of wealth into that section
Pacific and

the Towa

Central

Railroads;

‘where are the men and where is the money

widely dif-

fer irom those held by F. Baptists, he
should, asa man of honor and discretion,

libraries are made

up at

that rich belt of the continent shall be
opened to settlement, and become a ‘thor-

defended this idea so

emotions, and exalt our conceptions of the
power of man to ‘subdue the earth.”
From St. Paul, they are'also building an
air line road south, through that most beau-

who ditfer from

office

of the

Star; or new books in any desired quanti.
ties, and from most of the prominent

pub.

long and earnestly,

that it seems impossible “to them to think
oughfare for the commerce of Asia.
Such “otherwise ; and they feel justified
in frestupendous
enterprises awaken strange quently questioning the honesty
of those

8. 5,

the

The lumber of the north-west will pass ‘over

this road and find amarket in the interior

them.’ So enormous has

‘

virtue to withdraw from fellowship with
such heretics, shut the doors in their faces,
and with thanksgiving to God that they are

not as these victims of error,

to eut the

Supperof their Lord, and protest that no
other persons on earth have a right to partake.
;
No matter if others ‘are Christlike in
spirit, abundant in Christian work, honest-

Ld

.

A

tion draweth nigh.

— Tur BisLE Iv Scmoors. The New tions for Mission purposes. More, much
York Times has recently contained several more must be done, in sustaining
new and
able articles, defending the use of the weak churches, planting others, and" exBible in publie schools. Itargaes that the tending generally a knowledge of Christ,

of the Bible in public schools, and that it
would be a great injustice to exclude it,
while an overwhelming majority desire to
have it read ; that the reading of the Bible
cannot, with any degree of propriety, be re-

garded as sectarian,
but fully in the
moral interests of the whole community;

that its exclusion now, after having been

|

nity is given them: ‘Hence the wisdom of
making our occasions for collecting funds

public; when the. Sabbath is pleasant, and
the meetings full; giving all & favorable
opportunity to contribute. If other Q. Ms.

and churches will but take hold of this
subject in earnest, money will flow into the

Treasury to the joyful acoeptance of good
used so long, amounts to a verdict against men and angels, and to the glory of the
its salutary influence, and must prove a blessed God. Special appeals will not bestimulent to lawlessness and disrespect for come necessary to awaken the churches,
the fundamental principles of morality ;— to one of the first and greatestof Christian

and the conclusion is, of course, that it duties, * to support the weak,” and plant
would be a great wrong and a great evil the shining cross on all the hill tops of
to have the reading of the Bible forbidden our beloved country,
J. S.B.

in the schools.

Very

Lewiston, Me.

SinsisLe.

Hon. Mr.

Hant-

ington, member of the Parliament of the
Dominion, is urging the policy of absolute
free trade between the Provinces and the
United States. He is anable and influential man, and has taken a strong position,
because it is wise and just; and if it is
agreed to on both sides of the line, will
prove exceedingly beneficial to both parties, especially to the Dominion.
The
same thing ought to be done with Mexico;

| we can afford to give them free trade, and
they would gain great advantage from it.
| If the Dominion has the good sense to

agree to Mr. Huntington's proposal, there
is little doubt that our Government will accept it, and give Canadians free accessto
our markets,and our manufacturers the op-

portunity of paying for Canadian
and coal, cattle

goods.

and

grain, with

In this way

both parties

lumber

American

benefited.

will be

——DELIVERANCE.
The deep laid schemes
to revolutionize the government of this
city, and give the reins of power into, the
hands of the lawless, are defeated, and
New York is stillto enjoy the benefits of
the Metropolitan Police, the excise law,
protection from disturbance and riot on
Sunday, the wise and gratuitous services
of the Central Park commissioners and
exemption from enormous taxation which
seemed almost inevitable. The city and
statc may well give thatks to God that
party lines have been so far broken as to
defeat the evil measures which were so
likely to pass into laws at Albany.
‘|

—A
Bic TRADE.
Pennsylvania holds
six millions of the Bonds of the Pennsylvania Railroad, which it has provided by law,
if the governor signs the bill, shall be exchanged for the Bonds of & new road,

through the coal regions, to Buffalo.

This

road is now partly built, and this provision

will complete it.

The object is to open an-

other thoroughfare for coal, to the Lakes.

Coal can be shipped from Baffaloto Chica-

PLEASANT NEWS.

Late

accounts

from

the mission in India, bring the pleasing in-

telligence that Sister Crawford's health is
improving. She hopes to resume her labors again.at Jellasore after a» few months’
rest and recruiting. The prospects are still
very hopeful throughout the mission.

:

C. O. Lisey, Cor. Sec.

Revivals, &c.
Hrrssoro,

Jowa.

Rev. W. 8. Taylor

writes us from this place, giving a hopeful

account of our churches in that vicinity,
andof the beginnings that are made across
the line in Missouri. Earnest labor and a

reasonable amount of aid from our Home
Mission Society he believes would result in
the establishment of permanent
and efficient churches at many points.

Lock RipGE, Iowa. TheLoprd has been
pleasedto visit this part of his moral heritage with the out-pouring of his Holy Spirit, and as a consequence, the Ripley church .
has enjoyed a precious revival, under the
labors of Rev. F. Dikeman. There have
been twelve persons received as candidates
for baptism and will attend to that ordi-

nance soon. . The church has been greatly

revived and strengthened, and I trust, prepared for more efficient work in the vin-

:

yard of the Lord.

D. K. HELTERBRAN.

DiavMoND BLurr, Wis.
of the St.

Croix Q.

M.

The last session
was

held at

this

place. The Q. M. has passed throug
some trying experiences, but the Lord has
been with us, and the light is beginning

chine.

Saints were

led

to

to rejoice at the

last session, wanderers were reclaimed and

sinners turned to God.
We hope that
there may be an earnest travail of soul on
the part of the brethren, so that at the next sessionin June there may be witnessed .

still stronger
presence.

evidences of the

Father's

W. PiERCE.

80, on returning grain vessels, for about
CamPAIGN,
Ouro.
About
ome
year
fifty cents a ton, as it is needed for ballast. since, the Campaign = church, in Gallia
Indeed, it has been shipped for nothing,
county, was blessed with a good revival,
since the choice is between coal and sand for which has neverbeen reported. But what
ballast,and they prefer coal. This will cheap- is still better, the church has
been
en fuel at Buffalo,and add toits manufactur- visited with a general ‘outpouring of the
ing interests, already very extensive, and Spirit, under the labors of Rev. B. V.
add also to the trade with western cities. Tewksbury, assisted by Prof. Spencer, of
The sooner it is completed the better.
Atwood Institute. Nearly or quite fifty
have expressed a hope in Christ. Between
——

——ONE THING ¥OR CONVERTS. Stability
in religion is of infinite importance. This

twenty and thirty have been baptized, and
others stand as candidates. So general has
been the work that it embraces nearly the

inquire how to prevent it.

neighbornood. The first and second

putting the hand to.the plow and looking
back is sad business. Often do ministers

One very im-

portant precaution is, to induce cotiveris to
take areligious paper. Those who labor

in revivals ought not to leave them ‘without

strongly urging them to take the Star.

No

other reading, except the Bible, will so

nourish and strengthen the new life within
them, and fasten them to the cross of

Christ. Brethren should look well to this;
instruct their converts that their soul's safe-

ty demands

that they promptly subscribe

for and faithfully ‘read the Star.

Denominational News and Notes.
Central Maine.—Encouraging.

The Waterville Q. M. at its last session
the error of Pedobaptism become in their
took a collection for H. Missions of nearly

eyes, that they regard it a rare Christian

of Towa, where
it is needed; and the staceage to claim a position among those lishing houses, maybe hadby sending or- ples of the south and south-west will find a
‘ders and specifications to the Agent of the market in the great lamber and mineral re) be a F. Baptist while discarding the Establishment, L. R. BURLINGAME.
A
at the north-west. Iowa,is destined ly and earnestly walking in all the ordidoctrines of the bodyis,to seek a hearing’ good supply will always be kept on hand, gions
to
be
one
of the richest states in the Union, nances of the gospelas they understand
under false pretenses. And a church can sothat selections canbe made and orders and these main trank roads, across her rich them
; this error in an outward rite cuts
filled at short notice. Those who have pur- prairies, will
Prove to be a source of wealth them off from privileges, excludes them
‘chased books here, whether for,8, S. libra- to capitalists who build them, and to the from the
benefits of the rale which the Spirit
g | riesor for private libraries, have been well state where they #re built. Marvelous is lays down: “If children,
then heirs,” and
satisfied ith heir bargains, and it is meant the development of that western world. makes their ¢hurches,
their ministry, their
that there shal ‘be no good reason for com- ‘Will
the Christian church extend its con- ordinances unlawful
and void. How long

hose theology. bobs rietad, Pretend

to this unbrotherly feeling, we know not;
but we'hope and pfay that their emancipa-

erecting a suitable ‘house o worship, and
$1000.00 to the Maine Central Institute at
Pittsfield. A large number of Pastors
present promised to take public collection 7
for H. Ms. as soon 4s practicable. All
evidently felt the need of larger contribu-

to fill that vast region with churches and Bible is a powerful conservator of morals, while nothing
Co., 38 and 40 Cornhill.
sheuld be withheld, which
They will find schools?
and therefore an essential support to the duty requirés for other causes.
there almost everything that will be wantstate ; that a very. large portion of the chilThe position of these three Q. Ms. is ened, both in the department of juvenile and
" Defining his Position.
dren will never hear it read nor feel its in- couraging. Though the money contributmiscellaneous books ; they mdy be sure of
eas
A ei—
fluence if*it is excluded from the schools; -ed was not large, the spirit of the meetings,
the most courteous treatment; they can
Mr. Beecher is not only a man. of nerve,
that moral education is quite as’ important, and the promise for future action, in’ the
buy at as low rates as elsewhere,—possibly
but
a
man
with
nerves.
The
claim
of
Dr.
and
as properly an object of state provision several churches, clearly indicate progress.
even lower; they will find an atmosphere:
that will at once suggest the presence of Bellows that he was a good Unitarian was as mere intellectual training, and that the We feel assured that the brethren of the
Freewill Baptist sympathies; they will find too much for bis repose and his desire to Bible is the chief instrument in this moral various churches will hail joyfully the adculture; that the Catholics frankly avow vent of greater effort and benevolence, and
all the books published, either in whole or be esteemed orthodox. We have alluded
in part,by the Printing Establishment on the to his response, in which he insists that that they will be no better pleased with will give their fullest concurrence and coample shelves; and they ‘will be giving a Dr. Bellows is bound in consistency to go public schools, when the Bible is excluded, operation with the ministers, in the future
proper and becoming recognition to the over to the evangelicals. Dr. B. retorts than they are now, and that they will be collections which shall be taken. Sinners
fact that Freewill Baptist enterprise is win- in the Liberal Christian that Mr. Beecher satisfied with nothing short of a division of as well as saint3, even those who do not
ning for itself a name and an influence in is no theologian, and that his logic is the tchool funds, and the support of Cath- believe in Foreign Missions, wheu there
the very heart of the New England metrop- quite untrustworthy, and says many more olic schools ; that only a small minority of is much to be done at home, will generousolis. Whatever courtesies and accomoda- things that mix severe criticism in with the community are opposed t> the reading ly give for home purposes, if an opportu.
soothing compliment.

pel openly impugned and effectually frit- buy? we have a responsive suggestion to tiful and prodmctive of all the western
make;
:
tered away,
states, Towa, to St. Lonis. This will make
Undoubtedly, if one is publicly advocat- it
13 herhaps generally known that
St. Paul a great commercial emporium.
ing views which obviously and

these brethren
will continue
firm in
this conviction, and remain under bondage

Millions are being invested for the development of material wealth; as much should

ing in the case of other sinners against the good and spiritually beautiful. So there is
law of promptness. Bat we take them up |- an intermingling of complaint and thanksnow, and if ourreplies shall only prove our giving, discomfort and joy, unrest and rest,
wish to show an appreciation of the interest “perfect “peace” and longing after deeper,
which prompts such practical inquiries, richer communion with God ; and the more
This calls out Mr.
- they will do one proper thing. The ques- of God that 1s enjoyed, the more earnestly tions other booksellers may be disposed to
the heart pants for larger draughts of di- afford, our readers
Beecher again, who spreads out his keen,
tions are as follows :
:
may be assured that the
and throughly earnest reply
1. “What is the difference between vine life. ‘The ideal is: always more per- Messrs: Lothrop will be content
with dis- ‘humorous,
foreordination and foreknowledge P”
fect than attainments, and desire stretches | pensing
to their patrons nothing short of over the larger half of a page of the
AnswEeR. The differences are many. To onward with constant eagerness for higher the largest favors which
justice and propri- Christian Union. The wit of the Brooklyn
know and to ordain are quite dissimilar and purer experiences.
ety may ask for. And so we end by saying preacher comes out freely in his exposure
mental exercises. One is an exercise of
But all discontent is not of this type; to those who go or
send to Boston for of Dr. B's inconsistency in praising him
the intelligence ; the other involves the ex- another spirit often moves to complaint,
one week as a model Unitarian, and then
a books, of whatever sort they may be—Reercise of authority and will. Inthe first selfish, indolent, envious spirit. There is member
criticising him so soon afterwards as a
38 and 40 Cornhill.
case we apprehend a truth or a fact; in the immense unrest; the heart is like the
loose and illogical religious teacher. Nosecond we frame a purpose
body but Mr. Beecher would have turned
or determine a troubled sea, but it is not a healthful hunBenevolence.
result. One requires only a clear vision; ger, not’longing after purity, not a strugthe tables upon his critic thus:
the other implies a controlling power. To gle to be more noble, Christlike, self-denyhistory of Jonah should have tau ght
There is not a more generous class of us The
know, or foreknow, is the function of the ing and useful. It is simple dissatisfaction,
the danger of swallowing ministers.
men
in
the
world
than our ‘ministers. They are proverbially hard of digestion.
seer; to ordain, orforeordain, is the pre- fired by passion and disappointed desire.
rogative of the ruler. When God foreor- The rewards of righteousness are desired Their salaries are small, they are usually The whale meant well, no doubt, but did
know what he had pndertaken. He
dains an event or an act, the event or act but her works refused; fruitage is wanted poor, but out of their poverty they give not
prophet had no
largely to benevolent objects. They are the doubtless thought that the
is inevitable and necessary;
when he but toil disliked.
first to propose schemes of usefulness, and bones, because he did not, like a lobster,
simply foresees or foreknows an eventor
This is the spirit which sets the tongue
wear them on the outside: 1Itisa question
act, it may be confingent and free. Man's of slander on fire; shows itself in envy and the first to sustain them by work and cash. which is more to be pitied, the whale or
A review of the costly enterprises of twenty the prophet. At any rate, it cured whales
intelligence being finite, he can not cer- bitterness ; which is keen to discover faults
years brings to mind a continuous succes- of swallowing ministers ever after. From
tainly foreknow an event or act except as and eager to report them ; which makes so
sion of heroic acts of giving by thesé min- that day to this no whale has ever been
he ordains and determines it; God's intel- many eloquent over the sins and follies of
known to swallow a man or a minister
i
:
ligence being infinite, he can foreknowan others, but slow to see or mention their isters of Christ.
whole.
i
And are they accustomed to do too
Those who know Dr. Bellows best will
event or act thal springs from the free will virtues; which charges sordid motivesto
much ? Can we charge them with over not attribute both his acceptance and rejecof his creatures. Our strong confidence those who abound in labors and are redoing their duty? Are they more benev- tion of Mr. Beecher's teachings within so
that a given man will act in a certain
way warded with success; which grumbles at olent than the gospel
requires ? No one brief a period to incautious precipitancy.
' on a given occasion, does not affect his the plans and éndeavors of others, but
who studies the character of Christ, our ex- Heis too trustworthy as a theologian,
freedom; he i just as unconstrained as never inaugurates any itself, especially
too cautious and complete as a philoso
ample, or his teachings, will assert that pher,
too calm, regular, and
e as a
though 'we knew nothing about him.
So, where sacrifice and hard. labor are in- they are. The spirit of
Christ is one of thinker. We think the cause to be ve
the fact that God knows how a man will volved; which is anxiousto sit in the ‘‘up- sacrifice,
J
of seeking not our own, of giving evident. Hesays that he has been * studyact ona given occasion does not affect the permost seats,” and have the honor of leadour lives and,of course, our money, to save ing Mr. Beecher's sermons from beginning
freedom of his act; he remains just as free ership, but is never ready to do the hardest
others. Judged by the standard of world- to end.” We do not wonder that he stagers. We wonder that he is even alive.
as though God knew nothing
of him. To of the work, endure the chief sufferings, ly opinion, some are too
benevolent;
ere have been not far from a thousand
foreordain human conduct is to make make large sacrifices. This wicked spirit judged by the
gospel, nearly all are too of these’ sermons published. What a time
men irresponsible machines; simply to shows itself in a thousand ways, and it is selfish
he must have had. Any little inconsistenforeknow their conduct is to leave them always hurtfal, hinders the growth of those
If the ministers are too selfish, what shall cy must be the result of too much reading
in the fullest exercise of their liberty and who possess it, and makes them hang like we say of the
of Beecher’s sermons. Next to a minislaity ? The spirit of gen- ter
a sermon is the most likely to lie hard
responsibility. Foreordination marks the a clog upon those who follow Christ; it is erosity is very low among
them. Few, a- on the stomach.
;
boastful,
hateful, mean, scolds, frets, fumes ; small minority, are really
divine rule over matter; foreknowledge
benevolent, so
But the most interesting part of the long
finds its legitimate sphere in the empire of it annoys the good and confirms the bad in as to give liberally and enjoy it. The
article is found in the closing paragraphs,
sin, It is a curse and a blight, and whoever majority give but little and
mind.
jdo that grudghas it should pray without ceasing to be de- ingly. A great reform is needed in this in which Mr. Beecher bursts out with this
clear, strong, vigorous and fervid avowal
2. “What is meant by delivering of- livered, and be born intea new life, the life
matter. Laymen ought to learn how to
fenders in the church unto Satan, as the of love.
of his vital faith in the Deity of Christ, and
make money for Christ, and use it to save
~ expressions are found in 1 Cor.5: 5; and
of his unspeakable
reverence and love
How
different
the
Christig
fault-finding!
in 1 Tim. 1: 20.9”
souls. Where are the men who toil and
toward
him
as
the
soul's
hope and joy.
So
tender
and
generous,
4vhen others are strive to make money for the express purANSWER.
It is not certainly known
These words are aflame with life:
the
subjects;
so
eager
for
growth
in
every
what Paul's full idea was in his use of this
pose of giving? Some do; all ought to’
form of speech. It would seem thatthe grace when one’s own case-is concerned !
We began to write for the purpose of "In short, in sermon upon sermon, and
And this is what we need. The more of it making way for a sentence from an aged in the prayers, which have been printed
opinion prevailed in the first century that
we have, the better shall we be and the minister, feeble, poor, and hard at work | for years: with the sermon, there will be
found, over and over again, with every
Satan had much to do with bodily lusts, faster shall we
grow, Itis a great calam- for the good cause. Here it is:
form of illustration, with intensive appli.
suffering and disease. Paul speaks (2 Cor.
I was very much gratified at the increas- cations, the doctrine of the Trinity and of
712: 7) of having a thorn in his own flesh, ity to be willing to remain in our present
the Absolute Deity of Jesus Christ. Some
©%adition.
“Grow
in
grace
and
knowled credit last week for Home Missions. thousand sermons have been published.
a messenger of Satan, to buffet him. B®
edge”,
is
the
command
of
the
Spirit
and
the
be enlarged every week. In not one is there a Unitarian sentiment
Hope it will
the delivery over to Satan in thee pag.
sages seems to have referre”, chiefly to the law of vital experience. Joy and peace Could each person be induced to give one respecting Christ or the Trinity." They
act of exclusion fry the church, or the and strength and wisdom never enter a dollar a year, how we could push ahead. are full to overflowing with the doctrine
Christ's coequal divinity with the Fafellowship of ie disciples. The hypocriti- stagnant soul; Christ bestows his richest 1 will do three times that amount, for my- of
Holy Ghost. No man could
blessings where there is action, ambition, self and my invalid wife, short as we are ther and the
gal or incorrigible offender was exposed,
have read any considerable part of these
enthusiasm, pure and unselfish. If the of funds.”
;
sermons and be in ‘doubt as to Mr. Beechproand
tondemned, disfellowshiped
whole church could be aroused to high exWhat do you think of that avowal, dear er’'s sentiments. . . .
nounced a heathen man and a child of the
pectations and mighty endeavor, the Lord brethren and sisters? Is it right? ChristIf in this work, I please men, I am ve |
devil. This exposure and discipline may
would endow her with wonderful power; like? Do you approve such love for the glad. If I displease, I cannot help it.
have proved serviceable in subordinating
am glad if Arminians accept my views—
he would enter into her courts, work
cause, and such willingness to sacrifice for I am glad if Unitarians accept them—I
the fleshly nature to the spiritual,—somethrough her with invincible energy, adorn
And will you practice yourselves am glad if Calvinists accept them. I lon
it?
times by arousing the fear, the conscience,
her with surprising virtues.
The voice
what you approve in others? It is a time for the sympathy of all earnest men in a
the better purpose and the saving faith of
comes distinctly: “Awake, awake; put on
when every person and every dollar which sects, but cannot change my convictions to
the offender himself, so that the carnal
thy strength, O Zion; put on thy beautiful the cause of Christ can claim, should be earn it. If in impetuous zeal I am unnature was subdued or “destroyed,” and the
garments.” The Lord is anxious to have put to use. The harvest is great; money charitable to other men’s convictions, they
spirit saved ;—more frequently, by operatare not more sorry than I am afterwards
his people made eminent for every fruitage is wanted ; the calls are imperativ
e; the —and TI am willing to bear blame. That
ing as a warning to the tempted brotherof grace,
even perfeet
conformity to
hood, and inducing them to keep their lowopenings for doing good are innumerable; love which hasredeemed my soul, I would
Christ.
bear“ as an atmosphere—¢‘ Speaking the
er natures in subjection, so that they might
who will come up to the help of the Lord ? truth in love.” Everything
that I am or
not be castaways. It is a strong assertion
Will young ministers stand back,while the hope to be, is wrapped up in ** that Name,
Where to Buy Books.
touching the importance of faithful and
aged are tugging at the load ? A Will lay- which is above every name!” There is no
b ——
even stern discipline when the need arises,
men refuse to give, while poor ministers flower .in all the field that owes so much
The book-buying season comes usually pay so largely? Christ calls to generosity. to the sun as Ido to Jesus Christ. On
for the sake of keeping the body of Christ
that onetheme I am sensitive. That name
healthful and pure.
twice in the year. Students and general
fires every feeling of my soul. To make
readerstry to provide themselves with a
it known—to drive all clouds from its clear
‘Western Railroads.
3. “Is itthe duty of F. Baptist churches supply of reading in the autumn or early
Divinity—to fill the earth with its praise
to discipline members who accept and pub- winter, that they may be prepared for their
and adoration, is the one great underlyin
licly
advocate false doctrine; and in case
In the old world, and in the Eastern and impulse and
principle of my life. An
hard
and
systematic
work
among
the
aulabor with such members proves unsucthat
feeling
delivers
one from a multitude
Middle
States,
Railroads
follow
population,
thors while the evenings are long and the
cessful, is it proper to exclude them ”
of frets and anxieties.
3
ag
:
Answer, The phrase “‘false doctrine” brain and nerves are charged with vigor, wealth and business; but at the West they
go
before
and
prepare
the
way
for
settleis not very definite. It may mean little In the spring, our Sabbath schools are wont
or much. It may relate tothe details of to replenish their libraries, and so supply ments, and open the avenues to new-born
Current Topics. ¢
faith and usage, or it may touch the very thé young with ampler means of mental en- wealth, We confess to a thrill of admiraessentials of the evangelical system. Men joyment to fill up the lengthening days. tion, when we read that Jay Cooke & Co. FEARFUL HERESY.. An able
and exwho are constantly trying to scent a heresy, Book-buyers want two things, or at least had taken financial control of the Northern cellent Baptist minister jist
said in our ofusually succeed in finding it, or at least ought to want them,—first, good books ; and Pacific, and that ground had been broken
fice: ‘‘ Open communionis a fearful heresomething that wears its semblance to secondly, to buy them of honorable deal- and its construction commenced.
That sy.” He was kind and gentlem
anly, but
their eye. No theological airis quite pure ers and at; a reasonable price.
If, while road strikes the great chain of Lakes at positive in his assertion, and
undoubtedly
when they go outside the workshop where doing this, they can also indirectly aid home a point on Lake Superior, passes through believed all
he said. Tens of thousands
they construct their own creeds. Such interests and help on the work to which St. Paul, and on west to the Pacific. It is sincerely hold the
same views. They have
men would find “false doctrine” in half the they stand intimately related, that becomes fixed that the road will be built, and that argued, and preached
, and practiced, and

their heads over many of the

——

€

such we most cordially and

Discontent.
*

MARCH 30, 1870.

venience and settled habit send them to
through the construction of the Northern
Boston. Toall

before the community.

ter life;

Doctrine and Polity.

MORNING STAR:

H

sixteen dollars;

and,

what is still better,

entire class of unconverted people in the
Kyger

churches are also enjoying some revival.

Some half a dozen in each church have

been baptized by Rev. J. W. Martin,

and

8. H, BARRETT.

added.

Pike, N. Y. The January term of the
Genesee Q. M. was held with the F. Bap-

tist church in Pike, and the spirit of revival was wonderfully displayed in all te
meetings of the session. The interest was

such, that a protracted effort seemed indispensable. Rev. B. H. Damon remained
on the ground and continued the meetings

about three weeks, during which time God
blessed his labors and gladdened the heart
of the church with the songs of many happy
converts. In the course of the meeting he
baptized twenty, and others now wait as
candidates. I commenced my labors with

this church as their pastor on the first Sab.

bath of March.

We found ithard work

to

its ministers generally decided to take at
their respective Churchesa Quarterly col-

tear away from our dear brethren and sisters ofthe Bethany church, but it seenied to

The prevailing tonviction of the meeting
was, that by far too little was being done

in coming to their help.

lection for the same

for Home

object.

Missions.

be duty to answer the call from this church...

Piko Seminary, a F. Baptist Institution,

is locatedin this

.

The Edgecomb’ Q. Ms, the following
week at Winnegance, did ia! little better,
its collection amounting to $21.00.

village,

greatly in the revival,

and has shared

Prof. Bean, the

Principal, ‘and ‘Miss’ Phillips, teacher of
Languages, are doing themselves and the
of se.
God great creditin their untirIts misisters _ present. pledged. suitable ‘cau
efforts at home, for an increase of H. M., ing, efforts inthe cause of education. I
fands, beyond what the’Q. M. had ever done

before. Bro. Page urged the subject forcibly

and with good success,

thi

The Bowdoin Q. M. contributed for

appeal to western

4

the

same object, about $20.00, ‘besides pledg-

N. Y., to continue

the

patronage of ‘this school and supply it with

students.

a

;

D. JACKSON.

FAIR WATER, Wis. . The revival is still
ing $500, to aid the Brunswick church in in progress
at this place. Glorious results

The Lord has vis-

.on Saturday the 12th. It is a beautiful structure,

converted over thirty

furnished the means, It1s constructed of brick,
gothic in style, has a comely bell tower and
spire; the windows are stained glass, the roof
slate; the interior black-walnut, and tastefully
furnished and arranged. Col. Cook, formerly a
resident of the village, has ordered an elegant
bell to be put into the tower. A wing, or ell,
furnishes a fine room for Sunday school and
prayer and conference meetings, and is so ar-

and a credit to

a

PrerrONT, OHIO. ' We learn that a rewival is going on in this place under the

* labors of Reys. C. Joslen,D. Winton and J.

B. Page.

church

place is enjoying a revival.

three

weeks nearly 20 have given evidence ofa
change of heart, and several have been re* claimed from a backslidden state.

Old and

|

young are sharing alike in the work, and
the additions to the church are of a very
desirable class,

ADAMsvILLE, OmIo.

The church. in this

© place has been visited by the power of God.

Bro. Higbee remained after the Q. M. and
protracted the meeting with me,and the re-

sult is that the church has been revived,
backsliders reclaimed and sinners converted. Twenty have already united with the
church,
E. 8. Bumpus,

at this place, under the labors

of Rev. H.

Perry. Notbing sanctifies a new house of
worship, and attaches sweet and profitable
associations, like a revival, and the salvation of souls.
May the Lord do a great
work for the people at Norwich.
Fairrort, N. Y.

A Revolution

attend them.

escents fatten on them,

will take the place; and if the church now manihave in temporal, prosperity will undoubtedly
po

1,

Ordination,
:
Bro. Henry M. Bailey, of the Buffalo Grove
church, was setapart to the work of the gospel

wh

by H. Gifford;

Minerva Wilson, both of K. March 3, Mr. William
Mercer and Miss Dora V. Babo of Champaign Co.

The Mice Divorce Suit for fraud in age, is
causing great excitement in Boston. It should warn
young men not to marry in haste. Rice is but 22, his
bride 37. He swears that she made him believe she
was but his own age, by using Magnolia Balm upon
her face,neck and hands. Poor youth. He probably
found her elbows weren’t quite so soft and pretty.
Ought Hagan to be indicted? We know of many similar cases. ‘This Balm gives a most wonderful pearly
and natural complexion, to which we don’t object.
We like pretty women. To finish the picture, they
should use Lyon’s Kathairon upon the hair. With
pearly chin, rosy cheeks, azd soft, luxuriant tresses,
4413
they become irresistible.

See Advertisement, Agents Wanted.—J. P. Fitch.

Handof Fel-

make his labors profitable.

N. W. BixsY, OW’m of Council.
At the last sessionof the Sauk County Q. M.,
38
examination,
after a full and very satisfactory

Bro. B, F. McKenney, of Hillsdale, Mich., received ordination as a gospel minister. The following brethren conducted the ordination servjoes: Sermon by Rev. E. Tuttle; Ordaining

Quarterly Meetings.

meetings during several following days
BUREN Q. M.—Held its last session with
brought out encoursging symptoms and theVANRipley
church, March 4—6.
The churches
by letter and delegates, but
r
fi
reSiti
We
awakened hove of 3
were
represented
wel
were
‘meeetings
re
and strong | one.
ist
freshing. The church

wery muchof its present prosperity to the

efforts of Bro. Milton Budlong, who carries
is a steady stream that

droughts do not exhaust nor ‘frosts bind,
- who joins to a catholic spirit the strongest
denominational sympathies, and who keeps

WELLINGTON
with

him. The tpmporary blockade which kept
us at Fairport beyond our purpose, still
brought privileges and fellowships such as
D.
Ministers and Churches.

church.
Ministers desiring a field of labor in the West
can find it by addressing D. K. Helterbran, Lock
Ridge, Iowa.

Rev. Asa Dodge has been obliged, by failing
health, to leave the care of the F. B. church at
Sullivan, Pa., after an acceptable pastorate of
P.O. address is Union

3

CoM.

At a meeting of the First F. B. church and society of Gomic, N. H., on the

19th

of

pat, the

following testimonial was adopted :
‘The 1elations of past} and people have been
peculiarly
pleasant
and instructive; words of
wisdom an
counsel have fallen upon our
ears, and sunk deep in our hearts; in the days of
our afflictions, he
has ever been present to com‘fort and point toa home
where sorrow never
comes ; in our hours of joy and Shankagiving, his

genial Jove has cheered and quickened all; in the
social circle he has taken a warm interest in the

cares of the aged,and the pleasures of the young;
in the prayer and conference meetings he has en«couraged the
young convert and sustained the

mature Christian; and in _the pulpit he has exPounded the word of the Master with thoughtful

-dignity, and a heart overflowing

with love

for all

of his flock ; and though it is with
regret that we
sunder the bond which has united us so long, we
reluctantly yield to his wish.
.
The following Resolutions were also adopted :
Resolved, That this church and society accept
the resignation of Bro. Abbott, assuring
him of
our sincere affection as a friend and
Christian
confidence in him as a minister, and commend

him to

all God’s

people,—that

he has

proved

himselfan able.earnest, faithful and loving

work.

«or in Christ's vineyard, more than m
our
greatest expectations, and that we extend to him
and his family our earnest hope,

Hartland.

P.M.

G. W. GouLp,

CRAWFORD Q. M.—Held its

February

term

with the Adamsville church, Feb. 18—20. Revs.
Higbee, Farr and Manning, were with us and

OBTAIN the true
BROWN’S

with

Q. M.—Held

the East Randolph

its last session

church, and was inter-

wo ny
well as profitable. Rev. S. W. Cowell,
ad A Vv. Fo Shepherds a the Cora by x
an
v. D. 8. Frost, of the Huntington
Q. M.,
were present and assisted in the meetings.

lection for mission, $9.61.
S. 8. NICKERSON,

Col-

Clerk.

CLEVELAND Q. M.—Held its Feb. session with
the Chester church, commencing Feb. 5. The
churches were mostly represented by letters and

delegates.

We

had the presence

that in whatev-

er new field of labor he may
be called, God’s
infinite mercy and love will
crown his efforts
with suceess.
Resolved, That this resignation take effect the
first of April,and this testimonial and resolutions
be entered on-the book of records of the society,
and published in the Star.
;
Jas. W, Hawm, Clerk.

and labors of

BRONCHIAL

Q.

M.

a donation from friends in Litchfield, Me.,amounting to $44.05.

|

.

Rev. A. K. Moulton, of N. H., which added
much to the interest of the meeting.
Next session with the Cleveland church, commencin
Friday, May 20, at 2 o’clock, P. M., corner Scov
Avenue and Putnam Street, Cleveland.

Post

“

enfield

glorious revivals.

church.

Rev.

8S. W.

Schoonover

SAUK

COUNTY, Wis., Q. M.—Held

Strong’s
, M.

Prairie

Next

10—12, 1870,

church

session

was

at

tions of it.

We were rejoiced to meet our aged

one of unusual interest. A collection was taken
Next
on the Sabbath for the Foreign Mission,
session with the Jackson church, June 4 and 6.
Conference to belheldat the Savory school-house,

June 3, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
0. C. WHITNEY,
WASHINGTON

Q.

Jeffers—J
]

M., Pa.~Held

to our number, which

H Hager—SL Hutchinson—DMHar-

R Li

or

THE

§ Phillips—A O Peaslee—B

tilda Sickles—W

T

Smith—Sutton,

W

Trueworthy—J Thomue

N

H—K

Wary Thomas—J

W

Stocker—J

at Springville;

We are making some progress at church extension.’ Five new houses of worship have ben
erected, and dedicated in the state of New York
since last autumn, two of them commodious and

expensive,

Elmira,

Norwich,

and

Springville

Town—E

—M J Wallace—A Wallace—M Yeates.

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.
Rev C Joslin, Albion, Erie Co. Pa
** 8 H Barrett, Rutland, Ohio

was added

will be known as the Oil,

Joseph Lewis, Shamoken, Northumberland Co. Pa
eatherby, Pine Valley, Chemung Co. N Y
‘Wm Merrill,
Stowe, Vt

¥ L Wiley, Wheelock, Vt

John Roberts, W Milan, N H
Rev A H Morrell, Newberne,
NC
“ N O Lothrop, Pelham, N H

«A Sargent,

3

EXPRESS,
Rev M Merrill, Skowhegan, Me,
R Deering,
Portland, Me
Rev J D
Waldron, No. Lawrence
* GH Ball, 30 Vesey 8t. N Y
D Lothrop & tou, Boston, Mass

SOLD

THE

OF LIFE, or

LAST

SELF

YEAR,

PRESERVA-

Home
Ch at Westmore,

NY

Mission,

Vt

6,25

Ch at Newfield, Me per B Townsend
Wellington Q M.

225

Me per 8 Longfellow

Wm Jenkins, Boston Highlands, Mass,
Col Strafford Q M. Vt per.8 8 Nickers: on
7 orse, 10,00; Mrs J Morse, 5,00; J H Lyford,

leteher & wife, 0 T Hill, C Bishop, Mrs

G

W Gould, 1,00 each;

CL

Ea Dixfield,

Me

rs

ere

A

ch

eked

Col Waterville

Q

A

M,

tte, “

Col cong. aos
Rev J L Sinolal

rn W H Elljs

O

for Every Woman

p

1

ter, N.

H., Sept.

7, 1869.

Dr. HAYES is one of the most learned and Jopuiar
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable productions, It seems
to be his aim to induce men
women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and
he tells them just how and when to do_it.—Farmington Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.

W

Fy
¥

e, N H. per J L Stnelair
M

Joos R

7.85

2,00
4,30

i

Farmington
A
n
Q M, . Me per G W Gould
nu
estervilie

HYPO

medical works of Dr, Albert H. Hayes. These books
are of actual merit, and should find a place in every
in
ent family. They are not the cheap erder of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to
fy coarse tastes, but are writ.
ten by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, consemi which lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
ability and care, and, as an ‘appendix, many useful
JProseripiion for Rrovalling complaints are added ~

1%

Col
ch &
cong. gwmarket, XH.
J-A Lowell
Col Unity QM. Me per B Fogg yar
to collect. It contains six large newspaper pages,
as
matter
much
as
includes
FREEDMEN'S
MISSION,
thus
and
closely printed,
an oraTaaTy duodécimo volume. Nearly one ter, thous- Mrs Vaughn, 1,00; J 8 Brackett, 3,00;L
ket
st ot them experts in the
an
bon | M00: 3 Mi Mrs AN Watson, Porsiam Me. 100 Leth go,
tify {oho ws tio FE oeTionce of the Gubinet Or- Oo: Strafford Q M. Vt per 8 8 Nickerson
The
character
of
the
ompany.
8 made by this
ony is, indeed quite as remarkal ble as its quan.
Nei
all the most pro; minent musicians in the
oRoacd: NH. |
SILAS OURTIS, Tredskrer.
ted : the principal organists, pianists |
jef American cities, are among them
an
The
2,00
credited
to
Wm.
H. Eilts of Smithfield, Me. in
these are the best among instruments of the Star of Jan, b, should have heen credited to the ch.in
considerable number of well
rg
bp
8. C.
known European artists testify in a similar strain,—~ Norridgewock, Me,

LW

SCIENCE

these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
others ever published.
y
VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have recetved the valuable

Ashland, N H

8 § Priest,
Brownington, Vt,
R B Justice, Marshall, N O

for our Missions
session will be held in June 3-35, with the Oil
Creek and Rome church
. H. CUTLER, Clerk.

@&

Boston,

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSIOLOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
70 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVN68,
" These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF
ErrHER SEX can require to know, but what is tully
explained, and many matters of the most important
and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our
anguage. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author
whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No persom should
be without

JF

Dedication

COPIES

A Book

Townsend—S Tolman—Miss 8 R Thompson—MrsS A TopRing—d H Tuttle—E True—J Jern-p VanDyke
JDVanoren—D Vinal—B BR Woodsum-—
Walters—T Wells
—A D Williams—Alice C Weeks—C Windsor—H H Wal1ace—E Wentworth—J' B Wyatt—J D Weld—W Walker 2

its last ses-

super:
an amount andgoharacté¥df testimony to the
ority of their wares, a8 a manufacturer is rarely able

INSTITUTE,

CHONDRIA,
aad all other diseases arising from the
ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS.
8 of mature years. This is indeed a book for every
man. Price only One Dollar, 285 pages, hound in
eloth. DR. A. H, HAYES, Author.
‘

G Pres-

N Pettis—Mrs A

H Sherman--Z Scott—D
M_Stuart—J M
& Co~E G Safford—L B Starr—Ma-

Clerk.

ORGAN CO,, have just
THE MASON AND Ham
issued what they term a ‘‘Testimony Circular,”which.
document, presenting such
is certainly a remarkable

and Tan.

TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE
DECLINE IN

5

burgh, among whichis a watch and chain yalued
at $92.
;
v

Kelfar—T
B_Loekaria H Lane—E Man-

Raptor M Pease—D Potter—2 G Page—J R Po
GM
Park—J Pitman—M A
Ribs H Quimby—G
W
Russell—8 Blog-N L Rowell—S
Richardson—Mrs P'
Rowland—S8 B
Record—E SRosencrantz—8 WSchoonover
—A Sawyer—Mrs A Skinner—J Sweet—A Stout—EFStiles

—D Stone—H
Smith—W W

or

(Opposite Revere House,)
100,000

Kittredge—Mary

cott—H C Perkins—H S Powers—H

uncertain during

PUBLISHED BY THE
Street,

u

TAX.

West- Virginia, 227 miles, and there remain but 200

(now partially constructed) to be completed, toit to the preposed terminus on the Ohio river
near; the mouth of the Big Sandy river, 150
above Cincincati,and 350 miles below Pittsburg.
Lines are now projected or in progress through Ohio
and Kentucky to this point, which will connect the
CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO with the entire Railroad systems of the West ard Southwest, and with the Pacific
Railroad.
miles
carry
at. or
miles

'| Southern traffic. As the Upper Mississippi is frozen
over during the Winter, and its navigation is often

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD,
4 Bulfinch

FROM

where five railroadswill soon center—the construction
of the North Pacific railroad, already begun—and the
rapid development of a new and productive country
in Minnesota and the Northwest,must furnish a large

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.

MEDICAL

surest guarantee of its success and value, and rem
der it the most important and substantial
Railroad enterprise now im progress in this
”
Country.
Its superiority as an East and West route, and th
promise of an immense and profitable trade awaiting
its completion, have drawn to it the attemtion and
co-operation of prominent Capitalists and Railroad
men of this City of sound judgment and known in.
tegrity, whose connection with it, together with that
of eminent citizens and business men of Virginia and
West-Virginia, insures an energetic, honorable and successful management.
The Road is complete | and in operation from Rich.

St. Paulto Dulutli, at the headof Lake Superior,

They cleanse the system, purify and

MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY,

ham—H

sion, Feb. 4-6, with the Lake Pleasant church.
A new church of twenty-five members

Porpid Liver,

which demand the completion of the CHESAPEAKE
AND OHIO RAILROAD to ithe Ohio River, afford the

than any existing route. This road offers many advantages. The building of the railroad north from

GooD.”—=The best

Stomach,

while, in the development of the extensive agricultaral and mineral resources of Virginia and West Vir.
ginia, it possesses, along its own line, the elements of
1
a large and profitable local business.
Thus the great interests, both general and local

THE

and St. Paul by an unbroken line, 147 miles shorter ‘mond to the celebrated White Sulphur Springs of

OR Comedones, Black-Heads, Flesh Worms or
Grubs, Pimply Eruptions and Bloteched disfigurations on the Face, use
Perry’s Comedone & Pimple
Remedy. Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead
poison. Depot, 49 Bond 8t., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
everywhere.
i
4mll

No.

T

YoU

tensive through traffic from the day of its completion;

Towa,

95, FREE

the

Summer, from

Its valuable franchises and superior advantages
will place the CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RAILROAD
COMPANY among the richest and most powerful and
trustworthy corporations of the country : and there
exists a presents value,in completed road and
work done, equal to the entire amount of
the mortgage.

low water, this

road must have at all times a large amount of trans.
portation, and a monopoly of the business at some
seasons of the year. Its connections with other lines
interested by mutual ownership or running arrangements, will give it almoat the entire north and south
travel between its terminal points and their vicinity,

The details of the Loan have been axranged withspecial reference to the wants of all classes of invest.
ors, and combine the various features of convenience,
safety, and protection against loss or fraud.
The Bonds are in denominations of

This road will have a great advantage over any oth

er Westertl litie in carrying the best quality of coal
from where it is abundant in Southern Iowa to North
ern Iowa and Minnesota, where none is to be found,
and in securing return freights of lumber, for which

$1,000,

The construction of the road is not an experiment,

dependent upon any uncertain negotiation of its
bonds. It is in the hands of gentlemen of wealth®
and ability, comprising many leading bankers and
railroad builders of experience. Forty-six miles of
the line are just completed, and eighty-eight miles
more are graded. An abundant supply of iron, ties,
and other materials has been contracted for. The
Company have a large and daily increasing surplus
of money on hand, and the stock subscriptions, and
the sales of the bonds, give them ample means to push
the work forward, s0 that, with

favorable

it is expected that the wholeline

bearer:

1st,

weather,

will be completed

They have thirty years to run from

we

have

AS

WELL

A THOROUGHLY
AS

HAVE

aecepted an

XENVEST-

JAY COOKE & OO.

FURY day. Me Meoat and Sur gle

0

Journaty uy,

per

January 15
annum

from

| Five-Twenties,and suit the cdfivenience of our friends
who already hold Central and Western Pacific Bonds
with interest payable in January and July, and who
may desire, in making addi¢ional investments, to have
their interest receivable at different seasoms of the

amd

appurte-

A SINKING FUNDOF $100,000 PER ANNUM 18 PROVIDED FOR THE REDEMPTION OF THE BONDS,TO TAKE
EFFECT ONE YEAR AFTER THE COMPLETION OF THE
ROAD.
a
The mortgageis for $15,000,000, of which

$2,000,000

wlll be reserved and held in trust for the redemption
of outstanding Bonds of the Virginia Central Rail
road Company, now merged in the CHESAPEARE AND
OHIO.
:
Of the remaining $13,000,000, a sufficient amount
will be sold to complete the road to the Ohio river,
perfect and improve the portion now in operation,and
thoroughly equip the whole for a large and aetive
trafic.

The present price is 90 and acorued interest,
A Loan so. amply secured, so carefully guarded,
and so certain hereafter to command a prominent
place among the favorite securities in the markets;
both of this Country and Europe, will be at once appreciated and quickly absorbed.
Very respectfully,

20 WALL STREET.

Pamphlets, with map, may be obtained, and subseriptions will be received at the COMPANY'S OF.
FICES, No. 32 Pine Street, New York; at offices of
JAY COOKE & CO., New York, Philadelphia, and
Washington ; the BANK OF NORTH AMERICA, and
banking liouses of HOWES & MACY, New York; and

FISK & HATCH,
Ban kers.

at banking house of B, W. CLARK & CO., Philadel:

(}

W. B.SHATTUCK,
TREASURER,
.

cent

the equipment and all other property
nances connected therewith.

the West,

phia,
412

per

Line of Road from Richmond to the Ohio River, with

MENT.
We have no hesitation in saying that, in
our opinion, the CENTRAL RAILROAD oF Iowa will
be one ofthe most important and valuable roads in

:

six

year,
The Loan is secured by & mortgage upon the entire

SANE, AS

PROFITABLE

:

The interest is payable m MAY and NOVEMBER,
that
it may take the place of that of the earlier issues of

Agency for the Sale of the above First Mortgage
Bonds, and desire to recommend them to onr custo-

mers

Bearer.”

November 1, 1869, PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST PAYABLE IN GOLD IN THE CITY OF XEW- YORK.
~h

to be issued is but $16,000

examination,

“Coupon Bonds payable to

1870, with interest at

GOVERNMENTS, AND BUY REALLY
¥FERST-CLASS
RAILROAD
SECURITIES SUCH
AS THESE-THAN THE
PRESENT.
full

.

2d. “Registered Bonds
with
Coupons
attached.”
3d. “Registered Bonds with Coupons de~
tached,” and should be so designated by Corres.
pondents in specifying the class of Bonds desired.

WE BELIEVE THERE WILL BE NO
MORE FAVORABLE
TIME TO SELL

a

er

The three classes will be known respectively as:

So far as we can learn, every completed railroad
in the Northwest is not only earning the interest on
its bonds, but a dividend on its stock, and we believe
the CENTRAL OF IOWA must occupy an equally strong
financial position.

After

$100.

torney.

SECURITY of the INVESTMENT.

The amount of Bonds

and

The coupons may be detached and canceled, the
Bond made a permanent Registered Bond, transferable
only on the books of the Company, and the interest
made payable only to the registered owner or his at-

this season.

per mile, or less than four millions, in all,
OF WHICH OVER ONE MILLION
ALREADY BEEN SOLD.

$500,

They will be issued as Coupon Bonds, payable. to
Bearer, and may be held in that form; or
The Bond may be registered in the name -of the
owner, with the coupons remaining payable to bearer
attached, the principal being then transferable only on
the books of the Company, unless re-assigned to

the demand is very great,

—

These are truly scientific and popular worksby Dr.
,one of the most learned and

-

gis

one of national consequence, and insures to it an ex-

This railroad runs 234 miles north and somth
through the finest and most thickly settled portion of
the magnificent State of Iowa, and is the only link
wanting to connect the railway centers at St. Louis

TSE. “PERRY’S MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”
): The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known
to Science for removing brown discolorations from
the Face. Prepared gniy. by Dr. B. C. PERRY, 49
Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists everywhere.

Received.

P Keniston—8

DO

For Moth Patches, Freckles

A. N. TRUE, Clerk.

Bro. Daniels, and once more to listen to one who
has labored so earnestly in our Q. M. im by-gone
:
days. The covenant meeting on Saturday was

PLL

PEABODY

y

AT

AD'S PERSIAN
the best known rome-

of theimmense and rapidly-growbetween the Atlantic seaboard
one hand, and the great producing
and Mississippi Valleys om the

The importance of this Road as anew outlet from the West to the sea magnifies it into

RAILROAD

Of

and

East

additional

other.

THE

CENTRAL

new create the ay restore the 4ppetiies build np
and strengthen the whole odg
0. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by all d ruggists.
4m9

City, June

GIBSON Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Harmony
West Windsor church; Feb. 5 and 6.
The Q. M. is still alive
prevailed in conference.
and the Lord is reviving his work in some por-

you will

arising from Disordered

received into the

Kilbourn

H, and

Impure Blood.

its last ses-

friends in and about Faff Water, Wis., March

friendsin Seotts-

at

8
Cheney—O Curtiss—J B Clough—I B Coleman—8 Curtis—
Mrs 8S
Coe—J Cook—T RB Curtis—C Cox—8 W Cowell-C
Campbell—R M Cleaveland —M Carsley—S Carsley—S E
Dunton—H Dedrick—C F Dikema
Donnoker—T H
Drake—Mrs E F Evans—S Emmons—J
b—YEvans
—8 French—C E French—E 8 Flanders—R
FFrancisco—

brook—N Hod
Hill—A H Heath—M

New York,

TAXES.

BONDS
OF

Humors of the Blood and Skin,
Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache, and all diseases

was

sion with the Prairie du Sac church, March
11—13.
Notwithstanding
the very severe storm
which prevailed during the session, eight church.
es reported by letter or delegates,
and the occasion was one of unusual interest.
Some of the
churches reported gracious revival influences
and considerable accessions of members.
The

Place,

VERNMENT

GOLD

medicine in the world, is DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT
AND HERB MEDICINE,—a long tried and standard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilious Diseases.

Next session with the

appointed to
preach the opening sermon,
and
Rev. A. W.
Westgate, to deliver the Sabbath
school address.
Collection for the benefit of
Storer College students, $19,75.
‘WM. WALKER, Clerk.

the accommodation
ing transportation
and Europe on the
regions of the Ohio

FIRST MORTGAGE 7PER CENT.

Box 4228, New York City.

“Buy MR AND

ROCHESTER Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Fairport church. Some of the churches rérted

Rrchange

THAN

MAPS,

“VIDE ET CREDE.” The Union Carpet Co., just
established at 51 Hanover Street, are opening, at popular low prices, an invoice of Japan Mattings, the
finest known, at $10 per roll of 40 yards; the most
modern English Tapestries, at $1.50 per yard; Ingrains, 73 cents to $1.00; 3-Ply, $1.50; Oil Cloths, 50
cents; also a complete stock of new, rich and fine
Carpetings, all at prices to suit every customer. Union
Carpet Co., 51 Hanover Street, Boston,
12t9

Office Addresses.

Letters

MAPS,
PALESTINE

THE, WORST PILES CURED.
+ I wish to
spread abroad the great benefit I have derived from
the use of DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES. Ihave suffered years from the worst Piles.
I USED EVERYTHING TO NO PURPOSE, until I found
the Lozenges; in less than a month I was cured, and
have only‘to resort to them when costiveness RE.
TURNS, and always find instant relief. 8.0.NEAL.
For gale at No. 1 Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A.
HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, and by all Drug‘gists, Mailed for 60 cents.
2m7

8, Aldrich, Elmira, N. Y.

R. R. WALTERS, Clerk.

YORK.

MAPS,

»

WES

Rev. 8. Coffrin, Bakersfleld, Vt.
s J. R. Pope, Oakland Center, Wis.

JurrersoN Q. M.—Held its last session wiih
and yjfe extend their acthe Philadelphia church,Feb 19—20. The churchSte
West
in
their'friends
to
knowledgments
generally represented by letter and deleos were
The meetings of Warship were spiritual,
phentown and vicinity for a generous donation i ates,
evenM. Prescott, G. C.
e preaching, ny Revs. C.
of $187.29, at the annual gathering on the
A, Randlett was earnest and
Waterman, and
ing of Dec. 80.
faithful. Contribution for missions $34.88. Next |
hree Mile
Bay
Church,
Rev. J.D. Vandoren and wife gratefully ac- session with the
J. 8. STAPLES, Clerk.
June 4—0.
knowledge
a donation
of $132,35, made
by

for valuable - presents from

session

NEW

8K your Srusgist forHHOM

6m44

next

No. P

U. 8.

the

‘West Trunk Lime, 50 imperatively demanded for

No Safer or Better Investment

dy for REMOVING
MOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECK.
LES.
Mannfactured onl by B. F. Rackley, Druggist, Dover, N. H. Price $1.00 per bottle.
6m5

TROCHES.

its

STATES

2t11

DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M. will hold its next
session with the Delhi church, commencing May 27.
N. W. BIXBY, Clerk.

Rev. I. B, Coleman

10; and alsoa gift, March 2, of $71, from their
friends of the Fox Lake church.
Rev. D. J. Whitney and wife extend thanks

hold

CO.,

forms

Southwest,

& CO., Fiscal Agents,

The interest on the above-named Bonds, will be paid
maturity by the FARMERS’
LOAN AND

TRUST

and all sorts of Maps and Pictures. Great induce.
ments offered.
The American’ Agriculfurist says:
“We have already
spoken favorably of the reliable
character of the House of H. H. Lloyd & Co. Notice
that the initials are H. H.”
Map of Palestine, 29 x 39 inches, mounted on rollers, will be mailed post paid on receipt of $1.50.
The Morning Star has given very favorable notice
of this map.
ddress,

Corning, commencing Friday, April 22, at 1 o’clock,
P.M,
3
G.
W. SPAULDING, Clerk.

Rev. 8. 8. Nickerson and wife gratefully ac- families. We were favored with the following
of
Benj. McKoon,
knowledge a donation from their friends, of $75, visiting brethren: Rev.
‘ Jamestown, N. Y., Rev. J. C. Nye, of CrawJan, 20.
Q. M.,and Rev. J. 8. Mann ng, of Hillsford
Rev. Wm, Peck would return thanks to his dale.
Bach of these brethren preached, and we
were excellent and
friends in Scottsburgh, N. Y., for a donation of all felt that their words
$120, and to the members of Sparta Branch burdened with great truths. On the Sabbath,
after the sermon there was a collection taken
church for $70.
in the west of $33.27. Our next
Rev. N. Preble and wife gratefully acknowledge

will

at

& CO.,

STREET,

STATE

Huron Q.M. will hold its next session with the
Greenfield church, commencing April 30.
.
THOMAS IMON, Clerk.
CHEMUNG

JOHN

UNITED

Be sure te

|

CO., Commercial Agents,
No. 54 Pine Street, New York

No. 49 Wall Street, New York.

They wish for energetic Agents to canvass for their

Notices ayd Appointments,

It is a vigorous, live:
Creek and Rome ¢hurch.
ly little band, composed mostly of men and
women in the. prime of life, that are heads of

Donations.

21

;

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

:

reached to good acceptance. Next session to
B held with the Salem church, commencing the
second Friday of June,
E, 8. Bumevus, Clerk,

W. P.CONVERSE&

and other publica.

H. H. LLOYD

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are

offered, which are good for nothing.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, connecting the
Atlantic coast and the magnificent harbors of the
Chesapeake Bay with the Ohio Riverat a point of re
liable navigation, and thus, with the entire Railroad
system and water transportation of the great West and

tions of

will most mvariably give instant relief
VE
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONS
and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to

Clerk.

These bonds, being so well se-

ties seeking safe and lucrative investments,

Smith,

Notices.

E call attention to the Maps

+

clear and strengthen the voice.

J. M.

FREE or

J BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

February,

to consider the resignation of Rev. G. J. Abbot,
who has been our pastor for four years

at

Rev.

In Kerr, Feb. 17, Mr. John Cooder and Mrs.

Special

Requires immediate attention, as neg

FARMINGTON Q. M.—Held its last session with

STRAFFORD, VT.,

The name of Rev. D. G. Holmes was 1éft out
of the last Register by mistake, He is a member in good standing in the Fairport, N. Y.,

Centre, Boon Co., N. Y.

Susorganized)

term

country and Europe, have shown that the First Mort

cured and yielding a large income,are desirable to par-

TANNER

lect often results in an incurable Lung

the Vienna church. Next session with the Mt.
Vernon, church (Dunn's Corner).
Ministers
Conference on
y previous, at 2 o’clock,.

proved that the joys of being ‘‘Snow-Bound”
existin realityas well as in the verses of

present

church,

its March

The
June term will be held with the churchin
Al
Village, the Friday before the last Saturday in June.
J. W. Bixsy, Clerk.

shis heart always young even though he has
put threescore and ten birth-days behind

His

the

Q. M.—Held

IlL., Nov. 7, 1869. by

fel of B.

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT
Disease.

COMPANY, and the popularity and credit which
Loans have maintained in the markets, both in this

RAILROAD CONPANT,

Mr. James Groom of Chilicothe and Miss Sarah Dan-

Me. says that Messrs.
A gentleman from BethelHill,
Allen Bros. proprietors of Phillip Allen’s Print Works
R. I., were down to Bryant’s Pond recently, jionting,
rheumaed with sciatic
when one of them was
tism so suddenly, that he had to be carried from the
LiniAnodyne
‘pond to his hotel. A bottle of Johnson's
to, and he was out the next day.
ment was
How are you to-day ? I'm not feeling well, bilious
and sick headache, have been looking around for a
, but our traders are
x of Parsow’s Purgative
all sold out.—Couniry Paper.

Triday before the third Sabbath in June,
at 3
o'clock,
P. M.
D. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk.

his vigor
and enterprise into his religion,

In Button,

testimony. in its favor, which is perfectly overwhelm-

Ne vow
304 8 48eP HIFICIS! CORE
of not a few ex- | {eked
in the faithful co-operation
sisterse But it owes | sion with the Hillsboro church, commencing on

.

tiation of thé Loans of the CENTRAL PACIFIC
ROAD COMPANY andthe WESTERN PACIFIC RAIL

In denominations ot $1C00 and $500, coupon or 'regis-

tion relating thereto.

ing, and must set all doubts of its superiority as an
alimentary staple (if any exist) entirely at rest.

Bro. Bailey takes charge of the Volga City
church, and it is believed that the Lord will

cellent brethren and

The Sea Moss Faring

strength as well as in flesh,

®

8S: Kimball, Mr.

n
March 17, by, Rev. D. J. Whiting, Mr. A.
Swarts and Miss Marcia I. Mitchell, both of S.

by N. Odell; Prayer by Rev. Mr. Whitford, of the M. E. church.
gis

snow-drifts; and the continuation of the

gain rapidly in muscular

H.

Co., 58 Park Place, New York, who are manufacturing this article from the best Irish Moss,in enormous
quantities; produce an array of medical and general

ministry at the last session of the Delaware &
Clayton Q. M., at Volga City, Iowa, as follows:
Sermon by N. W. Bixby; Ordaining Prayer by
Charge

Conval-

general debility.

ing from biliousnessand

Con.

that our church is prospering under the labors of Rev. J. M. Brewster. The Roches- Prayer by Rev. A, Tyler; Charge to Candidate |
om.
ter Q. M. held an interesting and quicken- | by Rev. A. Turaer.
:
.
ing session there, in spite of storm and

two years.

Since the intro:

FARINE, a complete

fest’ as much zeal in spiritual matters as they

A recent visit to this

Whittier.

’

revolution has taken place in that department
of cook

:

Bro. A. H. Barker, who has been pastor of the

pleasant inland village afforded evidence

whose generosity

in Cookery.

duction of the patent SEA Mos8

February 15th,

gage Bonds of wisely-located and honorably-managed
tered, with interest at Eight per cent. per annum, payRailroads are promptly recognized and readily taken
free of
Nathaniel Gibson of Woburn, Mass., and Miss O. able'15th February and August, in GOLD
as the most suitable, safe, and advantageous form of
Augusta Johnson of 8. March 19, Mr, Charles A. United States taxes, in New York or Europe. The
Bailey
of Newbury and Miss Fannie J. Peaslee of bonds have thirty years to run, payable in New York investment, yielding a more liberal income than can
Bradford.
You
.
;
in GOLD. Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Comhereafter be derived from Government Bonds, and
In Woodstock, Feb. 5, by Rev. G. W. Russell, Mr.
Erastus L. Dearborn and Miss Mary I. Rwise. of W. pany of New York. The mortgage. which secures
available to take their place,
In Lebanon, Me., Oct. 17, 1869, by Rev. D. B. Cow- these bonds is at the rate of $13,600 per mile; covers
Assured that, in the seléction and negotiation of suell, Charles H. Horne, of Tultonborough, N. H., and ‘a completed road for every bond issued, and is a first
Miss Mary A, Pierce of L.
perior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public
and
ONLY
mortgage.
This
line,
connecting
St.
In Richmond, by Rev. N. Preble; Mr. Stephen W.
want, and rendering a valuable servige—both to the
Joseph with Fort Kearney, will make a short and
Reed and
Miss.
a R. Alexander,
bothof R,
Jan. 26, by
Rev. D. Waterman, Augustus G. Wesley through route to California,
holders of Capitil and to those great National works
of Cam!
ite Mass., and Mary J. Stevens of Acten. The Company have a capital stock of...$10,000,000
of internal improvement
whose’ intrinsic merit and
|: ® In Cornville, Feb 27, by Rev M, Merrill, Mr, David And a Grant of Land from Congress, of
substantial character entitle them to thre nee of CapiTo n Wheeloon,
Wheelock, Ne
Vt.. March
nen 3, byby Hour
Rey, F, L.L. Wil
Wile;
1,600,000 acres, valued at the lowest
i
tal and the confidence of investors—we now offer with
Mr. Thomas J. Mitchell of Sheflield and Miss Persis
estimate at.............. Vetesvadde +++. 4,000,000
special confidence and satisfaction the ©
Allard of Sutton. March10, Mr, Bufus
W. Emerson
of W. and Miss EllaL. Sanborn of Sheflield. March First Mortgage Bonds. .......ccceies favs ..1,000,000
20, Mr. Asa H, Smith and Mrz. Busan Melvin, both of
First Mortgage Bonds
MObAL.
. wis satis « + pais ve vanmsin $15,600,000
Total length of road 271 miles distance included in
N.'Y., Feb. 2, by Rev.I.B. Cole
oF THE
man, Mr, Isaac N. Tifft and Miss Mary F'.Larkin,both this Mortgage 111 miles: price, 974 and accrued in.
terest, IN CURRENCY,
Can beobtamed from the
undersigned. Also, pamphlets, maps, and informa.
Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad Company.
In Sutton, March 17, by Rev.

of Flowers,

i

/

;

The remarkable success which attended our

GT. JOSEPH AND DENVER C117

-

:

DEALERS IN GO
SECURITIES,

No. 5 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK,

BY THE

181,20

In Gorham, March 33. by Rev. W.F. Eaton, Mr.
Loraine 8. Willis and Miss Ellen A. Usher, both of

i

chure¢h for two years, and has labored hard and
persistently for the success of this enterprise, is
about leaving for another field ; but another man

We are gratifiedto | lowship

hear that a powerful revival is in progress

:

$1,600,000

11 b

15,00
130,00

Mamisdfl.

pay a perusal by every lover of Flowers and amateur
cultfbator. See their advertisement in another col’

yn

Of the Tesue of

C. 0. LIBBY, Treasurer:

Dover,N.H.,

K
& HATOH,
Office of FIS
BANKERS AND

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

y
1,05

of Dula

;

&c., has heen placed in our hands and’ will well rewml

for support

Dover,
Estate of Moses Bates, Ohio, per L W Bales, Ex

ergo which we owe the luxuries of the dessert. The
most delicious blanc mange, jelly, custard, Charlotte
Russe, light puddings, &c., are produced from this
palatable nutrient, ac about one-third of the former
cost, A great economy of time as wellas money is
effected by its use. The preparations made from it
are pronounced by physicians to be the best possible
diet for consumptives, dyspeptics, and persons suffer-

R. Norton;

NorwicH, N. Y.

HOVEY & Co's superb new Catalogue

nt

€ 0 Libb ,

PRESCRIBED by our most eminent physicians. For
Lung Diseases, the Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.
Getthe genuine, Prices, $1 and 50 cents.

a parsonage

tax without flinchingor grumbling.

e
©
88 Pelham, per NC Totniop Bid
t Y M

BIGHT PER CENT. GOLD.

1,40

12100
6,75

Orne 2,00 each, New Gloucester,

Fem Miss Soc Pe
per Mrs ¢x 8

IF YOU WANT RELIFF from that distressing Cough
or’ those shooting pains in the Chest or Side, get the
Jute Pine Compound. For sale atall the Apothecaries,
J

upon a few. Brethren Albro, Jones and Smith,
put their shoulders under the load at the beginning, and have bravely stood up to the work
ever since; and though it has cost them over
two thousand dollars each, they welcome the

at this

Within

and

Mis MB Kidderd 8

doubt that the rest reputation o "this Company 1a

promptly paid, whatever burden it might impose

We are informed by

Rev. E. G.-®age that the

Sheds
:

Foreign Missions,
r W 8 Sfockbrid,
:

Westford, Mass per d $i Sopking
88 Hopkinton, N Y per J D Waldron

richly
deserved: By sending his addressto
the
Ma
son
amlin Organ
Co., 154 Tremont Street, Boston,
or 596 Broadway,
New
York, any one can havea
co!
f thls. circular sent him gratuitously, postage
paid.
N.Y. Evangelist.

The entire cost of this enterprise is very little
less than twelve thousand dollars, and we were
assured
by the brethren that this would be

being dene.

WINNEGANCE, ME.

architect, builder, and those who

room, when required.
are also provided.

promises large results.
Bro. J. has been
obliged to rest from his labors for a while,
but 1s enabled to rejoice in the work that is

i
Houlton,

are

ren ton p po EL
AR no Ges, and especially
thoFaris and London press: is largely quoted from
Jolos admit the stiperionity of these organs over
those
8
looking over this testimony,
one cannot well

ranged as to be used with the main audience

Itis a deep but quiet work, and

dred

Organs, in use, rg i

£3

[s

Man

oS

souls. Rev. L. Johnson has been engaged in the work, and his labors are abundantly blessed.
Wat.. WALKER,

es,

£

{ Bow

:

P.8.—We have issued pamphlets containing
full
particulars, statistical details, mays, eto., ond will
be furnished upon application.

Phyyiolans

il

.

and

partie wae ition it

£8

East GAINES, N.Y.
ited this place

To these are added statements frofh seve

are new and important centers for us, and give
promise of permanent prosperity.
The new house at Springville
was dedicated

have been witnessed, and the end is not yet.
J.D. VANDOREN.

init
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30, 1870.

THE MORNING STAR: MARCH
ii

BR

Price of SOITENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Tur

key morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by
on redeipt of price.
Address “THR PEABODY
MEDIOAL INSTITUTE,” or
Dr. HAYES, No, 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.
N.B.~Dr, H. may be consulted in strictest confldence on all digeases requiring skill and experience.
eowlyds

Every

He oan justas well make a few hundred dollays from
ney is always.
d.
es ‘are

Price, $7,530 per bushel, or a 2 half bushel, or
peck, Send order wit
ft. Addres
ype

11

D. W. RAMSDELL

& CO.,

,

218 Pearl Street, New York,
171 Lake Surest, Chicago, I or
612 North Fifth Street, §t. Louis, Mo,

0% Wa-'ouy and ‘sell Government *

Bonds,

and receive the accounts of

Banks, Bankers, Corporations, ' and
others, subject to check at sight, and
allow interest on daily balances,
Gtheow—pd

erm any

C=
-

THE MORNING

STAR: MARC H 80, 1870.

a

to the hopper and came out crushed
flour.

|

+

the quickened womb of the primal gloom,
e sun rolled bleak and bare,
wove him a
vestfor his Ethiop breast,

Til

he threads oe

pen

when the broad

hair;

tent of the firmament

Tose on its airy stars,
I penciled the hue of its matchless blue
And spangled it round the stars.

Johnny

—so0, thinking it no more than polite to treat

Of Eden’s virgin queen.

1nd when the fiend’s art on the trustful heart
“Had fastened its mortal spell,
To the trembling earth I fell,

When the waves that burst o’er a world accursed
-

And the Ark’s lone few, the tried and true,
Came forth amongst the dead,
‘With the wondrous gleams of my bridal beams
I bade their terrors cease,

As I wrote on the roll of the storm’s dark scroll

with his hands“and

bowing

over his

staff, then suddenly straightening himself,
his face growing redder and redder until
it seemed almost ablaze wu nis excitement.
Of course

his brethren

could

bear it as best they could ; but Johnny was
always pleased when old Mr. , ell talked.
Now in the neighborhood where Johnny
lived were severa men who are called infidels.

You can

hardly

realize it, but they

did not believe in God, nor the Bible. They

even made sport of God's Holy word, and
of Christians who tried to walk by its teachings. One Sabbath afternoon Johnny was

church, and,
sing.
saw the door open ;
several of
thes mer sitting”
of their number, standing

in the desk with an open

repaired to another room. Johnny, having

which you would have shuddered'to hear.

Bible before him

in imitation of a minister, was making sport
of its holy words and uttering blasphemies

seen the others taste the spirit, and seeing a These

tumbler half filled with brandy

and sugar

be

and accordingly helped

sinful men were, however, greatly
amused, and seemed to be SRioying: the

dreadful

scene very much.

Now:

hoary

him until after they had gone, when finding
that he was missing, a search was made.

Of Heaven’s redeeming plan,
As they chanted the morn of a Saviour born,—
Joy, joy to the outcast man!

:

Equal favor I show to the lofty and low,
On the just and unjust I descend;
:
E’en the blind, whose vain spheres roll in dark"

ness and tears,
.
Feel my smile, the beat smile of a friend;
Nay, the flower of the waste by my love is em-

After some time,

Lizzie

found

him

in his

had

been

taught to believe

wicked,

He

knew they were gathered in this way for
no good purpose, so he did what he would
not have thought of doing in a meeting of

father's room, where an open fire was kept,
lying upon the hearth with his head close | Christians, for I bave
told you how wellhe
to the andirons.
Fortunately the fire had | always conduct
ed on these occasions. Pick-

burned low so that he had received no in- | ing up
jury from it. He was entirely senseless, house,

and they Were all in great

a’long stick, he entered the sehooland’

standing

inthe

aisle,

for at over it 4s he had seen old Mr. Bell bowed
do, and

terror,

first they thought him dead, and so he was,

:

As the rose in the garden of kings,

Atthe chrysalis bier of the worm Iappear,
And, lo! the gay butterfly wings.
1]

The desolate Morn, like a smourner forlorn,

the poor child,

little

more

than

a

baby,

to-Mr. Bell at once,

and

burst

into shouts

After this, Johnny was a firm temperance Johnny ever attended in which his conduct
boy. He seemedto loathe the very sight was not perfectly proper. Can the same be

From

effect if he should

Is blotted from out the sky!
And guided by me through the merciless sea,
Though sped by the hurricane’s wing,
His compassless, dark, lone, weltering bark
To the haven home safely he brings, Peas

I waken the flowers in their

x

dew-spangled

bow-

ers,

The birds in their chambers of green,
And mountain and plain glow with beauty again,
As they bask in the matinal sheen.

Oh, if such the glad. worth

of my presence

on

i

earth,
Though fretful and fleeting the while;
‘What glories must rest on the home of the blest,
Ever bright with the Deity’s. smile!

The Fanily rele.
A True

Story,

BY AUNT

ETTA.

Poor little Johnny Dale! He was a
pretty boy, with bright black eyes, and
straight, active limbs; he could run and
skip and play as well as any boy.
. Do you wonder, then, why Isay poor
Johnny? I will tell you. He could not
hear
the sweet singing of the birds, nor the

musie
of the brooks, nor the happy voices

of his brothers and sisters,
grave tones of his father.

nor the kind,
When he was

a little babe, before he had learned to speak

more than two or three words, he had

a

severe sickness which tcok away his sense
ofhedring ; so he had never learned to talk;
only by signs apd motions of his little hands
could he convey to those around him an
idea of his thoughts and wishes. When he
was three years old, the dear mother

who

had loved and cared for him so. tenderly,
went to heaven. The poor little fellow
missed her loving presence, and it was piti-

fal to see him go from room to room lookingin vain for that sweet face which he
sliould see no more

him to her coffin.

on earth.

They

took

He saw the still, shroud-

ed form, the closed eyes and folded hands,
and shrank away trembling, awed by the
cruel mystery of death. He rode beside
his father, and his elder sister, Lizzie, when

the sad procession followed the loved remains tothe quiét grave-yard. Bat when
he saw the coffin lowered into the cold
grave, his grief and terror were terrible

to

should be found in so horrible a situation.
He was put to bed, and was quite ill that
night, but on the morrow, séemed nearly
as well as usual.
Sei?

of liquor,and by gestures would describe its

drink it.

of laughter. Their mirth was so great they
could not think of longer continuing their
sinful employment, andit came suddenly

toan end.

That was the ®aly meeting that

said cfall lit'le people who can

hear? Ido

Placing ™-ofie not ‘think it was just right to mimic

they could not soothe his” anguish, as they
did his brother Willie's by telling him of
that bright land where his mother now

dwelt amid the angels, and if he would give

himself to Jesus, and try to be a Christian
while he lived, he should sometime meet
her in heayen, where they never should

part again,

Lizzie stroveto give him a mother’s care,
and fill a mother’s place, and his other sis-

ters and brothers tried to amuse and inter-

est him, , The heart of a child ean not
griovellond, aad he soon learnedto give to
Lizzie the love which had been his mothi

He had many pets.
little white kitten,

Amohg

which

them was a

was

his special |

favorite, and he fisedto talk to her by signs

as he did to people, not seeming to know

that she could

ot

Winders

until he was

made

being, vastly superior to man,who made not

only these wonderful things, but the whole
world, and even man himself, who wants

or been in the dungeon. He had served
out his time without a complaint against

permost in the end,—the sled or Elfin. . But
sults with perfect gravity and pleasure.
s for Val and Lottie, they were trying
ody rd as they could to break their own or

other's limbs, by sliding over the

* pitch” made by the stone

was least coveped by the

wall

where

snow;

and

it

the

more of a flying leap the sleds made, the
better were their riders pleased. But pres-

ently Lottie discoyered that the little figure

the

fin was relieved in her mind, and
tiny mitten in joyous

response

waved a

him as well,

as
they. Not .far
his father’s house’
was o grist-mill,
aid he was never weary

I do not know how it was, but he always

morning came, and

would be washed and dressed and ready
church
efore his brothers and sisters.

e was there in good season, too, and with

Then the procession set out again ; Lottie,

particular but a thistle-down of a child, the

Trusty
I don't

wind could almost blow away.
raced wildly, barking around them.

wonder Lottie called it ** splendid,” walking
through the fields on the glittering

snow-

crust which sparkled in the sun,and cranchhe seemed to watch every motion of. his ed pleasantly under the tread of the happy
lips. No one would have suspected that he feet.. There is no carnival of coasting, like
was not listening to every’ word. Indeed, that New England children enjoy when the
when a stranger one day occupied the pul- first spring thaws have softened the top of
pit, he afterwards inquired,—¢¢ What thedrifts, and then sharp nights have frozen
bright-eyed boy was that who gave so good it again to an icy erust of delightful hardattention to the sermon P” and when.-told ness.
that the child was deaf, could hardly beI wish you could have seen Elfin steer
lieve it.
:
her sled. She knew as much about. it as a
his eyes fixed intently upon

the

it, and,

thank God!" he

the last.”

minister,

added,

And it was the last.

amused

day by Sodlag bim telty i

whirled ound,
gp
WAHT
EY3

ind

by
the Sovenjout of his
how the great wheel

and how the grain went inyout

Gey

3ETD

ter.

Oneold gentleman

in particular al-

ways amused him greatly. He would rise,

tight.

|

pei

" A

Then the sled went slowly and

bt

gravely

and, leaning on his staff, commence his ex- half way down the hill and turned around,

hortation in alow voice, but as he proceed. either spilling off its little burden
VERT
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or backs
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New York:

Hurd

& Houghton. 1870. 12mo. pp. 566, Sold by
E. J. Lane.
J
.
’
This is the third volame in the excellent edition of this author’s works which Messre. Hurd
& Houghton are steadily bringing out. These

an honest man, and respec ed by all who short stories have been widely and deservedly
know him and have known his trials,
= - | popular,
and their appearan
in ce
this
ractive
I asked him wha
with him in lis

was the hardest period
confinement, and was

surprised at his answer:

form will insure them

come.

prominent

The first two

wouldn’t want to make us come away too,”
added Lottie.
“I can't ‘possibly go alone,” answered the | ; -

the heartiest soft

of wel-

The superhuman element is mo:

i

in these narratives, but the lessons

©

taught are those belonging to every day life, and
not a little addition is made to their Impressive

ness by the author’s imagination. Another volume will follow, in which matters of fact will
chiefly supplant

appears.

the fictitious

element that

here

This edition of Andersen has no rival.

EARTH-CLOSETS AND EARTH SEWAGE.
By
George KE. Waring, Jr.
Illustrated.
New
York: Tribune Association.
1870. Octavo.
pp. 104,
:
Mr. Waring was one of the first to call public
attention to the subject of earth-closets, and his
arguments

were

weighty

because

they

were

plain and seemed conclusive. He has now been
able to complete and fortify his views by experi.

ence, observation, and the almost uniform. and
conclusive testimony of many persons who have
tested the appliances with complete success and

large profit. The whole subject is clearly presented in this pamphlet, on all sides, and the ad-

~,

vantages of using this method for escaping the
discomforts of the ordinary closet and uwlizing

the animal

new
. by $s

you

excrements,

are

presented

in a way

k, ‘ Hedged In,” men-

that almost forbids mistake and leaves little
title, is a work of more | room for doubt. They who buy and carefully

and 1 real

power than her

read Mr. Waring’s

ughly

ut

st

of an interest
in her |
brain and a

strong Christian sympathies

eliigen

toward

the

| 0

make

a very jadi

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.

Bo-

{. m

book will

cious use of fifty cents and a few hours of time.

jeg, here as there, with a

For in truth I don’t know a big sister

more loving to a little oce than Val has al-

—

STORIES

Hans Christian Andersen, Author of the {‘ Im-

it shall be

Mesars, L. Scott & Co., New York, who re-

print

the

English Quarterlies, &e.,

CAITY

not

a

little enterprise into their undertaking, and the
products of their work always reach us promptly. We bave on our table Tur LONDON QUARTERLY REVIeW, Tar EDINBURGH Review,
Tae NortH Brrrsm REviEw, and BLACK.

ways been, and as she retied the blue hood,
WOOD'S MAGAZINE for March,
and rubbed the little chilled: fingers, the
The London. Quarterly deals with Tennyson's
frown quite faded from her brow.
8m, and Miss Phelps
has by Holy Grail in a tone that has quite as muchof
“Let's wrap her feet up in my scarf,”
ed 1t in Ber powerful and touching resentment as appreciation; it discusses Papal
cried Lottie, suddenly; ‘‘ then maybe she story of Nixy Trent. Though her
pictures are Tufallibility in a way that is not very complimenwon't need to go at all, if she is warm ‘wonderfully life-like, ber characters thoroughly tary to the brain of Pius IX; norto the character
every way else. She cun slide with us, human, and the language
and conduct of the of the Jesuit clique that is declared to be man‘helpers who rally about. the unfortunate girl are aging him in its own temporal interest; it takes
you know.”
free from cant and stilts, yetthe case is a occasion to criticise the yarious attempts that
This was approved. The long scarf was wholly
are
very exceptional ome.
Nixy is a mere child making to solve the Irish problem, and yet
muffled about her feet, Val's veil covered when
brings forward nb plan ofit own. But its re.
she sins, and does
the rosy face, the grey cloak cape was pin- knowledge or a conscience it almost without a view of Mrs.
Stowe’s volume on the Byron oonthat impels to anyned down over her arms, and fn the end thing better; and when her moral nature is
af- troversy is the most characteritic thing in the

And she is of the same opinion to-day.
,

Cong. & Recorder.

The Prison Convict,

Sing Sing on her way down to the city.
On board, also, happened to be my friend,
the Recorder of New York. He privately
called my attention to a young man sitting
away forward, on the upper deck. ** He

is just from

the State

Prison,” said he, ‘to

which I sentenced him five years ago.” The
happy fellow was cleanly shaved, and was
cheaply but not untastefally dressed in a
mixed dark gray suit, which was furnished him on leaving by the officers of the
prison.

Without seeming to notice him, I joined
him afier awhile, and, without forcing myself upon him, I entered into a hap-hazard,
passing ‘conversation
with him. Ie made
no secret of who and what he had been and
was. ‘If you had been in that big marble
hotel, as I have been for the last five years,”

terwards appealed to, it develops a vigor and a
grace that, coupled with her clear and penetrat:

ing intellect, make

hostile

criticism fall almost

powerless at her feet or rebound with violence
against her persecutors.
And Margaret and

Christina Purcell open the doors. into such a

home as few unfortunates are likely to find, even
though their patience and suffering and manifest
longing for a true womanhood are as marked as
in the case of Nixy Trent.

But we heartily thank Miss Phelps for her
book. On its literary side it is something un:
usually fresh, artistic, brilliant and effective. On

its moral side, its plea for justice, discrimination,
bravery for the truth and a charity that is at once
manly and Christian,—its rebukes, its demands
and its commendations,—all these are saturated
with a true woman’s intense scorn of mere seeming, and with Christ’s sublime pity for the sinful
who are ready to wash his feet with their teas.

Her

exquisite

word-painting,

her flashing wit,

Lam too happy to talk, in fact; and haven't
been much used to talking lately, either.”
He foldme his brief story. He had been
a head book-keep-r in a large dry goods

number.

It is keen, caustic, savage,

insolent,

unjust, and by no meansas conclusi
as itsve
im-~
patient and oracular tone and parade of new evi-

controversy for the present, unless Lady Byron’s
executors are induced to publish her memoir.—~

The Edinburgh deals with Froudé’s portrait of
Queen Elizabeth, it reports the latest theories of

the geologists, estimates the influence of Calvin

in church and state, reviews

the recent Memoir .

of Hamilton, and takes its turn at that standing
theme of English reviewers,~the

Irish Question.

—The North British is. solid as usual, and
good table of
with its serials,
of scholarship
as it has been

the American

has a

contents.—Blackwood
keeps on
holds its position as an exponent
and toryism, and tries to prove,
doing for twenty-five years, that

republic has undertaken the

solu-

tion of insoluble problems, that ft is presumptu- ous in expecting
success, and ought to turn
about and retrace its steps toward the ante-revolutionary days.
;

are as sure

OLD AND NEW for April is
ried, spicy, and more or’ less
articles.
It has alarge corps
new, famous and unfamiliar,

gram or makes its way by the aid of a metaphor,
all find ample illustrations on these pages, that
Uncle

to enchain the

Tom’s

Cabin

Victor Hugo.

reader as anything in

or the

Boston:

Les Miserables of

Fields, Osgood & Co.

Mr. Emerson’s
new volume,— Society and
Solitude,”—is made up of a dozen of his characteristic Essays, a few of which have appeared
elsewhere, but the majority now see the light for
the first time.
He is, as always, crisp, epigrammatic, oracular, flinging about real diamonds
of speech, and having now and then a paragraph
that suggests & nugget of gold with only a small
fraction of dross. He has not forgotten how to
get up paradoxes, and there are some fallacies
and misleading half-truths
scattered over the
scintillating pages.
But we have especially en
joyed reading the Essays on Civilization, Eloquence, Art, Domestic Life, and Qld Age, and the

rest of them Will furnish much: food for thought.

His later utterances are less ambiguous, contradictory and extravagant than his earlier, and we
owe him not a little for the stimulus to the brain
which a page from any of his works is sure to
supply.
Some of his earlier essays are more
startling than anything found within the pages of
this book, but Mr. Emerson appears here in his
wisest and most thoughtful moods, and will grat

ify his appreciative readers not a little by means
of this new volume, and more or less compel approval from even his jealous and challenging
critics, Same Publishers,
i

‘The Tone Masters” is the first of a series of
popular works, intended to supply information
respecting the great masters of musical composi-

tion,

bring

out

their

peculiarities,

unfold

the.

principles of musical science and criticism, awaken a new

and deeper

love

for what is truly

ex-

sketchy, reporters

long one, but it is more
ble, and

our

The volumes

are brought out under

the general supervision of Mr. Tourjee, ind will

happily fill a vacant

nile literature.
Dr.

Halls

niche

in our

popular juve-

Boston: Lee & Shepard,
volume,~‘ Health

by

Good

Liv-

ing,”—discusses the question of selecting, preparing and using food, as a chief means of gain.
ing and preserving health, in a plain, forcible, in-

telligent way, such as will commend his book to
the favor of those who love common sense and
have a dislike and suspicion of the doctor’s saddie-bags and medicine-case. Hurd & Houghton,

The now volume of the Lake Shore Series, furnished by that prince ‘among writers for boys,
Oliver Optic, is just as good as any of its predecessors, and that is praise enough. It is entitled, ‘“ Brake Up,” and inculeates the best and

readers

unattractive

properly read

had

Boston: Houghton & Co.
THE

ATLANTIC

to itself.

feast,

A

at the ta-

better seek

it there.

MONTHLY does good justice

Through the Woods

Lumberwoman,

to Lake Superior,

Reviving Virginia, and The

Gods of Wo Lee will well repay a reading.
The
first may help solve the problem ef recreation ;
the second may throw light on the Woman Question; the third relates to the reconstruction of

the states impoverished by rebellion, and the
fourth may aid us to understand the Chinese ele-

ment. that is so rapldly and surely becoming a
real factor in our national problem.
There are
lighter and sprightlier papers as usual.
Boston:

Fields, Osgood & Co.

POTNAM’S MONTHLY MAGAZINE of Literature,

Science, Art and National Interests.

New York: G. P. Putnam & Son.
THE GALAXY.
An Tiustrated

April,

New York: Sheldon & Co.

HARPER'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE,
York: Harper & Bros.

April.—

J

Magazine.—
April,

New

THE SABBATH AT HOME;an Tllustrated Relig.

Goon

of story.

and mot

such as will somewhere make a successful appeal
to all wholesome appetites. The bill of fare is a

works of Mozart

facts and criticisms strung on the thread of a sort

of fact and servants of fancy,

serves upan ample

fous Magazine

and Mendelssohn, keeping its

well filled with vawith well- thought
of writers, old and
philosophical ‘apd

critics and subjeets for criticism, those who aid
in carrying the magazine and those whom the
magazine is largely compelledto carry.
Butit

cellent in the harmonies of sound, and so make
us a more artistic and reverent people. The in-

itial volume is thoroughly intetesting and valuable. Itdeals chiefly with the lives, genius and

for the Family.

Am. Tract Society.
THE

SUNDAY
WORDS

MAGAZINE.

FOR THE YOUNG,

April.

Boston:

GoOD

WORDS.

March.

Phila. :

J. B, Lippincott & Co.
OUR YOUNG FOLKS. An Illustrated Magazine
for Boys and Girls. April. Boston: Fields, Os

good & Co.
THE RIVERSIDE MAGAZINE

for Young Peo-

ple. April. New York: Hurd & Houghton,
THE LADY’S FRIEND. A Monthly Magazine
of Literature and Fashion, April. ‘Phila. : Deacon & Peterson,. ©
i
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL AND PACKARD'S
MonTaLY. April. New York: S, R. Weljs.
- AMERICAN STOCK JOURNAL and Farmer's and

Stock Breedet’s Advertiser, March, N.P.Boyer & Co., Parkersburg, Chester Co., Pa, .

OUR

SCHOOLDAY

VISITOR; an Illustrated

Magazine for Young
day & Becker.
Tar

NURSERY.

Youngest Readers,
ARTHUR'S

HOME

People.
?

A Monthly

Phila. : DaughaMagazine

Boston: J. L, Shorey.

for

MAGAZINE and Tar Onrr~

manliest spirit as the

DREN'S HOUR. - Phila:

Ing our young female readers, who have the lenst

~GILIMPSHES OF THE SPIRIT LAND. Poems by
Mr. San’l H, Loyd.~Mr. L, is a business man,
having the principal Insurance Company of New
Jersey in charge; yet he has found time to pro-

interest in the idea of an improved Homelife, to

procure what can hardly fail to ennoble the do

mestic duties inl thelr eyes anid ‘make them suc-

cessful in impartinga new attractiveness to the

:

dence would imply. The sdditional letters of
Lady Byron are in perfoct consistency with Mrs.
Stowe’s theory which they are brought forward
to destroy. But itis probably the end of the

her pathos, her genial humor, her dramatic genius, her robust common sense, and her incisive
and penetrative logic that leaps out in an epi-

only one that is becoming |
he writes,
Johuny liked to’ attend the: social humming-bird, aod it was just about a8 fani- | said he, pointing to the white prison flash- to those for whose special benefit
up | ingin the afternoon sun, over the glassy.
of visiting it, and Walihing the. wikions of ‘meetings, too, and watehed
he
the different ny tosee her. Tirstshe gathered herself
—
“the
ry.
ntich speakers as attentively as he did the minis. in a little heap on the sled and shut her eyes river, “you would be as happy as I
am. If any word of ours can have weight in induc.
ton all s
hands describe

»

WONDER

He is now

Literary Review,

.** And the crust is just lovely now;

Itis something

excellence, and will carry a.

blessing with it wherever it goes.

him for any infraction of the rules, and he
left thesprison a thoroughly reformed man:
“It was the first step,” said he, ¢ that did

coaxed Val.

to Lottie’s

give him an idea of the resurrection, which. who was tall and thin, Val¥’who was short
seemed to comfort him greatly.
and plump, and Elfin who wasn’t anything

of rare and genuine

puffing up the hill presented a forlorn ap- months, and the last two. 1 was overpearance. For the curls were loosened whelmed with painful anxiety as the time
from under the blue hood, two large holes of my liberation drew near; I could
were scraped in the mites of rubbers, and scarcely eat or sleep; I was almost afraid
the chatterbox little mouth was uncommon- 1 should die before my time was up.”
ly silent.
‘One thing he dwelt upon, which
I will
What's the matter, pet? Your feet ‘repeat here,—for it is an evil which must
cold?” inquired Lottie, stopping short.
be correctad,—and that is the association
““ Ye-es;” said little sister. ¢* But I of young criminals with old and hardened
ain't 'a crying. Val told me not to. I offenders. *‘There were boys in our shop,”
think they're cold they feel so heavy; and I said he, “in for their first offense, who
guess there must be a hole in my mittens
have been taught lessons in crime; and,
by the feel of my fingers.”
;
as sure as they come out will profit by their
* So a consultation was held over the case, instruction rom: scoundrels who had twice
‘ending in the proposal that Elfin should go been recommitted ‘to Sing Sing."— Packover to Lottie’shouse and get warm.
ard's Monthly.
‘“ Then you must come, too,” said Elfin.
“Ob,»no; that’s a good girl. You can
come back when you are all comfortable ;”

I was on board a little surburban steamform of his mother placed in the cold little no-colored
one that Elfin had come to .er, four or five years ago, which stopped
ground, the thought of death seemed to dis- regard as her special companion.
at
tress him very much, till Annie contrived to

of H, A. Brown & Co., Boston.

arrested,

was always a question which would be-up-

sideways over the crust: and in this event it

him forever. Ever after he saw the Iifeless runners were 80 swift and sure, and the

know eve

suspectad, accused,

found guilty and punished. He had never
been in the shower-bath, or worn the yoke,

and

home, we commend to their special attention the
work of Miss Beecher and Mrs. Stowe,—** Prin.
cipl>s of Domestic Seiénce,’~which may be had

to alter his figures and pocket the proceeds,

scrape

the sled turn round and round

hand upon his head as though in severe poor old man, but the
little deaf boy did
pain, and the other on his stomach, he not think of that, and
fortunately it resuitwould appear to be very sick, when, falling ed in good, or it broke
up the wicked meetupon the ground, he would lie for an in- ing for that time.
:
stant like one dead, then, springing up and
You will be glad to earn that, soon after
Elfin was only a budget of wra
throwing out his hands as though he were this, Johnny was sent to the asylum
thatps
eould
for the
hardly
move
dashing it from him, he would seem to-say, deaf and dumb, where he learned
at
all.
A
happy
little
budget,
to talk
however, who greatly enjoyed the swift
—<¢ It is vile stuff, and I will have no more more easily by means of the alphabet
which
of it I”
:
he made with his fingers. He was also rides down hill and the slower ones up,
Little Johnny was correct in his estima- taught to read and write and cipher, and pur- when Val and Lottie held the sled rope
tion of liquor; and I am glad that times sued many studies which you do in your -and talked merry nonsense.
But for these two to be quite content,
have changed since then; that men’s eyes own school, though of course in a different
are opened to the sorrow and misery which manner. Is it not a blessed thing that there they must do something experimental.
it brings. A great deal has been said and are schools where the poor deaf mutes can So presently they decided to all ride down
written by good men and women against acquire such useful knowledge? And how on one sled and see if it wouldn't be fun.
the evils of intemperance. Societies have thankful ought you to be that God has not Val got on in front and took little sister
been formed to aid the poor drunkard to deprived you of speech and hearing! Then before her, while Lottie perched on the
break away from the chains of ¢ King Al- will you not employ these faculties, and all small edge of sled that remained and precohol ;” and even the legislatures of some others which He has given you in His ser- pared to steer. Unfortunately the sun had
of our states have passed good and wise vice? And when you meet with one thusun- risen higher and softened®the crust a little.
laws to prevent its free use. May God fortunate, do not mimic and call him cruel The sled went bravely on with its heavy
grant thatthe time may scon come when names, but treat him with thoughtfal kind- load a few yards only, to plunge through
this great evil shall be banished from our ness, remembering that it is only the good- and stick fast in the snow with a sudden
shock that se
e girls pitching over the
land!
Andin the meantime, I trust that ness of God which hath made you to differ.
front. Plump Val was shot off to one side
each of my young readers will remember
and sunk in the yielding snow up to her
the command and *‘ touch not, taste not
waist. Lottie rolled over and clutched her
Elfin’s Ride down Hill.
handle not” the vile, poisonous stuff; then
with much frantic struggling of her long
you surely will never become like that misThe brown sled with a blue stripe paint- limbs.
erable drunkard whom you have seen reeling along the street, or lying in the gutter, ed round it, stood at the gate, and Val was
Pcor little Elfin! she wasn’ heavy
who has sacrificed to his love of strong knocking her feet impatiently against it to enough to break through the crust, and
drink, property, friends, the respect of keep warm, and looking up the path for lit- with pinioned arms couldn’t help herself.
mankind,—every good thing which this | tle. sister.
She went rolling over and over, down the
world can give,and, more than all, his hopes
Little sister's flying curls were being put hill, while Lottie shouted,
Stop ! oh stop!”
of heaven, for you know the Bible declares, | away under a blue hood,
and it did seem to and Val strove to free herself and go to
—*No drunkard shall inherit the kingdom | Val that mamma took an unnecessary the rescue.
:
of God.”
The girls were horribly frightened.
| amount of time to cover them.
For
But I have almost forgotten Johnny. It “But I'm already now, Val, dear,” cried all that, they couldn’t help laughing at that
seems as though God has given to every the child, scampering down the walk ; “and fanny figure rolling faster and faster down
human creature some idea of himself, or of my feet aren’t cold one bit.
So I guess the slope like a great worsted ball. The
some being superior to man. Even little you'll be glad you waited.”
ball stopped at the foot of the hill at last,
Johnoy had this idea in a faint degree.
‘“ They'll get cold ; they always do,” said and when they got to it was sitting up lookOften, as he grew older, he woull be Val.“ Butthen you mustn’t cry.
Hop on, ing very much astonished:
missed at night, and his little sister Annie, and I'll ride you.”
How Val and Lottie unbundled those wrapwho was sent t> look for him, would find
So the sled went skimming over the snow pings! Out of them finally appeared Elfin,
him out of doors, gazing up into the starry with its light burden, and Val and Elfin very much disordered, her eyes very round,
heavens,
apparently lost in thought. thought there never was such a nice winter and her cheeks very red, but without a
Annie, who was a few years older than he, morning.
They were going to slide on scratch or bruise !
had a way of talking with him by means of Round Top hill with Lottie ; and they might
Didn’t she get a hugging?
‘I tell you,” said Val,present] 7; ¢ you'd
signs, which she had herself devised. So stayas long as ever they liked, for it was
better think I was glad I hadn’t been cross
when in a language that she could under- Saturday.
;
stand, Johnny would ask, ‘Could man,
“I wonder if Lottie will let me take her toher, when I saw her rolling off that
who makes houses and carriages and many little sled,” said Elfin. ** She ‘most always way I”
:
“Next time I'll go alone,” said Elfin soother things, make those also and place does, you know.”
:
them there?” pointing to ‘the sky, she
‘Then I don't see the use of wondering berly. ** But you are always the goodest
would try to give him an idea of God, a about it this time,” replied wise Val; so El- girl, Val»
:
ue

greeting as she watched for her friends
Witness. Many an eye was wet with tears’ us to be very good while we live, then from the v i:dow, She was all ready, and
at sight of the little deaf boy's sorrow, but when we die will take us up to dwell with both sleds too ; the big red one whose steel

er's,

her mites of feet all the way, which

he

Conceals all the pride of her charms,
Till I bid the bright hours chase the night from
her flowers
il
And lead the young Day to her arms!
And when the gay rover seeks Eve for his lover,
And’sinks to her balniy repose,
I wrap the soft rest by the zephyr-fanned west,
In curtains of amber and rose!
my sentinel sleep by the night-dreaded
deep,
Y
:
1 gaze with unslumbering eye,
‘When the cynosure star of the mariner

loved his business, but the

luxuries of the city restaurants more; began

began to imitate him as well as he could in selfish little midget, who didnt want to
voice, gestures and appearance. Of course leave the sliding herself,
began to vomit, and they knew by the he could . speak no words,—
though he was | “You little—" Val was just going to say
fumes of the brandy what the trouble was. | deaf he was not
dumb, and could give ut- “ plague,” but she changed it to ** goosie,”
They were rejoiced to find him still alive,
‘I supposeI
terance to sounds if they were not the most which sounded pleasanter.
but their hearts were
sorrowful that musical. All
recognized the resemblance shall have to go with her,—oh dear I”

dead drunk; for when they took him up

establishment;

ing gracefully down and stopping somewhere a dozen yards away from the place
Ylfin had aimed for. Or else she dragged

nothing ;, whatever happened, the little sister took re-

do

they had tolet him take his owmr way, and

knew that these men were never seen in
himself. The family were occupied with church, that they
often drank, and broke
the company, and thought nothing about the Sabbath, and
did things “which he

When I-flashed on their sight the heralds bright

:

tures

passed around and tasted by nearly all.
The bottles and glasses were then left upon the table, while the family and visitors

something good,

pall at rest on a senseless breast,
Night’s funeral shadow slept,—
‘When shepherd swains, on Bethlehem’s plains,
Their lonely vigils kept,—

braced,

tones would grow shriller and shriller,
until he fairly screamed as loudas his lungs
would let him, all the while making ges-

returning rom
and calling for glasses, invited all to drink. school-house, he
Of course it would be impolite,—as they ing, in he beheld
thought,—to refuse, so the beverage was there, while one

standing on the table, thought it must

God’s covexfant of Peace.

“

bottles,

their

produced

their friends, they

In the gilvery sphere of the first born tear

{

son, and it did him good, and though I
should be sorry for any of my little readers
to pass through the same experience, yet I
should be glad if every one should learn to
hate ardent spirits as much as Johnny did
after the event which I am about to relate.
This Was many years ago, and it was a custom then for almost every one to -drink liguor and think nothing about it. Johnny's

some choice liquors, —brandy, I think it was,

And mine were the dyes in the-sinless eyes

{ity

les-

father was an exception to this rule, but one

their leaves of living green,

Their work of wrath had sped;

a severe

He had

day some acquaintances of the family, who
had been to a wedding, called at Mr. Dale’s
on their way home. They had with them

d the flowers of Eden’s bowers
ad

into ed and got interested in his subject, his
:

Now I am going to tell you how
became a teetotaler,

$s

o

T. 8. Arthur & Sona.

duce a volume of charming poems, replete’ with
generous sentiment,
and deep and tender feelIngs. It isa pleasure to read, and we thank him
for writing * Addrésses and Sonnets.” n
Hn
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in
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in
born
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aze.
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beantithe
then
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have | stops struggling;
gallant; but they
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rate to every breezy and
She
|
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around
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possession
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he is drawn into
Of ou social life; in other words, our soci-| aud
to most. peoplo the | ety
is so much an affair of fiivolous young mouth, and is seen no

©

people, and so little an association of
charming and experienced women, that it
fails to interest and attract the hearts and
intellects of men..
It is extraordinary,
considering the privileges, the freedom of

in the ocean

than Dexter can on land,
But this is an exaggeration.

=
The

horse is a carious little creature

sea-

three

or

sex in our life, how little infour inches long, which forms one of the the feminine
it has in politics,in art. We attribute
most interesting objects of the aquarium fluence
its want of influence tothe precedence of

The Rev. Samuel Lockwood, of Keyport,
N. J., has furnished a very instructive account of it to the Salem Naturalist, and

young girls in our
If our social

society.

paradise is

sh.

:

them accomplishments, but failed to inspire
in them any real and growing interest .in
the: great elementary things of life,—if it

has given them facts, but left untouched the

springs of love, and undeveloped the sens,
of beauty,they can hold no beautiful relatio
to us, but only

forward, it looks like the steed of a knighterrant in quest of adventure; and those
p
, golden, yet queer little eyes, chamelon-like,

‘tently

independent

gaze two

of each

ways at once...

other,

in-

Then as to

that dorsal fin, in oddity and beauty it has

no compeer among its. ichthyig

rivals, so’

tastily fringed with a neat
border of delicate yellow, precisely like the yellow tipping of the tail of the

cedar-bird.

a relation of self-interest,

The American girl is a type of courage
and self-reliance; she has a quick intelligence, and her face is striking beautifal;
but she is without humanity, sweetness,
and gentlefiess,—qualities which the poets
have endeared to us, which our religion has
which have been embodied
| consecrated,
in immortal types.
The American girl
makes our social paradise,but illustrates no
serious and sweet and devotional element.

its body always’ porieslly

world

She-is introduced into the social

In na-

too

soon ; she is commissioned as a formative
spirit too early,—before she hasbeen mellowed and sweetened.
Mab.”
;
A girl or woman is only qualified tobe
Bat the curious thing about the sea-horse
influence in society, after experian
is the very remarkable constitution of its enceactive
has touched her. She makes a fine so* family; and in these times, when Heayen cial paradise only in proportion to the richknows what will turn up next n the
wySVL SVE) only
and the harmony of her experience;
social world, it is well to be familiar with ness
after she has cast aside everything harsh
all of Nature's odd ways of managing these and crude, and appears astilland luminous
matters. It is well-known that the female spirit, a bright influence, a radiant friend.
opossum and kangaroo have little
pouches But now our social paradise is only furnishin which their offspring make their home ed. with beautiful faces, and gay dresses.
in the nursing period of infancy. Now the The msthetic pleasuré
d the social
iss poory
sea-horse has the same trait, but the office intercourse trivial, and a mere provocation
is reversed; it is the father that has the of flirtation.
pouch and carries the
young. Mr. Lockture it is an exquisite fan, in form, size,
and ornament, worthy the hand of Queen

wood,

who

has

carefully

investigated

bringing

his

lows in the North

wife's

«To.day, near noon, I observed three
yous
sea-horses swimming about. They
ad just made their debut. Very minute
creatures they were, but nearly perfect.
From that hour the pafer-mater kept busy
setting his Jrogeny adrift. At the bottom
of the vessel was a broken winkle-shell, put
there for the attachment of the animals
tail, when fatigued by swimmicg, as the
easily

tired,

and

fully understood in

either, and that it is of

advantage

to an advocate to appreciate the strength
than the weakness of his antagonist’s position. Nothing is more remarkable than the
anerring tact with wkich, in his debate
with Mr. Douglass, he went straight to" the
reason of the question; nor have we ever
had a more striking lesson in political tac-

this,

fact that,

tics than the

opposed

to a man

exceptionally adroit in using popular prejudice and bigotryto his purpose, exceptionally unscrupulous in appealing to those
of eitibaser motives that turn a meeting
the contrary is entirely mechanical, and in zens into a mob of barbarians, Be should
the present case was effected in the follow- yet have won his case before a jury of the
turned
ing manner: With its abdomen
ople.
toward the shell, ‘its tail attached to the
r. Lincoln was as far as possible from
politician. His wisdom
under part of it, the body erected to its an impromptu
by a contractile was made up of a knowledge of things as
full height, the animal,

monkey-like, is its favorite mode of taking
The winkle-shell afforded real hel
rest.
of in the labor extruding the young, whic
is in no sense a parturient process, but on

exertion

of

proper

the

muscles,

would

equine

on

any

by

ring-

filling every part of the

the parlor and

the best

appearance, and think of his mon-

recedent

is only

another name

The floor,however, is tésselat-

can society,

still exist in

Germany

in

A Woman's

Word.

gp
In an essay read

you,

at

the recent

Woman

not

with

being

so rich, but so poor.

My compassion, which does not refuse itseif to the tales of labor ill compensated
and of human life almost divested
of human

resources,

yet

visits

most fréquently

those whose poverty of soul contrasts with
the affluence of their surroundings. Of
these two classes the latter seems to me the
most

unfortunate,

lief.

the most

difficult of re-

A change of circumstances may pro-

of girls,

no outward change can reach the spiritual
needs of the” other. Our prosperous cities
are fall of spirit-paupers whose mental nakedness adopts no appropriate clothing.
The fashionable educator and the fashionable church have hung a brilliant rag or ribbon

too

light-headed,

interest

us

too

su-

beyond

A Murderous

here

and

there

upon

them,

but

tals

like those of

wave about’

your garden, but

in the water, while the opelet

generally clings to a rock, How innocent
and lovely it looks on its rocky bed! Who

experience of life, by intelligent and pro-

grosser than dew or sunlight? But those
beautiful waving arms, as you call them,

a being vonsecrated and ripened and dignified by the most hallowing and tender

doh
eben

I~

18

of many hoveities, besides all the standard vegmy own
etables of the.garden, (ever 100 of which are
| growing), with i a «choice list of Flower Seed, will
be forwarded gratis to all. I warrant my s
all
prove as represented. I warrant it shall reach
each
purchaser,
I warrant all money forwardgd shall

As

reach me.
.

ostage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
books, 16 cents
each.

arties designing to get new

Sabbath School

old

ones, can

our own

pS

publications, or will

be

filled with

the

CHAS. A. DAI
The cheapest, smartest, and
Everybody likes it. Three editions: DAILY:

Mowing Machines, Parlor Organs, Sewing Macliines, &c.,
mong the premiums, Specimens and listsfree. Send a Dol-

GREAT

~~
REMOVAL.
HOWE SEWING MACHINES
BUTTERICK'’S

57 and 59 Bromfield St., Boston,

Sr

No.

would suspect that it would eat anything

ones,

solv

bridge,

and

Mass., died of typhoid fever

of Cam-

A. DANFORTH.

ko

FREDDIE TINCOLN, only child of John E. and
Kezzie E. Webber, died in Wells, Me., March
2,

Jesus said: ‘* Suf-

aged 5 months and 20 days.

fer little children

me

unto

to'gome

and

forbid

DPR,

. OC. KIMBALL,

KENNEDY'S
NEURALGIA

RHEUMATIC
DISSOLVENT.

lit-

they go to be forever with Jesus ; for of such
tle ones is the kingdom of God!

M.A. QUIMBY,

at

Hawkins, died

SALOAME U., Wife of Jay

Newport, N. Y., Margh 11, aged 24.
RoseLeC.. wife of George May, died at Newport, N. Y., March 12, aged 21, These two sisters were married during the past Joes were
taken sick at about the same time, and died with-

in twelve hours of cach other. Funeral services
E. B. ROLLINS.
by the writer.
MARY, wife of the late Jacob
March 10, at Vassalboro’, Me,

|

died
born

Prescott,
She was

in Berwick, where she professed religion and afto Montville, where she was
terwards moved
baptized by Elder Mcl'arland, and joined the KF.
tchurch. . From there she moved to Vas.
B
salboro’, and from there to China, where was her

home,

womian

days,

when

she

died.

of consistent

!

Sister

Prescott

earnest

and

was a

piety all

her

+ H. LITTLEFIELD,

MARY; wife of Calvin Corse,

die

‘Sept. 27th,’

Christ
found
go
1866, nged 64 years, Sister
precious in her youth, and was baptized by Rev.
Asa Dodge and united with the F. Baptist church
in Jackson, and remained a worthy member until removed by death. She left an aged husband

and six children to mourn

gervices by Rev. A. H. Fish.

BrrseY S. BARruTH,
| died Web, 12th,

aged
ad

their loss.

Funeral

daughter of the above,

40

years,

Sister

Barreth

may

you

EADER,

JouN W., infant son of Scott and Mariam F.
Trickey, died of lung fever, Feb. 27, aged 8
months and 19 days. What a comfort to afflicted:
parents to know that when their little ones die

at

night
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child could readily understand it.
territory, apply immediately to
D.L. GUERNSEY,

monia, Oil of Vitroil, &c., &¢,
GEO, E. WHITE,
160 Front street, New York,
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Persons wishing obitua-

Verses are inadmissible,
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ranged as give the annual interest of any amount from
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Guano,

144 Tremont 8t.,0pposite Common.
PLUMMER & WILDER,
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attention, as every family ought to have it. Also,
NEW CIRCULAR INTEREST
TABLE, se ar:

11t8

Broadway, New

»

PATTERNS,

REMOVED

500 AGENTS
WANTED for ‘HAND OF
GOD IN HISTORY.” By Rev. Hollis Reed. Grandest Subscription Book of Modern Times. Ministers
and Students will find this book well worthy of their

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODEONS, and ORGANS of six first class makers, at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR CASH, DURING THIS
MONTH, or will take from $5 to $25 monthly until
paid; the same to let, and rent money applied if purchased. Chickering pianos are included in the above
53t8—p5
offer,

phates, Soda,

obituary.

The Freewill Baptist

Publisher, New York.

and try it. I. W. ENGLAND,

QUARTERLY,

published.
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THE

SEWING,
To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON
Stitch
MACHINES. The best machine in the world,
MONEY.
T
WITHOU
E
alike on both sides. ONE MACHIN
SEWWILSON
THE
address
ars
particul
For further
ING MACHINE CO., No. 656 Washington street,

A

Portzmouth,

Residence, 14 School Street.

A present of valuable

and Semi-Weekly number.

Weekly
can~
lente and vines to every subscriber; indueements to
Pianos,
$1,000 Life Insurances, Grand
RSSCTS lis rpassed,

HARMON

Address REV, L, L. HARMON,

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES

Mass.

L.

'Y SEi-

ayear, ALLTHE NEWS
WEEKLY,
WEEKLY, $2: and
ay agriculture, Farmers’
at aE prce. Tail reports ux
and Fruit Growers’ Clubs, and a complete story in ev.

Among the best terms offered is a NEW
SIX OCTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for
$65; same rents for §5 per quarter and rents pay for it.

$8 Wall St, N. Y.

Boston

MASS,

sendus

vantage of purchasers,

Pacific,

“Feed your land and it will feed you.”

MARBLEHEAD,

i

their orders which will be immediately filled with

moniated Soluble Pacific Guanos, is particularly recommended, being compounds of the richest Phosphatic Guanos, rendered soluble ; the former containing a large percentage of Peruvian Guano, and the latter highly ammoniniated animal matier—making the most concentrated and
profitable fertilizers for all cereal, tobacco and fruit crops.
§# For particulars, send for pamphlet.
For sale in bags in quantities to sul Jrghasers. by

P. 0. Box, 5883.

Send for a catalogue.
JANES J. H. GREGORY,

6t9

h; on the dollar-and-a-quarter
sh ; on the 75 cents books, 8 cexiis
Libraries, or to replenish

The use of the above Soluble Phospho-Peruvian and Am-

All this might be well

—

em-

faces and expensive costumes to our
oman—that is to say,
paradise.

pretty
De

MEANNUAL CATALOGUE, containing a list

Pompeii and Herculaneum,.eeeeessvessa:1,25

PHOSPHA TE,
CAROLIN.G
diso,
FISH GUANO and Ground LAND PLASTER.

if you were imbeciles or lunatics ; we might
then rejoice that the drill of society should
bring you into the order of human decorum,
and that its adornments should bind you in
But .you are such
the unities of taste.

Sea Flower.

the aster in

to. the

Guaanos.

the

ter heeds not the world’s tears,—to me it is

sadder than they.

—
—
the moment, and serious to us only as posOur dream
sible social associates for life,
is strikingly illustrated by
of a social paradise corresponding with + An bitoldof moral
history
natural
this
all our needs, favorable to the agreeable
the exquisite wonders of the sea
of
One
powers
our
all
of
exercise
and complete
d opelet, and is18 about as large
the
and faculties, corresponding with all our | igas calle
aster, looking, indeed, very
pig
the
find
cannot
We
genses, is but a dream.
Imagine a very lar
one,
1fke
much
have
it among Americpn women for they
so many long petals
ever
with
agter
double
surrendered in Re ntorest of triviality and
as satin, and each
glossy
green,
light
e dare say this in the of a
inexperience.
vely
These
color.
rose
with
face of the blonde-haired and violet-eyed one iido not lie quietly in their places,

girl of our deepest devotion ; We dare aocuse the girls of the period of usurping all
gocial attention, and of giving nothing but

0

Sunny Skies,eceeidiiiiiieeiiioiiaaiiaan 1

Hubbard, died

W.

Soluble

Ammoniated

seamless garment of integrity their soul
does not weave for itself.
Drape and
group yourselves. What sort of a picture
will youmake? An endless web oftrifles
and falsities occupies you.
I am not
preaching hell to you; but the emptiness of
talk and Life is hell t) thoughtful people. I
see you brought together by the occasions
of art and of society; whatever you touch
turns to folly in your hands. Your laugh-

have no social paradise; and
ourselves unworthy of, or

perficial, too pert to

JB

410
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BF BHEht Days,

.
GUANO,
Sandy's Soluble Phospho-Peravian,

vide for the material needs of the one, but

of retreat from any position he had
need
cautious, but
taken. The
deliberately
without taste for, the chattering and bar- steady, advance of his policy during the
ren paradise made bythe girls of the pe- war was like that of a firm road on which
riod, and look beyond them, we find only public confidence could follow; he took
illegitimate and anti-social pleasures. Amer- America with him where he went; what. he
ained he occupied, and his advance posts
joan women are too often helpless docolonies. The very homeliness
mestic dradges, epitaphs in the parlor, the Dime
maternal ushersof our daughters.
Ameri- of his genius was its distinction. His kingcan girls are like a succession of fresh pict- ship was conspicuous by its workday homeures ; but they do not afford us much sym- spun. Never was ruler so absolute as he,
athetic and intelligent social pleasure. nor so little conscious of it; for he was the
Our social paradise? Is it in the auditori- incarnate common sense of the people.
um ofa theater? The excitement and the With all that tenderness of nature, whose
moral of the drama seem debasing to most sweet sadness touched whoever saw him
of us, and the pulpit tells us the play-house with something of its own pathos, there
is the ante-chamber of hell.
Is it at the was no trace of sentimentalism in his speech
opera? All musical passion and poetic sen- or action. Heseems to haye had but one
sibility is next to that fatal abdication of the rule of conduct, always that of practical
ill and surrender to the emotions which and successful politics, to let himself be
moralists warn us against, as: dangerous guided by events, when they were sure to
to our spiritual life. Our austerest teachers bring him ‘out where he wished to go.
what seemed to » unpractiocal
have Jed us to suspect everything; we dis- though by
trust our instincts ; we have no innocent so- minds, which let go the possible to grasp
cial paradise, but on the croquet-ground, at the desirable, a longer road.
by the sea-shore, on ‘the mountains with a
troop

sevesssesnssvunse

Bright Day

in Panama, Dec. 16, 1869, of typhoid pneumonia,
Sister H. experiencin the 25th year of her age.
ed religion some two years previous to her death,
in Sherman, N. Y., and was baptized by Rey. B.
McKoon, and it may be trutbfully said that but
few, whose Christian experience was so short,
Though
have lived more faithful than she did.
she was not a person of many words, yet her life
and walk were such as to evince to those who
knew her that she walked with God. She lived
Sister H. leaves a
beloved, and died lamented.
companion with a large circle of relatives and
friends, who deeply mourn their loss. We bespeak the prayers of Christians that the companjon of the deceased may have sustaining grace in
LOSEE.
A.
this time of deepest sorrow.

well-founded distrust in the wis- ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
Wanted, Women in Society. bydoma very
Perhaps it was his want of patronize it, must accompany. them with cash
man.
of
rei
fee
self-confidence that more than anything equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Apart from the sweet-faced girls who else won him the unlimited confidenceof the Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
rule our society in the interest of dress and people, for they felt that there would be no gingle square can well be afforded to any single

flirtation, we
if we confess

BoY’S

choir i

church, 'testitied

Lucy A., wife of Charles

Suffrage Convention at Boston, Mrs. Julia
Ward Howe says:
:
I arraign you, rich women, and reproach

odied experience, and that it counts for
even more in the guidance of communities
of men than in that of the individual life.
He was not a man who held it good public
economy to pull down on the mere chance
of rebuilding a better.
qualified
Mr. Lincoln's faith in God was

pleton’s Journal.

great

Mittie,eesoes

a

tf

Jamie and JeANDi€,
esses sesssssasncsnces

time with herself, to join her in this service.
But alas! she waited too long. After one week’s
illness of typhoid fever, death came and deprived
her of the sweet privilege of following Jesus in
the ordinances of his earthly house. In her last
moments, even in delirium, her thoughts were
drawn toward the heavenly mansions, whither
we trust she has gone to dwell with the Saviour
forever. May - her afilicted parents, brothers,
sisters and pupils, all be prepared to meet her
M. PHILLIPS,
in heaven.

all

their primitive perfection. When we parted
from our hostess, she embraced my wife,
and kissed her repeatedly, as if she had
been a sister or a daughter, and did not
even let her husband depart without a
share in this hearty benediction.

abstract

for

the

Little

Agent,

Street, Boston.

A. The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
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Making Something,eceeseccconcssosenress

aged 23 years,
Some three years since, she co
secrated her life to Jesus, and although deprived®
of many spiritual privileges, and suffering intense pain at times during an illness of nearly
one year, she loved him to the end. As death
drew near, she we'comed the tyrant as a friend,

right, but upon so much of justice, the
fine
highest attainable at any given moment in |. lorious creatures, gifted with such such
ealth, such untroubled imaginations,
human affairs, as may be had in the balDoubtless he freedom from griping and bitter distresses,
ance of mutual concessions.
that I could wish to see you doing better
had an ideal, but it was the ideal of a pracThe small game of fascination
thiigs.
tical statesman,—to aim at the best, and
to take the next best, if he is lucky enough empties the treasury of loves The poor,
to get even that. His slow, but singularly vain standard hides the noble and the true.
masculine intelligence, taught him that one.

key faculty, and his opossum traits, and
* that queer blending of innocent oddity with
patriarchal dignity, we have to accept he
old fisherman's proverb—* There is nothing
ou the land that is not in the sea.'”—Ap-

with

Go

|.

L.

ment of difficulties, which enabled him to
see that the only durable trinmph of political opinion is based, not

singing the new song

without

85 Water

oi

REMEMBER

well as of men; his sagacity resulted from
a clear perception and honest acknowledg-

draw itself downward, and against the
shell, thus rubbing the pouch upward, and
in this simple, yet effective way, expelled
the fry at the opening on the top of the
sack.” ~
On the whole, Mr. Lockwood views the
sea-horse philosophically as an electric
creature, entitled to much respect. He
says: ** Thus our seahorse, though anomalous in form and habit, has beauty united
with its strange features, and grace with
its eccentricity. In fine, a8 we look at his

will find

The

understand

greater

house,

Child’s

,

JOHN KE. ROGERS,

6

sesnse A

Services by the books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
passed away in triumph.
ed with beautiful patterns in various col- and
writer.
N.L. ROWELL.
ors, and varnished, or atleast is is scoured
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
until it is as white as the driven snow.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
DEA. EZRA ALDRICH died in Lisbon, N. H.,
The amount of fine white linen which a March 21, 1869, aged T4 years and 1 month. Bro.
Dover, N. H.
with
and
H.,
N.
Franconia,
in
born
was
Aldrich
German housekeeper has, and whieh she is |
of a very few years always lived
exception
the
not reluctant to show her guests, is fabu- upon the same farm until he was seventy years
Remittances of money for our publicalous. This is partly a mark of gentility and ofage. He experienced religion and united with tions may be sent either in Draftson New
partly a matter of necessity, for the Ger- the Lisbon church over forty Jeare ago. At the York or Boston, and made payable to the
ranconia, he and
the church at
mans have but three or four washing days organization of were
smong its first members.
companion
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
in the whole year. And the baking of the his
oppressed, and
the
of
friend
was ever a firm
peasants is as infre- He
Money Order, or in Registered letter.
the
of
black bread of the
minister
The
day.
the
of
reforms
the
all
quent as their washing. The Germans in gospel always found his housea. welcome home.
Moneys thus sent ‘will be at our risk.
and
son
one
e left an affectionate compani
the country, and in such cities as GottinOtherwise
they will be st the risk of those
of
circle
numerous
a
and
gen, keep early hours, breakfasting at 8 three grandchildren,
sending them.
or earlier, dining at 1, and usually going to. Christian friends to mourn his departure.
T. SPOONER.
bed as earlyas 10. We attended a concert
PAGE
died
in
Scituate,
R. Lj |
of most delightful music, but it began at
Marcia F.
5 P. M. and closed at7 in the evening. In Jan. 4th, aged 21 years and 28 days. The subthe Saviour
short, the child-like virtues of simplicity, ject of this notice gave her heartnot to make
a public
about two years since, but did
candor, naturalness and heartiness which profession,
because she waited for her brothers,
have almost died out in fashionable Ameri- two of whom embraced religion about the same still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the ad-

Review:

to

order

German

youfind a bell-handle,

any carpet.

affairs, but that there are always two sides
to every question, both of which must be

Lockwood :

sea-horse is very

You

His experience as a lawyer compelled him
not only to see that there is a principle unevery phenomenon in human
derlying

children into the world is interestingly described by Mr.

American

a

rooms in the house adorned with beautiful
pictures on the walls, and elegant lace curtains at the windows, but probably: without

for study. Adorned only by the natural
goodness of his heart and the superior
qualities of his mind, it presented features
which still make it full of freshly recurring
interest. He was lately sketched as fol-

the same sack is not half a line thick, and
hangs flaccid on the animal, a mere thin
membrane.”
the father managed the somewhat
How
of

staircase,

life of Mr. Lincoln affords a similar subject

developed fry,

enter

Presenty,sesvaess

The Christ Child,ceseeeeessscscsscsccaase ,T9.

ing at which youcall a servant who con, esteem in which she was held by the community,
ducts you to a parlor or reception room on |: MArY ELLEN, daughterof Asa and Elz ‘Cro
the next floor, which you enter by knocks. by, of Munchestér,died Jan, 24thof consu ptio

- Among the paintings byJRaphael there
is one which Artists never tire of copying,
partly because of its simplicity, but more

especially because of its perfection.

8S. Tyler

Day

Jlrs.

knocking, through a door which rings a heaven. Her last hours were ‘peacefal, and al
though called to say farewell to the . partner o
bell, - and thus: announces the ingress or her
toil and the children of her love; she was
egress of some one. At the foot of the willing to depacf.
The great cohgre ation,

———

duties of both father and mother to the
progeny. * The male sea-horse not only
hatches the eggs in the embryonal pouch,
but also feeds the Tong A allowing
them to absorb a portion
himself. At
the time of receiving the spawn the wall of
the pouch is not less than three lines thick,
and is well stored internally with fat. At

awkward business

You

Birth

ii

FACES.

Address orders {0

Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at Schoolysececscecsoassore

A. LOSEY.

chester, N. H., died -of consumption, Jaw. 20th,
aged 39 years and 1 month, She was born at
Center Harbor, but has been a resident of this
city for 17 years, during which time she bas had
a large place in the affections of those who knew
her. She was a worthy member of the choir: at
the time of her death, and we trust she is now

gives this pleasant glimpse in a late letter:
;

Lincoln.

matter; the male henceforth assuming the

the time of expulsion of the

Oflife in Germany, Prof. W.

its

conditions of reproduction, says that the
female simply consigns her eggs to the embryonal sack of the male, and then retires
from all farther care or responsibility
in the

in heaven,

And lately for its unrivalled

NEWSPAPER

Aunt Mattieseese

|

JULIETTE, wife of H. D. Lord; Eiq., of Man-

———

it becomes of some moment to. us how our
gitls sre educated.
If our education has

rich

]

her
her

ties of

JAts large

May Bell isseeses
Sabrina Hackett,

previ-

she ever gave.
She died as she livéd, and
last words to her children were to meet

Life in Germany.

made -by girls,

meeting
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ous to her death was said to have been the best

lose as though they. had never touched a

formed them only for frivolities; has given

d

exhortation at the last covenant
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that can make better time

church, Sister 8. was a faithful Christian,an excellent companion, a beloved: mother, and her

more. Then the
lovely arms unclose and wave again in
the water, looking as innocent and harm-
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idea called up is, no. doubt, that of some
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Summary.
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The trial of Prince Pierre Bonaparte

began at

who

CONGRESS,

appeared

as witnesses conducted thems

" Bench was coufirtned, 28 was also the nomination of Gen. Pleasanton to succeed Collector

|-

cy.

Bailey of New York. Mr. Wilson introduced
a bill for-the relief of the First Battalion, Heavy
Artillery, Massiictiusetts Volunteers. The Geor-

Mr. Gladstone has carried through the House
on its second reading -the bill for the suppres-

sion of disorder in Ireland. A bill permitting
dissenters to be buried in church burial grounds

gia bill wasdebatetdl. The House adopted a resolution, declaringit to be the duty of Congress to

provide for funding the debt at a lower rate of

was carried through after strong opposition.

should not be ‘taken up by substituting interest-

The prosecutors of Prince Bonaparte have
abused him antil he has the full sympathy of the

bearing bonds.

try—over

A bill amending the census law,

Reports from
health is failing.

ment ofUtah,
:
On Wednesday, in the Senate, the chief part of

The

the séssion was consumed in a discussion of the
case Of Senator-elect Ames of Mississippi. In

England

revolution

in

say

that the

Venezuela

——

Y

The New York

latey published a very interesting
tab

ular statement of the yield last year,which shows

Queen’s

is likely to be

real, hs it is called, has

(more

than

ever

extended to

The

be-

foreign

countries, and it seems that the new world. bids

encouraged, as a matter of health and economy.
Meat is a great item inthe expense of board of
operatives,

shall always
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meat,

etc.
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affect
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mutton plenty
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Semator Sumner began a| bodily, so that where before at low tide there | for
a year or two to come.
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hours without coming to an | Some wharves were destroyed and lumber car-
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exhausted
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Soil

Shu

troduced his bill'for reducing and reorganizing | work has been divided up between 11 observa- | soils, or those in which there is an excess of or-
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the army.

about
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Senate went
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tories; of which

Several nominations were con-|

one

is in

Way, one in Prussia,

Russia, one in Nor-

several in Germany,
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get the present position of each star, and then, | tions which follow will reduce it to an apparent- | it will not gall him.

MISCELLANEOUS.

the resulk,. Prof. Sulla

An Alabama judge has been assassinated.

Me., and Boston.
i D

°

The Missodri Demee
state, glcers thls out.

;

:
rats will not

A

bels Soultuins, 8,000 | under green crops, that mot enough of value is FhatWh bY

he expec!

make

20, 0

observa- | joy to pay

registered

as voters

ball

of the most

lately given

fashionable | which, however, is not of such importance to 4c

in the

The

who had their cigars and liquor flasks in easy
reach. They kept it up from three in the afternoen until midnight.
Talk about the Murder

of the Innocents!

in St.

payable, prineipal and interest, in specie.
consul at Portland

has

in-

There appears to be little doubt that Collector
instrument
Bailey of New York has gone abroad, and still is fperformed with a very sharp
less doubt that he is a defaulter to the amount of ‘can be ‘done 80 quickly that it is practiced even
| in thelargest fisheries, not excepting those for
$100,000 or more.

the herring.

The Senate committee on foreign relations has
voted to report against ratification
ef the treaty
for the purchase of St. Thomas.

the effect of a sickness on the
softens the flesh, and
dissolution.

and the wounding of several workmen.
It is now reported that the machinery .of the

.

days, or rather

fae-

JIE HextyIBIDE a to teach
done by a

M.,

Britain

are all now

some railroad laborers on a strike and those who
Some of our Neva Seetia brethren advocate
took their places.
the hanging of these citizens of that Province
The severe gale which prevailed Sunday night’ who favor annexation to the United States. They
raged all day.in Baltimore and New York. In: regard it as high treason to the British crown
the former «city, twenty houses were blown to advocate such a measure. There is no probadown.
bility of the remedy being tried,as all prudent
In Westville, neer New Haven, Sunday, a man friendsof the Dominion government must see
returned from church, took a pistol and fatally at once that its adoption would ereate a féeling
of indignation in this country which the governshot his wife.
;

next border raid.

Mr. Bright's amendment to the Education bill
after a speech by Mr. Glad-

The

authorities

Farmers’

Cambridge

ness to hold examin
places as shall herea

University,

announced their readi-

ions for

r be

women, in such

indicated, commenc-

ing July 4th and continuing to the 9th inclusive.

new reforms proposed by the Emperor.
Captain of the Bombay has been permitsail away from Yokohama, notwithstandprotest of the American Minister.

Mr. Phillips, U. 8. vice-consul, driven from
Santiago by the furyof the Spaniards, has arrived at Jamaica.
J
The submarine cable from Suez to Bombay is
4

The authorities will receive
places which wil guarantee

applications from
twenty-five fees,

and will provide an efficient committee of ladies
to superintend matters connected with the gath-

ering and accommodation

cants.

of the female appli-

No lady can be examined who has not

completed the 18th year of her age,

A trigonometrical

survey

of England and

Wales, on the scale of one ineh to a mile, was
begun in 1791, It was completed three weeks

Prince Plerre Bonaparte hss been acquitted of. ago.
out one

hour. ‘This verdict occasioned
great surprise | 6

Old
amd New says that of 125 persons with
fingers or toes, whose sex is recorded, 8¢

were men and 39 women. The number of right
The priestsof Spain are requiredfo swear limbs affected was 142, of left’ limbs 135, The
to. the feet as 195 to 04,
Constitution
within one month. | affected hands were
“allegiance
to -the
Marquis de Banneville has left Rome to confer There were 105 double little fingers and 84 douband sensetion throughout the country.

;
with his Government.
_The Pope has’ refused the dema
of nd
Count
Daru that a representativeof France should be’

A commercial panic exists in Buenos Ayres,

Paraguay having been laid waste by war, the
peo
gre ple
fn a condition of great wretchedness,

Bg

SEAINSE. GYOrloaging a colt. ~

cask

ask

There

throat is to bundle

share

of this improvement

throat

for the

is

average

rural

is found

parish is

in

clothing the neck should

better

chance

morals,

of sound

health,

almost
as much as any other class.

appointments

come

that furnish

from the same

le thumbs.

M.
those
thelr
while

city homes.

He

well

fatted

and

most wholesome,

cheapest of meats.

little to produce

neatly butch-

nutritious

It grows quickly, and

it, compared

with

and
costs

ARE

beef

bring twin

lambs,

which will sell
to the

butch-

shrink, only. Their wool is now, and will be in
the future, worth thirty per cent. more than
merino, which shrinks forty-five to sixty per
cent., according to the family and treatmentof
the flock. Long wool makes strong, excellent
and durable stocking yarn, though it is mostly
used to make the brilliant, light, lustrous Orgoods, for

the apparel of our pretty woms-

cheap as a cow in milk,

Their lambs and mut.

ton would keep a farmer supplied with the best
of fresh meat of one kind, as often as 18 necessaIy, the year round, ahd would make an agreea-

eruptions of the skin,

i
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AGENTS to gell the “Life of
Peabody,” illustrated, and ‘pub.

price suited to ‘the times. Now
B, B, RUSSELL,

Publis

is-your

er,
t13

NOTICE.

BUPERB

COLORED

PLATE

Double Getuniumg,
FN
ir
ue con
8 upward o!
y Pages,

& CO.,

53 No. Marke: St., Boston.

Fire Extinguisher, Plant Syringe, Win.
dow Washer & Garden Engine for $5.
Simple, cheap and

efficient

for all these uses.

graduates to throw a jet, mist or spray,

It

fine or coarse,

wide or narrow, instantaneously. For watering
hot.
buds, tender plants and seedlings,or applying liquids
to destroy insects on plants, vines, fruit trees, garden
or fleld Sona. has no equal. Send for circular to
N.E.PORTABLE PUMPLO. Danvers, Mags, 2613

0.8

U. 8. Five-Twenties, 1867

U, 8. 520’s of 1865.
U. B. Ten-Forties....svae.e

Sixes, 1864

AGENTS

WANTED

IN
WALL
an old operator. The

TO

SELL

STREET.

Written by
fastest selling, most attractive and fascinating book out. Profusely
illustrated.
Immense sales. Includes experience of thé author and
all that is great, powerful, splendid, mysterious, interesting, wicked, amazing, wretched, etc., in the focus of spec-

iLo Publishers,
SL BLE
"DUSTIN & CO.,
Harttord, Conn.
ros;

8

A

circulars,

Large

NGTON.

Gas”

Premium.

To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in ‘advance for his

Any respectable English or Arerloan woman
can do all kinds of house work well, and is will hy
to
it, 0 and who wants an opportunity ty to do it, oan
leain of a situation by makin
plication to the un.
dersigned.
L. ft BU R LANG AMR
Dover, N. H.
‘

The Langua
of Disease is Pain.
Ree
spond to it wisely Dy reinforcing nature. An admirable preparation
for this pu
is
TARRANT’S
EFFERVESCENT SELTZER APERIENT. It expels all acLe Matter Hom jhe bowels;
lates the I yer braces
erves,
strengthens
the
stive organs,
dissipates unwholeéome humo
oo 8
the blood, and
uts the whole udohine
of t © system in good work
order without
g any of the delicate intermem

213

SOLD

the same terms. The postage—which
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those
who order the books.

AGENTS.
Old Agents, Ladies and
Clergymen, for a new Religious Work.
Now!
ready. The demand increasing.
ighly
ed by clergymen of every denomination, commend:
Largest
commissions and extra inducements offered.
Ad.
Urdu J PATTEN FITCH,Publisher, Hartford, Conn.

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM,
This little book has been revised by

the Author, has been clothed in an entirelr new dress, and presents a very

comely appearance.

It should be in

every Baptist family. ' Let every pas-

tor and church-membe
have
r a copy of

this newly revised and

Price, in cloth,

covers, 15 cts.

useful book,—

only 25 cts. ; in paper

Postage

former, 4 cts., on ‘the

extra ; on the

latter, 2 cents.

,|
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ALL

DRUGGISTS.

NO CURE!

own paper, together with a year’s sub-

NO PAY!

INANAINANAAR

demand is

. Grant, P. 0. Box

lished ata

A
of he New
e

Mar. 23,1870.

Extracts

¥ & a pleasure, samples 30cts

time
to
make money.
Boston, Mass,
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BOOK

RR. WELLS, 389 Broadway, N.Y.

CLERGYMEN.

PLANTS,

is now
s
ining full descriptions of all the
Rare Plan
Gcifae the New Coleus, New Golden
Tricolored
ums, New Double Geraniums, New
Fuchsias, New Phloxes, New Chrysanthemum, New
Dablias,<&c., and all the choice and select Bedding,
Plants; illustrated with

5113

Ship stock...19 00 @21 00 | COAr8e.......47 @ . 48
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Tip isa novel-
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FRUIT TREES, VINES, &C.,
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«43 @-51

Clear Pine.. 30 00 g80 00
Coarse do...20
00 @22 00

U. 8. Coupons

of Fdith, Yale Sketches, Modesty of Genius,
*“‘Cheek,” Capital vs. Labor, ete. 30 cts.,
or $3 a year.
Newsmen have-it.
:
2t18

DEALERS

Have the pleasure to
rm their friends and the
public, that their Catalogtie of
:

IC

Hieskell's Tetter Ointment will
positively cure Tetter, Etysipelas,

Salt Rheum, Barber's Itch, Pimples,
Blotches, and all forms of Skin Disease, Also, Sore Eyes and Eye Lids,
Discharges from the Ear, and Old

See April No,-for Portraits and Characters new subscriber.
Or, if it is preferred,
of T. H. Sibley, Henry Bergh, Men of the we
will
send
any
unbound volume of
Rocky Mountains, Life in
@ina, N. C, Ely, 8. 8. Packard, Governors of New York, the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from
What Makes a Good Writer, Diet for Brain
Workers, Free Moral Agency, Philosophy the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on.

|"

AND

C 0

Flower and Vegetable
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Hyson.. neo
Yo
Hyson..90
aon kin....70
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IMPORTERS
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scription in advance from a new subincreasing. Pablished with both American and For
eign Hugelingin separate editions,
scriber
, we will send a copy of Mr.
rice $3.75. Sent post paid on receipt of price.
Kenned
y's volume,—“Closé Commun.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
CHAS. H. DITS8ON & CO, New York. ion, or open Communion ?. An experiDOUBLE MAGAZINE!
Two in One! ence and an Argument,”—and will also
LX
PACKARD'S MONTHLY is consolidated send
a copy of the same work to the
with the PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.—
Annual sale,

4 (0)

@ 13%

tog'd ret 9X

Mrs. Morgan, P. 0. Box, 2438, N.Y.

GOLD AND STOCKS.

riage Certificate San be hud of any Bookseller,h orMar-of
en. Two such sheep will yield as much profit as us direct, by mafl. CRIDER & BRo., Publishers,
rr
atyy
a common cow;
and five of them can be kept uy | York, Penn.
leans

Fair
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Rochester, N. X.
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Excelling in popularit
all instruction books for
the Piano, There is hardly a home in the coun
containing
a’
pianoforte
without
this
celbrated book.

mm

A copy will be mailed to every applicant on the receipt of 25 cents; our regular customers supphed free
of charge. Address

RIC ARDSON’S
NEW METHOD
THE PIANOFORTE.

FOR

Er

is embbilibhed with numerous engravings.

Send for Circular and Price List to
JOHIN C. HURSELL & CO.
8mi13
106 WATER STREET, BOSTON.

and

ers for from $8 to $10 by the first of July,
Their
fleece averages from eight to fourteen pounds,
with
from sixteen to twenty-five per cent.
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pork.
Every farmer should have a few longwooled cesset sheep, at least—Cotswold or Leicesters, They are little trouble, and will keep
fat on the orts of the cattle.
They usually

Ch, Royer calls attention to the fact that ible episode to the eternal round of salt junk and
flowers which sle¢p during the night place pork, and be far more healthy than either.
petals in the same position which they had
Those who eat principally salted mea‘s show it
in bud. He says that this is analogous in their complexion, ther
skin Leing less fair
tothe fact that animals When asleep uncon- and smooth, | Pork,
at best, en'en cons'antly, pros
sclously take the position of the foetus,
duces rritation and
LJ

DAY, April 25.
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and magazines, and
numerous patrons in

Raise Shoep—Tat Mutton.
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SUGAR,
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INSTITUTE.

LAPHAM
HE SUMMER

cookery,

farmers’ homes. . Farm life in this age of railroads and steamers is quite different from the life
led by our fathers. It moves inthe right direc:
tion.—Am. Agricultunist.

the

ou

STRAWBERRIES, and other small fruits; best

now and old sorts.

37. @.20|:

e
i,
TALLO

that the fungiof rusty wheat and of the barberry are alternate generations of the same plant.

and furnishes a fair share of their appreciative listeners and admirers, There is leisure in the country, time for reading and reflec-

mutton,

n

For Spring of 1870.
STANDARD FRUIT TREES, for Orohatds.
DWARF TREES, for Gardens.
GRAPE VINES—OId and new varieties.

1

NewOrleans sesess @ee oe
Wes
.
+ 32 |Portland cevcevene @roene
do. wet.....10%
@. 12 [Refined
;
Goat
Crushed...
cc... @ «.
Madras.......65 @ 70..
Patnas...... 50 @ 55
Rio

Farmers have a notion, often stigmatized as
silly, that barberry
bushes
are injurious to
wheat-fields, producing rust. Butit is proved

manufacto-
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their audiences, but the country comes to them

ered, is

a

h

it up closely, thus

ngers.

Pianos and melodeons are very common, and
the same
gongs
are heard there as in the
town, and they are sung about as well. Professional singers do not goto the country for

tion, plenty of newspapers
the village library has its

. pr

5% ” i Pepper -

The Colorado potato-bug, which is travelin
eastward about 62 miles per year, and whi
last year crossed Michigan,
is quite poisonous.
Very severe cases of sores are reported resultjt from the practice of killing them with the

ofa good education, and of a useful career in
life. The division of labor, brought about by
the introduction of manufactures, has blest the

farmer

N EW

)B

fh $5 @.. 63 | Descriptive and Illustrated priced Catalogues, sent

5 00 $37 00 [Nutmags...

5 oD,

as comfort will allow. In doing so you will
suffer acy less from throat ailment than if you
are always fearful of having a little cold air come
Any one who has been
in contact with your neck.
accustomedto have his throat muffled should be
careful to leave off gradually, and not all at once.
—Herald of Health.

and piety. Social life bas not so much show.
and brilliancy, but quite as much solid happiness. The children coming up in the country

have a much

Xx
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overheated a portion of the time, when it is exposed, some form of disarrangement of the throat
will be apt to occur. The rule in regard to

of the opportunities and privileges of agriculturThe

Q

fl 8 i planada...... 9 @ 120 | mast parcels sent by mai when so desired,

If most men would

and wrap

.:

‘en.

of sore throats, coughs, croup, and all kindsof

the strictly rural districts, and is fairly the result
al life.

berries,

ficiently clad, as is often the case, the best possible conditions are presented for the production

—

better in the homes of all classes of our people
within the last thirty years. We think quitea

large

oe 5 %

h Ai

mufiling of the throat the extremities are insuf-

has been a very great change

376
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+ 98 @ 1 03 |CADATY.cern. d 35 @ 5 2
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this cause that so many balky horses are

hi} ni
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Prach r¥ box Lo 3; 35 CloveNotthamii

overheating and rendering it tender and. sensitive, and more liable to colds and inflammations
thun before. This practice is all wrong, and results in much evil. Especiallyis this the case
with children, and when, in addition to the

Homes.

I

Good
of

England, have formally

Most of the Paris papers commend unreserved:

charge of murder, the jury being

|

ment could not repress, and we should see the
Fenians mot quite alone when they make their

War has broken out again in New Zealand.

ue¥

ge 1ngce}

———

covering of snow; while, if the ground is bare,
the high winds of winter scatter great quantities
of the finest particles of the soil.—Am. Ag.

pecially that part ofi t furnished by the mistress
of the mansion, is above the average in cities.

white color, diffusing, about 5 or 6,P.

The, telegnaphs inGreat

:

FOREIGN.

Radsine

ng two ropes,

©

hist

ih AN

resssees 12K @ 2 25 | mew ¥B....1 75 @ 2 00 | prepaid on receipt of stamps, as follows:

‘What is the best mode of Jrotecting the throat
from colds when a person is very susceptible to
way of protecting the
The common
them?

man’s manure,” for the alternation of freezing
and thawing is not altogether arrested by the

ly

transferred to the government. The price is
uniform for all .distances, on the basis of six

not

”

WH h

Muffling the Throat.

is well called “the poor

ries

A desperate riot has occurred in Iowa befveen | cents for every five words or fraction of five.

the

ered with snow, which

AA

,

:

gn .

.. |Beans,XA a

exercise more judgment and less whip, there
wouldn’t be so many balky horses.
Dersuasion
is better than force.

ful as freezing to the soil, and this useful action
takes place most in moderate weather. In cold
winter weather it is best for the soil to be cov-

two nights, opening in the morningof a perfecta very powerful odor of vanilla, closing the
next morning at-8 ord, A. M.,opening the same
day towards evening, this time of a beautiful
earmine,
and finally closing the next morning,

tions of the democracy in that state have effeeted

complete.

to its

minuteness and accu-

appeared, which lasted only two

If treeps are sent into the South, it will, preb-

v

action of frost is not due

no longer provides his own clothing or makes
his own furniture. He can buy cheaper.
The
racy of the returns for 1869. There are still thrifty farmer
in the older States has an archisome farmers in England who refuse to make
tect to build his house, and there is taste displayreturns, The total average of the United Kinged in the building and in its surroundings.
He
-dom is. upwards of seventy-eight millions.
'| knows a good deal about fruits and flowers, and
what he does not know his wife or daughter
The magnificent plant, the Victoria Regia,
does.
The flower border is quite up to the town
has thriven to an unprecedented degree during
the past summer in the Botanic Garden at standard. The upholstery may not be quite
Ghent.
Several leaves have attained a diameter
so attractive, but the floors are carpeted, and
of ninefeet, and have supported a weight of the windows have blinds
and curtains quite
250 1bs., and one even the enormous weight of enough for cheerfulness and health,
The table
500 Ibs. Every four or five days a fresh flower
is neatly spread, and the china-ware and other

ably, make necessary an increase of the army.

confirm the report.

gives to it the principle of
’

counted for by the greater

It is expected that the defalcations of Colléctor
_ Bailey-will amount to about $120,000. Sowme believe he has committed suicide.

do

economy,

nearly half a million of acres more than\were
reportediin 1868; but the difference is largely-ac-

City of Boston was in such a condition that the
danger of fire was greatly increased, and special
precautions were taken to prevent such a calamity.
The House
committee on naval affairs has
agreed to recommend the sale of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard, the proceeds to be placed in the
Treasury, and the material to be divided among
other yards.
;
In New Bedford, Thursday evening, 8 young
grocer was shot dead by a woman in the hall of
their boarding-house.
Bhe afterwards shot herself through therbody.

despatches

animal

The agricultural returns show that last year
there were upwards of forty-six millio
of acres
under cultivation in the United Kingdom, or

An explosion of a boiler in a Pennsylvania colliery, last week, caused the loss of three lives

that the

Iiis the custom in Holland to kill

the fish as soon &s he is drawn from the water,
while we let him lie in an agony which produces

Four members of the House committee on foreign affairs oppose the reported measure regarding neutrality between the Spaniard and Cubans.

city

beneficial

holding the soil in & frozen state, but to the act of
freezing ; consequently, thawing is almostas use-

Herod didn’t equal this,

‘es that we shall kill fish, instead of allowing
them to die by a slow process after having been
taken from their native element.
The Dutch
kill the fish by making a slight longitudinal in«cision under the tail, and the operation, which

thank the

citizens of that city for their courtesies to the officers of the Monarch.

ly the
The
ted to
ing the

8

know how to drive them.

The paper called Our Dumb Animals, propos-

beea

structed by the home governmentte

has been withdrawn
stone.
J

rein

sortion without

hair, and flirtations with their juvenile partners, | condition to be appropriated by the plant.

Living in Harrodsburg, Ky., is an old negro
The committee on ways and means is at work, woman over 100 years of age, whose face, hands,
on the tax bill, and it is likely that very essential. neck and arms have become perfectly white, and
reductions will be recommended.
{ her hair is snow white, besides having lost
The Society of the Army of the Potomac will much of the kinky appearance which is characteristic of the negro’s wool.
The old woman says
meet in Philadelphia, April 9.
and felt no little
The Chancellor of New Jersey has decided that she was ‘ born a nigger,”
a debt incurred before the legal-tender law is alarm when he began to turn white.

a reconciliation, but Albany

draw;

2 = @23
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our whole weight; in this way you will 001 | corn ¥ to aN"
Herdut
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in Irving Hall, New | them as to lighter sandy soils, as it commipmtes | from
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in New York

This we doubt, | him to

Buln

, common..12 @ . 16

York. Girls from eightto fourteen Were made | the particles, renders clods friable, and brings a | tobe found all over the country. I nikeLhe ae-

departments at Washington, are almost ready to
begin active service on the plains.
:

* It is. reported

for turning under.

i, spe their elders in puffs, paniers, powdered | larger portion of the inorganic part into a fit

Territorial Government for their country.

quartered

children’s

pattern was

The Cherokees protest against the preposed)
officers so long

Chron. isis

also added 120 mebule to those previously | sng heavy gravelly soils is different; while it | 1ar Dpon his shoulders, after which you may
known.
© | destroys a portion of the organic matter in them, | $fely hitch
him to . Eh: igen a Sew

cisco.

The English

30 reich Dacket Jim, so that oy Salt

industry he hopes to get his patch in the heav- | jo
nominate | °0® Pied out in five years. This telescope has | Tye getion of freezing and thawing in clayey

the residence of the Belgian Consul in San Fran-

Ten negroes were
Louis, Monday.

Every | pesides the stubble is left, to appearance, and we

occurred in Bangor, | tions. Last year he made 4,300, and with his | 1,4 we do believe much besides water is actually Shout seleni foot long, Jove Wi cuch

An-unstocpstiul attempt Was Wade io Yow up
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Its productiveness to be nearly three times greater than that of the varieties of oats now in general use. Its discovery and intfoduction form
a curious and interesting paragraph in the history ' of agricultural progress. The question
is, where did the stranger come from? It has
been compared with the varieties generally
known throughout the world, without discovering its counterpart. The fame of the giant ce-
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